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SUMMARY 

Introduetion 
As subject for a graduation project to complete the study for Structural Engineer at the department Architecture, 
Building and Planning at Eindhoven University of Technology, a leisure attraction is chosen. This attraction, namedas 
"Giant Molion Track" can be described as a tixed wheel, equipped with a number of gondolas which are transferred 
around the structure with use of a cabie-drive system. The main structure for this leisure attraction consistsof a concrete 
foundation and a ring structure made from steel, which is supported with pre-tensioned cables, see Figure 1 and 2. This 
attraction is located in Las Vegas, Nevada (USA). 

Figure 1 3D visualization Giant Motion Track Figure 2 3D visualization typical ring section 

Problem statement/ Objective 
The problem statement can be formulated as followed : 

"Is the current design ofthe Giant Motion Track able to satisfy the requirementsfor the governing limit states? And if 
not, what are the recommendations and possible remedial measures?" 

Given the problem statement, one of the primary objectives for this research is to determine the governing limit states. 
To analyse if the structure is able to satisfy the requirements, several statica! and dynamica! analyses are performed, 
recommendations and possible remedial measures are given. 

Because of the broad scope of this graduation subject, the main tasks are divided over two authors; the author analyses 
the statica! aspects of the structure, and R.C. Spoorenberg the dynamica! aspects. The reports of both authors are 
depending and referring to each other. To monitor and control the information flow between the authors, and to verify 
whether agreements are met, a planning is constructed in agreement with the graduation committee. 

Methodology 
The selected (assumed to be governing) limit states are determined in accordance with (local) codes and design rules, 
and with usage of reference projects. These limit states are then divided over the two authors, and in this report the limit 
states that relate to the statica! behaviour are analysed. Most of these analyses are executed with usage of the Finite 
Element Methad (ANSYS v 8.1), a methad which should be used with caution. Therefore a thorough research about the 
applied FE model is executed withall related benchmarks and tests. 

Static Analyses 
The global structural behaviour of this structure is highly depended on the interaction between the pre-tensioned cables 
and the steel structure. The amount of pre-teosion is determined with use of a global FE model of the structure, under 
the conditions that the cables are always under tension with respect to the serviceability limit states. The effect of the 
amount of pre-teosion on the modal behaviour of the structure is also analysed. It was found that the lateral 
displacements are highly dependent on the amount of applied pre-tension. 

To analyse the global stability of the system, several tests have been performed todetermine a correct eigen-value of the 
structure. Because the construction is pre-tensioned, the eigen-value had to be computed using an iterative method; 
increasing the dead weight until the eigen-value reached À = l. After the correct eigen-value was determined, a 
geometrical non-linear (with large rotations) calculation was executed to determine the farces in the local members and 
connections. To initiate buckling in the geometrical non-linear calculation, an imperfection pattem is applied to the 
structure derived from the first buckling shape, see Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 First bockling shape Giant Motion Track (ANSYS) Figure 4 Pressure distribution ring-section (CFD) 

Two major unknown variables in the determination of the wind-loading on the structure are: the amount of damping, 
and the drag coefficient. Based on literature study, and from reference projects, the amount of damping is determined. 
Finally remedial measures are employed to increase the amount of damping (appliance of a Tuned Mass Damper). 
Based on an equivalent (increased) damping coefficient, the wind-loading (Gust Effect Factor) and maximum 
accelerations are computed. With a result that these remedial measures are necessary to reduce the occurring 
accelerations, so they satisfy the requirements. These accelerations are verified with the results from a speetral analysis 
performed by R.C. Spoorenberg. 

The amount of wind-loading on the structure is also depending on the drag coefficient of the structure. With use of 
literature and local codes an assumption is made concerning the drag coefficient for this structure, hereby the typical 
cross-section of this steel construction had to be simplified to a reetangolar shaped girder. To analyse if this simplified 
metbod results in (non-)conservative values, the computed drag-coefficient is verified with u se of a CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) analysis, see Figure 4. It is concluded that the drag-coefficient determined with the 
codes does not differ much form the computed drag-coefficient (a difference of approximately 14%). 

Because the structure is subjected to earthquake loading, inertia forces are computed (R.C. Spoorenberg), and are 
analysed if these are significant for the design of the steel structure. The effect of temperature loading on the steel 
structure (expansion) with respect to strength resistance is analysed. With use of the global FE model of the structure 
the maximum forces and moments are computed for several load-combinations; which are used to analyse one typical 
section with use of offshore codes. Th is analysis includes the verification of the static capacity of the structural elements 
(members, joint connections). Forthermore because the rotation of the gondolas indoces a varying stress range (fatigue 
loading), an additional lifetime calculation is performed for one of the joint connections based on the hot spot stress 
approach with use of parametrie equations, see Figure 5 and 6. 
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Figure 5 3D visualization of typical gondola Figure 6 Varying stress range indoeed by rotation of gondolas 

Conclusions and recommendations 
The design of the Giant Motion Track is able to withstand the requirements denoted by the (governing) limit states 
under the conditions that remedial measures in the form of e.g. a Tuned Mass Damper is installed to reduce the 
maximum accelerations and wind-loading. Regarding the limit states with respect to the strength and stability, the 
structure bas sufficient capacity to meet the requirements. Additional research will be necessary in form of a dynamica! 
wind tunnel test to verify the computed damping and accelerations. 
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PREFACE 

This report is written to complete the study for Structural Engineer at the department Architecture, Building and 
Planning at Eindhoven University ofTechnology. At the start ofthe project, the scope was very broad and gradually the 
goal ofthe project became more specific. The processcan be divided into two typical phases: the literature survey and a 
final major research. During the literature study, that took approximately 4 months, a lot of theoretica~ and practical 
information was gathered and was applied to a design example. While writing the final report the experience and 
knowied ge from this phase could be applied. Because of the magnitude in both physical and engineering size the main 
objectives of this research are divided over two authors. These objectives can be described as the statica! aspects (W. 
ten Napel) and the dynamica! aspects (R.C. Spoorenberg) concerning the subject. 

I have chosen for this subject for my graduation because ofthe combination between research and design. With research 
I mean the gatbering of knowied ge conceming aspects which are not frequently applied at this faculty. The analysis of 
the different aspects demanded a wide survey ofliterature and calculation methods. This graduation project gave me the 
opportunity to apply this (theoretica!) knowledge into a practical context (design). I found out that the phase from 
theory to practise can be quite long (read: instructive). To understand, and make it possible to apply instruments as 
Finite Element Analyses I foliowed courses and workshops to improve my knowledge. 

I would like to thank my committee, Prof Dr. Ir. J.G.M. Kerstens, Dr. Ir. M.C.M. Bakker and Prof Ir. H.H. Snijder for 
their dedication conceming supervision and management during my graduation process. I believe they changed my 
vision from "ground-level" to "helicopter-view". Also, I would like to thank my both graduation companions, Roei 
Spoorenberg for his humeur and criticism, and Riek Bruins for taking our necessary coffee-breaks and helping me 
modelling the FE model. At last I would like to thank my friends and family for their interest and especially my 
girlfriend Margriet for here support and patience. 

III 

Wouter ten Napel 

April2007 

Eindhoven 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This study describes the analysis of a structure named as "Giant Motion Track". This Giant Motion Track can be 
described as a fixed wheel, equipped with 32 closed gondolas which rotate around the ring with the use of a drive 
system. This drive system consists of a propulsion system with cables which are connected to the gondolas. These 
gondolas are self-levelling and can carry 25 persons each. The location for the Giant Motion Track is Las Vegas, 
Nevada (United States of America). 

The analysis of the Giant Motion Track is chosen to serve as a suitable graduation project because this structure 
demands to explore the boundaries ofknown literature and guidelines. The magnitude ofboth physical- and engineering 
size make it achallenge to design and analyse different aspects with respect to the statica! and dynamica! behaviour. For 
the reason that this structure is subjected to many variables (e.g. wind-loading, stability, fatigue, vibrations) a literature 
study is perfonned in the fonn of a Masterproject M4 to fonn a base for this graduation report. 

lt needs to be clarified that in this graduation project the main objective is to analyze and design certain aspects of the 
structure, instead of producing a complete calculation or pre-engineering for a third participant. Therefore a strict 
description of the appropriate limit states has been written, with an explanation of these limit states. 

1.1 Problem statement 

The problem statement can be described as followed: 

"Is the current design ofthe Giant Motion Track able to satisfY the requirementsfor the governing limit states? 
And ij nol, what are the recommendations and possible remedial measures?" 

1.2 Objective 

Given the problem statement, one of the primary objectives for this research is to detennine the governing limit states. 
To analyse ifthe structure is able to satisfy the requirements, several statica! and dynamica! analyses will be perfonned, 
which will result in recommendations and possible remedial measures. 

1.3 Assignment division 

Because ofthe magnitude ofthis structure, the main aspects are divided over two authors: 

W. ten Napel: Static analysis structure Giant Motion Track (Napel, 2007). 

R. Spoorenberg: Dynamic analysis structure Giant Motion Track (Spoorenberg, 2007 [1] 1
). 

Both authors will analyse certain aspects from the structure individually, and both authors will write their own report. In 
this report will be referred tothereport ofR. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007- [1]) because the static analysis depends 
on the dynamic analysis and opposite. 

1.4 Methodology 

In the (statie) design of certain aspects of the Giant Motion Track the boundaries of known codes will be explored. It is 
imaginable that the available codes and design-guidelines are not capable to describe the field of operation (like validity 
ranges for joint connections etc.). In the executed literature study it has been found that the known codes for (civil) 
structural engineering are not applicable for a structure of this magnitude. Therefore other kinds of methods will be 
applied to the design and analyse certain aspects of the structure, e.g. off-shore codes and research papers. Base for 
these known codes are generalized structures in both dimensions and loading. In case of the Giant Motion Track, these 
aspects can not be generalised to a simplified structure that can be designed and analysed with usage of these codes. 
Therefore, when necessary, the analysis based on literature will be expanded with usage of Finite Element Analyses. 
Because the usage of FEA is highly sensitive for errors, several tests are perfonned to verify the FE results with 
relatively simple examples and analytica! solutions. This testing procedure is executed for each aspect that is analysed 
with usage ofFEA. 

1 
[ .. . ] : Reference, see enclosed reference list 
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1.5 Process 

Given the problem statements it can be imagined that several analyses must be performed. It is imaginable that under a 
certain limit state the structure has insufficient capacity, and needs modifications in the design. This acquisition will 
result in a modified structure, therefore resulting in other characteristics of the structure (e.g. natura! frequencies etc.). 
In the following figure, the process or information flow between the two authors is visualised. 

Literature study. reference projects, courses 

Detennination Leading Limit Stales 

Statie: 
Loads (wind, deadload, gondolas) 
Gust Effect Factorbasedon Ç = 0.02 
ULS- Stability 
ULS - Earthquake resistance 
SLS- Displacements 
SLS- Accelerations basedon Ç = 0.02 
CFD analysis wind-loading 

Statie: 
Gust Effect Factorbasedon l; = 0.03 (TMD) 
SLS - Displacement (2) 
SLS- Accelerations (2) basedon l; = 0.03 
ULS - Tempcrature resi,1ance 
FLS - Lifetime 

Figure 7: Process or in formation flow between the two authors, W. ten Napel and R.C. Spoorenberg [1] 

It can be observed that at several intervals input is needed from the dynamic analysis (and vice versa). Mentioned 
keywords as Gust Effect Factor, Remedial measures and TMD will serve as subject for the following chapters. To 
monitor this process and control the information flow between the two authors a planning over the graduation phases is 
prepared and presenled in Appendix S. 

1.6 Overview 

In Chapter 2 a general description of the Giant Motion Track follows. After this general description, the limit states 
under which the structure will be analyzed are mentioned in Chapter 3. Base for all the calculations is a global FE 
model ofthe whole (steel) structure. In Chapter 4 a description ofthis FE model is given. The given limit states result in 
different loads and laad-cases, these will be mentioned in Chapter 5. Using the global FE model, tagether with the 
determined loads and laad-cases, different analyses have been performed. In Chapter 6, a stability analysis of the 
structure is described, which resulted in a geometrical nonlinear calculation with large rotations. The structural parts 
(members, cross-sections) of one typical section of the structure are analysed with usage of offshore codes, see Chapter 
7. The joint connee ti ons are analysed in Chapter 8. Because of the rotation of the gondolas a varying stress-range occurs 
in the ring structure ( especially in the joint connections). The effect of this varying stresses is also analyzed in Chapter 8 
(deterministic fatigue). Chapter 9 deals with (manually) calculated accelerations in accordance with ASCE 7-05. 
Because these accelerations are only determined using the first natura! frequency, they wil! be verified with a speetral 
analysis (Spoorenberg, 2007). To delermine the (quasi) static wind-loading in accordance with the applied code, the 
first natura! frequency is obtained by a modal analysis, see Chapter 10. Overall conclusions and recommendations from 
the analyses follow in Chapter 11 . The references are mentioned in Chapter 12. A list of all used figures and tables as 
well as the Appendices follow the last chapter. 
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2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION GIANT MOTION TRACK 

2.1 Introduetion 

Base for the graduation project are draft designs completed by an external company. These draft designs are translated 
into a 30 model of the structure. This structure is basically designed with the use of conservative assumptions 
concerning wind-loading, lateral displacements etc. In this research the critica! aspects concerning this design are 
analysed. 

2.2 Geometry 

The structure for the Giant Motion Track consists of a steel structure (ring) which is placed on a concrete foundation. 
This steel ring structure describes a circular form over which 32 gondolas are rotated by a cable drive system. This 
cable drive system is placed beneath the foundation of the structure and is no part of further analyses. The ring structure 
is constructed with usage of steel circular hollow sections which are connected with each other. On top of the ring 
structure two guidance tubes are located for the support wheels of the self-levelling gondolas. To assure horizontal 
stability and stiffness of the whole ring structure, 24 pre-tensioned cables wiJl be installed between the top-part of the 
steel structure and the foundation. 

Figure 8: Perspective of structure Giant Motion Track 

In Figure 8 a perspective view of the structure is shown, with the foundation blocks at the bottorn of the structure, and 
the steel structure with the 32 rotating gondolas. The pre-tensioned cables are placed around the steel structure and are 
anchored in the foundation blocks. 
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Figure 9: Typical ring section witb gondolas Figure 10: Detailed view of gondola 

In Figure 9 a typical section of the ring structure is shown. lt can be observed that the main ring structure consist of a 
system of chords and braces which forma triangular shaped trussed girder (prirnary elements), above this trussed girder 
a structure of secondary elements is constructed for the guidance tubes of the gondolas. These secondary elements are 
taken into consideration for the global behaviour of the whole ring structure. In Figure 10 a detailed view of a self 
rotating gondola is shown. These gondolas are pulled around the ring structure with usage of a continuous cable drive 
system (comparable toa ski-lift system). Because the gondolas are pulled around a ring structure, they need to be self
levelling. A system of guidance wheels ensures the horizontal stabi]ity ofthe gondola. 

2.3 Location and dimensions 

2.3.1 Location 
The Giant Motion Track will be part of a large development of a hotel in Las Vegas that consists of a casino, a hotel and 
this leisure attraction. The attraction will be located near the main boulevard (the Strip) in Las Vegas. In Appendix G an 
analysis of the surrounding area is executed to determine the methad of installation. 

2.3.2 Dimensions and additional aspects 
The unit system in which this report is written is a metric system, and therefore the following dimensions and addi.tional 
aspects are given in sf, see Table 1. 

Ta 

Height: 
Diameter ring: 
Width of ring: 
Base with foundation: 
Number of gondolas: 
Lifetime structure: 
Velocity of the gondolas: 
Travelling time: 
Number of cycles I day: 
Numbers of 

130m. 
120m. 
7m. 
44m. 
32 (capacity 25 persons/ gondola, a total of750 persons). 
50 years; 
0.25 mis; 
27 min; 
53.3 cycles/ day; 
360 d 

lt can be observed that the structure will be opened 24 hours a day for 50 years. This data will be used for the fatigue 
analyses. 

2 SI: Système International 
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3 LIMIT STATES 

3.1 Introduetion 

In the design phase of a structure like the Giant Motion Track it is important to describe the governing limit states under 
which the structure will be designed and engineered. In the following chapter these goveming limit states are mentioned 
for the Giant Motion Track, they are based on the earlier performed literature study and from other reference projects. 

It should be mentioned that given the time-schedule of this graduation project it is impossible to take alllimit states into 
consideration. In the following chapters the goveming limit states are mentioned for only the pre-tensioned steel 
structure which is loaded with the given loads (the foundations are not further analysed) . A recomrnendation for the 
limit states which are not taken in consideration wil! be given. 

3.2 Governing limit states which are taken in consideration 

In Table 2 the (goveming) limit states which are taken in consideration for tbe design of the Giant Motion Track are 
mentioned. Note that these limit states are described exclusively for the steel structure without the foundations. 

ULS - 2 - Earthquake resistance 

ULS- 3- Stability 

ULS - 4 - Temperature resistance 

FLS - I - Lifetime 

SLS - I - Displacements 

SLS - 2 - Comfort 

Ultimate limit state with respect to static resistance of the steel ring-structure, at global
member and joint level 
Ultimate limit state with respect to earthquake loading in accordance with the American 
S tandard [ I]. 
Ultimate limit state with respect to global (system) and Jocal (member, connection) stability 
and strength; 
Ultimate limit state with respect to temperature loading; 

Fatigue limit state with respect to the varying stress range induced by the rota ti on of the 32 
gondolas; 
Serviceability limit state with respect to maximum lateral displacements of the structure 
under lateralloading (wind, earthquake); 
Serviceabil limit state with to comfort criteria 

3.2.1 ULS - 1 - Static resistance 
The static resistance of the structure bas to be analysed in accordance with applicable codes and guidelines. Base for 
these analyses is the global FE model 2 of the whole steel structure with the pre-tensioned cables. A thorough 
description of this global FE model follows in Chapter 4. 

3.2.2 ULS - 2 - Earthquake resistance 
The structure needs to withstand the loadings that occur during an earthquake. Tbe region in which the structure will be 
erected (Las Vegas, USA) is submitted to earthquake loading. Local guidelines wil! be applied to calculate the effect of 
these ground motions and accelerations. This analysis is performed by R.C. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [I] , 
Chapter 4 ), and recomrnendations from this report are integrated in the design of the structure. 

3.2.3 ULS - 3 - Stability 
The stability of the structure needs to be analysed at two different Fevels; global (structural) stability of the whole steel
stroeture with use of the global FE model 2, local (member) stability with use of offshore codes and literature. An 
eigen-value analysis needs to be performed to indicate the stability behaviour ofthe structure. 

3.2.4 ULS- 4- Temperature resistance 
The expansion that occurs due to increase in temperature can result in additional internal forces (restrained 
deformations). An analysis of the structural behaviour under temperature loading needs to be included, and the structure 
bas to withstand this temperature loading. 
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3.2.5 FLS - 1 - Lifetime 
The rotation of the gondolas will induce a varying stress range to structural parts of the Giant Motion Track. An 
analysis of this stress range will be executed, and the remaining life time of several parts will be determined with usage 
ofthe hot spot stress approach. 

3.2.6 SLS- 1- Displacements 
The maximum deformations of the structure are arbitrarily determined because there are no specific guidelines for the 
maximum de forma ti ons of a structure like the Giant Motion Track. As maximum lateral de formation for this structure is 
determined that the steel-stroeture does not deform more than h/300 (this in accordance with [2]). Vertical 
displacements are not restricted in this phase, in real life both maximum displacements are detennined with local 
authorities and suppliers (e.g. drive system.). 

3.2.7 SLS- 2- Comfort requirements 
The comfort requirement are analysed by R.C. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [I], Chapter 5). From this analysis 
follow the maximum allowable accelerations during the time that passengers are in the attraction, see Appendix E. 

3.3 Governing limit states which are not taken in consideration 

Because of the limited time-scherluie of the graduation project a selection of limit states could not be analysed. In the 
following tab ie the limit states which arenottaken in consideration for the design of the Giant Motion Track are listed. 

ULS - 5 - lnstallation phase Only a description of the method of installation will be given to make it possible to design the 
connections of the ring-structure. The forces that emerge from this phase are only described but not 
calculated. 

ULS - 6 - Fire loading The ultimate limit state for the structure under fire loading is not analysed. This analysis would also 
include the effect of the surrounding buildings and the applied materials. In this phase these 
variables are not known, and therefore not further analyses are not possible. 

ULS - 7 - Evacuation Evacuation is not analysed in this phase, but is one of the most important limit states. Specialists 
need to contracted to analyse the evacuation. 

ULS- 8- Drive system The drive-system of the gondolas is not analysed. This drive-system will be designed and 
calculated by the supplier. However fatigue loading by the rota ti on of the gondolas will be analysed 
(see FLS -lifetime). 

ULS- 9- Progressive collapse An analysis of the structural behaviour when one ore several memhers are removed from the 
structure to calamit" 

lt a lso needs to be mentioned that tbe foundation of the structure is not analysed, and therefore related limit states with 
respect to the foundation are not given. Related to the foundation are the surrounding conditions which are detennined 
for the (FE) analyses of the steel ring-structure. In reallife these surrounding conditions will be analysed by a soil- and 
foundation consultant who can deliver aspectsas rotation stiffuess ofthe foundation, lateraland horizontal stiffness, etc. 
In case of this graduation project these analyses are not performed, therefore assumptions and simplifications are made 
when necessary. 
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4 FINITE ELEMENTS MODEL (ANSYS) 

4.1 Introduetion 

The structure of the Giant Motion Track is modelled using the Finite Element Program ANSYS to analyze the 
behaviour of the structure. In the subsequent chapters the different aspects of this model will be mentioned, and 
clarified. The used FE program is ANSYS Multiphysics, Release S.l. Input is completed using parametrie modelling 
(using an input-file, see Appendix Q). 

4.2 Goal of the FE Analyses 

The goal of the FE Allalysis is to determine the global behaviour of the structure. With the use of this model the 
mentioned limit states wilt be analyzed. 

4.3 Overview global FE models 

The whole steel structure of the Giant Motion Track is modelled with use of ANSYS, and is named global FE model. 
This global FE model is constructed with the use of different Finite Elements which are chosen from an element library 
based on the individual characters. During the completion of this report this global FE model is three times modified to 
achieve the requirements to satisfy certain goveming limit states (e.g. the pre-tension in the cables is increased to reduce 
lateral displacements). An overview of the three global FE moelels is given in the following table, tagether with their 
descriptions and the reason for the modification. 

Date 30-10-2006 30-10-2006 28-02-2007 
~.-.. -. -----------------~. 

Geometry 

Connections 
Wind-force/ section 
Cable diameter 
Pre-ten si on (C I) 
Lateral deforrnation 
fl 

Hinged 
87.500 N 
70mm 
IIOOkN 
401 mm 

0.4378 Hz 
0.7590 Hz 
0.8149 Hz 
1.3805 Hz 
1.8413 Hz 

Fixed 
87.500 N 
70mm 
IIOOkN 
406mm 

0.4409 Hz 
0.7752 Hz 
0.8256 Hz 
1.4075 Hz 
1.8695 Hz 

Fixed 
170.000N 

IOOmm 
1500 kN 
477mm 

0.4455 Hz 
0.7612 Hz 
0.8219 Hz 
1.3915 Hz 
1.8821 Hz 

fz 
f3 
[4 

4.3.1 Global FE models lA/lB 
These global FE moelels are built during the starting phase of this report (30-1 0-2006). To analyze the influence of type 
of conneetion between the chords and the braces to the global behaviour of the structure two global FE moelels are 
modelled. In Appendix A.2 this analysis has been executed for one FE model with hinged connections, and a second FE 
model with fiXed connections. To model the hinges between the chords and braces of the steel structure BEAM4 and 
LINKS elements are used (continuous members: BEAM4, diagonals: LINKS), this FE model is named global FE model 
lA. The second model (global FE model lB) is modelled with fixed connections using BEAMlSS elements for all 
structural memhers and chords. The BEAMlSS element makes it possible to automatically generate the cross-section 
characterises (Area, I,, Iy etc.), by using the SECTYPE command. Using these elementsimplies fixed connections. The 
pre-tensioned cables are modelled using LINK.lO elements, because this element offers the advantage that it is possible 
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to include pre-tension using an initia! strain. MASS2l elements are used to model the weight of the gondolas. In 
AppendixA.2, an overview of the used elements is given. 

The effect of the dead weight is taken into account by activating the density of the material (steel), multiplied with the 
volume of the memhers (automatically determined in ANSYS). In the salution phase this mass is activated by using the 
standard earth gravity. The dead weight of the gondolas is placed on the structure by using the earlier mentioned 
MASS2l elements (the weight of these elements is also activated using the standard earth gravity in the salution phase 
of the analysis). To verify that the mass of the 32 gondolas is correctly applied in the FE models, an analysis of the 
structure withand without the MASS2l elements is performed in Appendix A.3. 

As mentioned in the limit states the soil and foundations are not analyzed in the graduation project. To model the 
supports or boundary conditions in the global FE model assumptions are made conceming the conditions of these 
supports. Because of the state of this report the effect of the soil with foundation is simplified to a pin support. In real 
life a soil and foundation analysis must be performed to make an appropriate assumption concerning the boundary 
conditions for the global FE model. 

lt can be observed in Table 4, there is no significant difference between global FE model lA and lB; therefore the type 
of conneetion (hinged or fixed) has no significant influence. Because in the detailing of the connections between the 
braces and chords of the ring-structure the in-plane-, and out-of-plane bending moments have to be taken in 
consideration the FE model lB with fixed conneetion is chosen for further analyses. 

4.3.2 Simplified global FE models lB 
To verify if the dynamica! oriented limit states are satisfying the requirements, a number of dynamica! analyses are 
preformed by R.C. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [1]). One of these analyses is the determination of earthquake 
loadings for the Giant Moticn Track, for which a simplified global FE model is derived from the global FE model lB 
(date: 30-1 0-2006), see report R.C. Spoorenberg, Chapter 3 

4.3.3 Global FE model 2 
During an intermediate phase an optimisation is performed to reduce the amount of structure steel, and to simplify the 
(welded) connections between the members. As aresult from this optirnisation several memhers are removed form the 
structure, therefore the global FE model lB (date: 30-10-2006) was modified to global FE model 2 (date: 28-02-2007). 
Also during this intermediate phase (between 30-10-2006 and 28-02-2007), the wind-loading on the structure is 
reviewed and modified, resulting in a higher wind-force per section (form 87.5 kN to 172 kN), which resulted in a 
increase ofpre-tension and a modified cable diameter (see Table 4). 

This global FE model is used to analyse the buckling behaviour of the structure, as well as the analysis of several 
memhers and joint connections. Likewise global FE model lB, a simplified global FE model 2 is derived form this 
global FE model for R.C. Spoorenberg to analyse maximum accelerations and Gust Effect factor. 

4.3.4 Sensitivity analysis mesh refinements with respect to natoral frequencies 
The influence of the mesh refinement in the determination of the natura! frequency is not significant. This can be 
exp1ained, because due to the geometrie aspects of the structure, the chords and braces of the structure are mainly 
loaded in axial direction. In Appendix A.l3 the results from different analyses are given where the mesh refinement the 
elementsis varied for the global FE model lB. It can be concluded that the mesh refmement (1 or 10 elements/ line) is 
not significant in the determination of the first 5 natura! frequencies, the difference is less than 1%, and for further 
analyses this is acceptable. 

4.3.5 Sensitivity analysis mesh refinement with respect to the computed forces 
To analyse the difference in farces due to the mesh density on the elements, two analyses have been performed with a 
different mesh density per line, for one arbitrary chosen element (main tube of segment V, see Chapter 7). lt can be 
observed from Appendix I that the moments My, Mz and Mx differ up to 34% when applying 5 elements insteadof 1 
element for a line in the global FE model 2. This behaviour can be explained due to the fact that the elements are 
meshed using a polar coordinate system, therefore introducing an eccentricity between the centreline of the beam and 
the centre line between the system points. 

In practice the analyses will be performed using 5 elements/ line ( or more), but due to reduce computational effort all 
geometrie nonlinear calculations with large rotations (see Chapter 6.3) are executed using I element/ line. Furthermore 
the effect of in-plane- and out-of-plane bending is not significant in the determination of the capacity of the joint, and 
memher resistance as can be observed in the analyses of the static capacity of both memher and joint. The influence of 
the mesh density with respect to normal force is negligible. 
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5 LOADCASES AND LOADCOMBINATIONS 

5.1 Introduetion 

Because the structure will be erected in the USA, the loads and load combinations will be in accordance with American 
standards [3]. In the following chapters the different aspects from this code concerning the design and determination of 
the loads and load-combinations will be noted. 

5.2 Combinations of Loads - ULS3 

The following ULS combinations are derived from [3], Chapter 2: 

L 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

where: 
D= 
T= 
W= 
TEMP= 

Note: 

1.40 + LOT 

L20 +LOT+ 0.8Wperpendicular 

L20 + LOT+ 0.8Wparallet 

0.90 + l.OT + 1.6W perpendicular 

0.90 + LOT+ L6Wparallel 

LOD + LOT + LOTEMP 

dead load 
pre-tension cables 
wind load 
ternperature load 

Earthquake loading is not taken in consideration, see Appendix D. lee and rain loads are also not taken in consideration in these 
combinations for the design of the structure. Because the weight of empty or full gondolas is not significant to the total weight of the 
structure the live load is included in the dead weight of the gondolas (2.58%), and therefore only the weight of full gondolas will be 
used for further load-combinations (for individual analysis, e.g. the modal analysis, the weight of empty gondolas wil! be used). 

5.3 Combinations ofLoads- FLS4 

The following FLS combinations are used: 

7. LOD +LOT+ O.OGOND 

8. LOD + LOT+ LOGOND 

where: 
GOND = gondola loading, including the "suspend-effect" (see Paragraph 5.5.2) 

5.4 Combinations of Loads - SLS5 

The following SLS combinations are used: 

L LOD + LOT 

2. l.OD + l.OT + l.OW perpendicular 

3. LOD + LOT+ LOWparallel 

4. l.OD + l.OT + l.OTEMP 

3 ULS: Ultimate Limit State 
4 FLS: Fatigue Limit State 
5 SLS: Serviceability Limit State 
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5.5 Dead Loads- D (Chapter 3 ASCE/SEI 7-05) 

5.5.1 Structure 
Dead loads consist of the weight of all matenals of construction incorporated into the construction. The effect of the 
dead weight is taken into account by activating the density of the material (steel) multiplied with the volume of the 
members. In the solution phase this mass is activated by applying the standard earth gravity. 

5.5.2 Gondolas 
The dead load of the gondolas is modelled in the global FE model 1 B using MASS21 elements (for a description of this 
element, see Appendix A3.).The supporting ring structure can only support the gondolas in the direction to the centre 
ofthe wheel and in all horizontal directions. The vertical component ofthe gondola's weight is decomposed in an axial 
force in the cables between the gondolas (drive-cable), and in an axial force to the centre of the Giant Motion Track. 
Therefore the maximum normal force in the drive-cabie will be acting at the top of the structure (a summation of all 
vertical components/ gondola's), and here will also be the maximum axialloading (because of the "suspend-effect" of 
the gondola's) in the direction to the centre of the wheel. Th is "suspend-effect" is presented in Figure 11, in Figure 12 a 
graph of the FE model to calculate this "suspend-effect" is presented. 

Figure 11: "Suspend-effect" gondolas 

':"1-· 1 

" l.ll• i3 t .:);, 

Figure 12: FE Analysis "suspend-effect" using ANSYS 

To compute the maximum normal force in the drive cable and the forces acting on the steel structure a Finite Element 
analysis is performed, see Appendix A 10. As a result from this "suspend-effect", the weight of the gondolas is 
otherwise distributed. The mass of the gondolas on the sides of the steel structure are transferred by the drive-cabie to 
the gondolas at the top of the wheel. In Figure 13 can be observed that at the top of the structure (gondola #33), the 
force acting on the structure increases to 191% to the dead weight of one gondola. Gondolas # 11 and #55 are hanging 
airoost free; at these positions there is airoost no force acting on the steel structure. 

33 

1 

Figure 13: Axial force to structure 
(in [N], and per gondola-location) 

33 

1 

Figure 14: Axial force drive-cabie 
(in [N], and per gondola-location)6 

The "suspend-effect" also influences the normal-force in the drive-cabie between the gondolas, see Figure 14. The axial 
force in the drive-cabie increases as more gondolas suspend on the cable. The maximum axial force is located at the top 
ofthe structure; the distribution ofthe mass ofthe gondolas by this "suspend-effect" is included in the global FE model 
1B/2; at the positions of the gondolas MASS21 elements are modelled with a constant mass of one gondola, the 
"suspend-effect", or dis tribution of mass is modelled with usage of ex tema! forces (see Appendix Al 0. ). 

6 Note: Figure 14 is not symmetrical because the forces are calculated per gondola location, and notper drive-cabie location. 
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5.6 Pre-tension of cables-T 

The cables of the Giant Motion Track are pre-tensioned to prevent slacking of cab les. In the FE model 1 B/2 these cables 
are modelled as LINK.lO elements, and with these elements it is possible to simulate the pre-tensioneffect by entering 
an initia! strain. The distribution of initia! strain is determined or scaled down by the reciprocal value of each cable
length to the longest cab ie. Thus the initia! strain of the longest cable corresponds with a factor of 1.00, and the factor 
for the second-longest cable corresponds with the reciprocal value of the division of these lengths, see Table 5 and 
Appendix A.S. 

Table 5: Strain factor cables 
ti..~ift_:. j i,"~:lrn~ ~~ ~ (1.~11:,· ·. 

.. 
-

Cl I 81882 1.00 I 

C2 76519 (76519/81882) = 0.935 
C3 70471 (70471/81882) = 0.861 
C4 63811 (63811/81882) = 0.779 
C5 56627 (56627/81882) = 0.692 
C6 49027 (49027/81882) = 0.599 
C7 41154 (41154/81882) = 0.503 
CS 33230 (33230/81882) = 0.406 

Figure 15: Locations pre-tensioned cables 

The minimum amount of pre-tension is determined under serviceability condit i ons (SLS Combinations 1-4). The cables 
are prevented from a slack condition by increasing the pre-tension (increasing the initia! strain), which is an iterative 
approach. In Appendix A.S it can be observed that the diameter of the cables is increased to reduce the lateral 
deforrnations of the structure. Also increasing the pre-tension does significantly influence the de formation behaviour of 
the structure. Several tests have been perforrned to confirrn that the cables are always under tension, with wind from 
three directions (perpendicular, parallel, and under 45 degrees to the structure with respect to the main axis), see 
Appendix A.S. 

Subsequent to the determination of the amount of pre-tension, the maximum stresses in the cables are also checked 
under extreme conditions. The resulting stresses are verified in Appendix A.S. 

5.6.1 Testing of pre-tensioned cables (LINKlO Element) 
In Appendix A.11 a simplified structure is modelled in ANSYS to test the LINK10 elements. With these LINK10 
elements the behaviour of the cables is modelled, and a pre-tension (using an initia! strain) is applied. The test in 
Appendix A.l1 shows that the amount of pre-tension has to be determined in an iterative approach. The structure 
deforrns under the applied pre-tension, and therefore the given pre-tension decreases until equilibrium is reached. In the 
test, the pre-tension (or initia! strain) is determined so that all memhers are always under tension (under horizontal 
loading). 
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5.7 Wind Loads- W (Chapter 6 ASCE/SEI 7-05) 

5.7.1 Global wind-loading and Gust Effect Factor 
The structure shall be designed and constructed to resist wind loads as specified. The design wind loads for the structure 
are determined using Methoei 2- Analytica! Procedure in accordance with §6.5 ASCE/SEI 7-05 [3] (see Appendix B). 
In -this analysis the Gust Effect Factor (dynamica! amplification factor) is determined in accordance with this applied 
code. The ASCE describes a method to determine this dynamica! amplification factor with usage of only the first 
natura! frequency of the structure. The first natura! frequency of the structure is determined using a moelal analysis (see 
Chapter I 0). 

lt is possible that a structure like the Giant Motion Track is subjeeteel to a different or higher wind-loading than 
predieteel by usage of the standards. Therefore an additional analysis concerning the Gust Effect Factor is executed by 
R.C. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [!], Chapter 5) to validate the obtained Gust Effect Factor from the American 
Standarel [3]. Inthereport ofR.C. Spoorenberg a speetral analysis is executed basedon the global FE model2, and with 
this speetral analysis the maximum Gust Effect Factor can be computed, as wellas the maximum accelerations. 

Another important aspect in the determination of the global wind-loading is the amount of drag that is submitted by this 
structure. Therefore an analysis ofthe appropriate drag-coefficient is executed. 

5.7.2 Damping 
An important variabie in the determination of the Gust Effect factor is the amount of damping. During writing this 
report the amount of damping has been varied. Reference [3] describes that for boited structures a damping ratio of 
Ç=0.02 can be applied to calculate the Gust Effect Factor. In the determination of the wind-loading, this amount of 
damping is applied, see Appendix B. Which results in a Gust Effect factor ofGFI.l5. 

Inthereport ofR.C. Spoorenberg an analysis conceming the appropriate amount of damping is given, witharesult that 
the first applied damping ratio of Ç=0.02 is too low. In this report the recommendation for the amount of damping is 
Ç=0.003 (Spoorenberg, 2007 [I], Chapter 5). If this amount of damping (Ç=0.003) is used in the determination of the 
Gust Effect Factor, the factor increases from GFI.l5 to GFI.73, this implies that the wind-loading increases with a 
factor of approximately 50%! This additional wind-loading is in this phase not further analysed, therefore remedial 
measures were expected to be delivered by R.C. Spoorenberg. This implies that during writing this report the amount of 
damping is not changed from Ç=0.02 to Ç=0.003, relaying on the remedial measures as mentioned by R.C. Spoorenberg. 

In the finishing stage ofwriting this report, R.C. Spoorenberg analysed that remedial measures are possible by applying 
a Tuned Mass Damper. The effect of this TMD is hu ge for the amount of damping. In the report (Spoorenberg, 2007 
[I], Chapter 5), it can be observed that the amount of damping is increased to Ç=0.03!, when applying a TDM which 
results in a Gust Effect Factor ofGF0.97 (calculated with [3]). 

The above Gust Effect Factors are determined in accordance with the American Standarels [3]. As mentioned before, 
R.C. Spoorenberg also executed a speetral analysis to verify the Gust Effect Factor. In the following table an overview 
of the computed Gust Effect Factors are given under varying damping ratios (base forthese analyse is the global FE 
model2). 

T bi 6 0 I t dG tEn: t F t d ' d I t" . . - - -- -· - - • 
,•i:-t;;-~ ~ #":'ti: t:i,(iî'll.!,:;fo·~·· :···•J;-;.:~;;: ·I 

-{~jF ~ ~~~~; r~::~ tf~.rt ;·~~-!J:~.;-~f.50"~- u·- .... ,. 
f.: ~""'f~"'l< ...-·~~ • -~ ~ ~ ~~~. '\::- ~-- \,_llli:: .. t(.'!J:.~~~ül ~J{-:{i~!.~ !:''t!:J.!)"rL-"l!J ~J, I ,___ !L~G.\2;.-;!_~ö. 

Ç=0.02: 
1.15 1.37 +19% 

Applied damping ratio in pre-design structure 
Ç=0.003: 
Minimum amount of damping in accordance with 1.73 1.92 +10% 
R.C. Spoorenberg [I] 
Ç=0.03: 
Amount of damping when applying a TMD, from 0.97 - -
report R.C. Spoorenberg f ll 

So the first calculated Gust Effect Factor GFI.l5 can be mentioned as conservative, because a lower Gust Effect Factor 
could be applied after installation of the TMD, but in this pre-design stage this difference is not significant. Only a 
(dynamica!) wind-tunnel test could give reliable results for the amount ofwind-loading. 
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5.7.3 Determination drag coeflicient 
To determine the total wind-load on the structure, the drag coefficient for a typical ring-section neects to he determined 
(see Figure 16)0 After the drag coefficient is determined, wind-load can he calculated hy multiplying the drag 
coefficient with a reference area, gust effect factorand the velocity pressureso 

Figure 16: Ring-section for determination drag coefficients Figure 17: Memher numbering typical section 

For a single, round cross-sections the drag coefficient Cr is 007 0 The drag coefficient for lattice structures can he less 
than the drag coefficient for one single cylinder. To take the influence of the lattice structure into the determination of 
the wind-loading different methods are applied to determine the drag coefficient, these methods are mentioned in Tahle 
70 

T bi 7 0 a e : verview doff erent met I hods d to etermme d mo ral!; coe .ICient 

# Metbod Description 
1 Determination equivalent local wind-load By applying this method, the wind-toading of each merober is summed with a 

by summing the local wind-load of each drag coefficient of007 for each member. This is a conservative method, because 
merober individually the effect that some merobers are in de lee of other merobers in front of the wind-

flow is not taken into considerationo 
2 Determination normal wind-force by The drag coefficient for this lattice structure is determined using ECJ: Basis of 

analyzing the section as a lattice structure design and actions on structures, Part 2.4: Wind actions, CEN, 19940 [4] In this 
in accordance with Eurocode I [4] method the influence that merobers are behind other merobers in the direction of 

the wind-flow is taken into consideration 
3 Determination of wind-force with u sage With u sage of CFD the drag coefficient of one typ i cal sec ti on (with gondola) wil! 

CFD70 be determinedo 

Metbod 1 - Determination equivalent local wind-load by summing tbe local wind-Ioad of eacb memher 
individually 
In Appendix Bo3-1, the wind-loading on one typical sec ti on is determined hy summing the wind-load of each memher 
individuaUyo In this determination all individual memhers have a drag coefficient of 007, and this drag coefficient is 
multiplied with the area, numher of memhers and local velocity pressureo The computed wind-loads for this typical 
section with usage of methad lare given in the following Table 8: 

T bi 8 C a e : ompute d 
0 

d t wm - orces met hod 1 
# Perpendicular Parallel 

Wind-load section 188 kN 19508 kN 
Wind- [oad gondola8 1801 kN 2609 kN 

----------+ ----------+ 
Total wind-load/ section 20601 kN 22207 kN 

Metbod 2 - Determination normal wind-force by analyzing tbe section as a lattice structure in accordance witb 
Eurocode 1 [ 4] 
In Appendix Bo3-2, the wind-loading on one typical section is determined hy analyzing the section as a lattice structure 
in accordance with Eurocode 1 [ 4]0 In this determination the typ i cal "diamante-shape" of the structure is treated as a 
rectangular cross-section loaded under 45 degreeso This rectangular multi-planar structure with CHS memhers results in 
the most conservative force coefficient. 

7 CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics 
8 For the calculation of the wind-load on the gondolas, see Appendix 803 
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T bi 9 C a e : ompute d . d f wm - orces met hod2 
# Perpendicular Parallel 

Wind-load section 134.3 kN 169.3 kN 
Wind-load gondola9 18.1 kN 26.9 kN 

----------+ ----------+ 
Total wind-load/ section 152.5 kN 196.2 kN 

In the Appendix B.3-2, another methad is analysed, where a combination of the wind-toading of individual memhers 
and a lattice structure is made to determine the total wind-loading. To determine a more realistic value for the actual 
wind-'loading, the methad using single memhers is expanded by applying a multi-planar force-coefficient for the planes 
parallel to the wind-direction (see Figure 17, the plane between memhers '2', and between memhers '8') 

The equivalent normal wind-force for this sectionis also determined, witharesult that this equivalent normal force N = 
126 kN. Which corresponds within acceptable range with the determined wind-force using the methad where the wind
loading is determined for the section as whole (N = 134 kN). 

Metbod 3 - Determination of wind-force witb usage CFD. 
With methad 1 and 2 the drag-coefficient of one typical sectionis determined using the Eurocode 1 [4] . With methad 2 
the section is simplified to a reetangolar section because the cross-section as used for the Giant Motion Track is not 
previously investigated, and therefore no empirica! or analytica! methods are available to determine the drag
coefficient. 

In reality a wind-tunnel ana1lysis should be executed to analyse the structure under wind-loading. For this graduation 
project such an analysis is not feasible, and therefore a CFD analysis is executed to analyse the structw-e under wind
loading, with in particular the analysis of the wind-drag coefficients of one typical section. To validate the CFD 
simulations the flow past circular cylinder is executed, and these results are verified with known results (see Appendix 
C). These CFD simulations show acceptable resemblance with experimental results for the flow field (path lines), and 
the pressure distribution. For the drag coefficients the CFD simulations show only acceptable resemblance for Reynolds 
numbers up to 5000. When the Reynolds numbers are below 5000, the flow field around the structure behaves laminar. 
When the Reynolds number is nigher than 5000 (turbulent region), the calculated drag coefficients are not 
corresponding with the experimental results. 

Due to computational time further research is not performed to verify the CFD simulations for higher Reynolds 
numbers (turbulent flow). In the determination of the maximum drag-coefficient it is acceptable to assume a laminar 
flow field around the structure, and therefore this CFD simulation will be accepted for the analysis of one segment of 
theGMT. 

Determination drag coefficient with usage of a CFD Simulation 
With usage of CFD the pressure distribution for the structure is computed (see Appendix C.2). In the following figures 
this pressure distribution is graphically shown. Maximum pressure occurs at the front facing the wind-flow, at the top 
and bottorn of the three main tubes it can be observed that alocal negative pressure occurs. 

Figure 18: Pressure distribution (front view) Figure 19: Pressure distribution (back view) 

9 For the calcu1ation of the wind-load on the gondo1as, see Appendix B.3 
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In Figure 19 the pressure distribution is shown from a back view. It can be observed that the members parallel with the 
wind-tlow are loaded withalmost no pressure (yellow, -4.88e-03). In the above figures it can also be observed that the 
pressure dis tribution behaves continues near the end of the physical model. In the CFD model the sides of the boonding 
box where indicated as symmetry, and it can be observed that no extraordinary boundary effects take place for the 
pressure distribution. To visualize the effect of the gondola on the structure, the pressure distribution is also shown on a 
surface through the structure. From Figure 20 and Figure 21 it can be observed that the gondola, together with the frame 
induce a local pressure increase at the front. 

Figure 20: Pressure distribution on 
"sweep-surface" at gondola 

Figure 21: Pressure distribution on 
"sweep-surface" at gondola 

With usage of the CFD program, a drag coefficient is computed, which resulted in Cd;CFD = 2.1. Note that the computed 
drag coefficient is computed with the intluence of the gondola. The normal force acting on the entire section will be 
determ.ined 172 kN. Note that only wind-toading in perpendicular direction is observed (this due to lack of 
computational time) 

Analysis of results 
The foflowing wind-forces are determined by applying 3 methods: 

T bi 0 0 d . d ~ ~ h ditT h d a e 1 : verVIew comJ!Ute wm - orces or t · ree erent met o s 
Wind-JoadiDg 

# Description 
Perpendicular to wbeel I Parallel to wbeel 

1 Wind-laad by summatian individual memhers I 206kN i 223 kN 

2 Wind-laad as lattice structure (Eurocade 1 [4)) 152 k.J'-1 I 196kN 

3 Wind-laad camputed with CFD I 172 kN I -

From above it can be mentioned that the method by using the summation of the individual wind-loading/ member 
results in higher wind-loadings (both in perpendicular as in parallel direction). Method 2 and 3 are within the same 
range (13%). 

Condusion 
In the determ.ination of the wind-loading, one of the variables is the determination of the drag-coefficient. For the 
typical section used for the Giant Motion Track, there are no force-coefficients given in the known literature. Therefore 
the wind-toading (force coefficients) are determ.ined using different methods, one by summing the individual local 
wind-loadings of each member, and one by determ.ining the global force coefficient for tne whole section, and with 
usage of CFD. First two methods are described in EC 1 [4]. In the determination of the wind-loading using the global 
force coefficient of the whole section a comparable section is used to make it possible to apply the EC1 [4] code (the 
'diamante-shape' is considered as a rectangle ; most conservative section in the determination of the force coefficient). 
Forthermore in the determination of the Reynolds number the most unfavourable situation is taken. Because the values 
of both methods differ much intheir results, a third method is applied todetermine the wind-force. In this third method 
a CFD analysis of the structure is performed. In this analysis the effect of the gondola on the structure is taken into 
account for the determ.ination of the total wind-force. The results from the CFD analysis correspond within reasonable 
range with method 2, therefore the wind-load calculated with usage of method 2 wil! be applied for further analysis. 

It should be underlined that for structures like the Giant Motion Track in reality a wind-tunnel analysis should be 
executed to analyse the structure under wind-loading, in which not only the structure itself is analysed, but also the 
surrounding area. 
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5.8 Earthquake Loads (ULS -2)- E (Chapter 11-21 ASCE/SEI 7-05) 

5.8.1 Introduetion 
In accordance with ASCE 7-05 the maximum inertia forces due to Earthquake induced Ground Motion are determined. 
With use of a modal analysis these inertia forces are determined; the modal masses are combined using the SRSS
procedure executed by R.C Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [ 1], Chapter 5) . An overview of the calculated inertia 
forces is gi ven in Appendix D. 

5.8.2 Reeommendations 
The maximum horizontal inertia force Cfz.ioenia;max = 57 kN) is not significantly high in comparison to the wind-loading. 
For the same section (between 2 gondolas), the wind-loading on the structure itself is approximately Fz;wind = 152 N. 
The maximum horizontal inertia force is only 37.5% of the wind-loading at the same location. Therefore earthquake 
induced inertia forces arenotsignificant for further analyses. 

5.9 Temperature loading- TEMP (ULS-4) 

5.9.1 Introduetion 
The structure for the Giant Motion Track will be erected in Las Vegas, USA. Because the structure will be subjected to 
a difference in temperature, the maximum and minimum (local) temperatures are analyzed. 

5.9.2 Loeal temperature differenee 
With usage of measured temperatures values in Las Vegas Nevada the maximum temperature difference is determined. 
In the following graph the minimum and maximum temperatures are presented for the year 2005-2006, measured at 
McCarran Airport [21]. 
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Figure 22: Minimum and maximum temperatures (°C) McCarran Airport, Las Vegas Nevada 

With a minimum temperature of approximately 0°C, and a maximum temperature of 40°C a temperature difference of 
40°C should be applied to the structure. In actdition to this value a conservative safety-factor of 1.5 is chosen to include 
unknown factors as extreme weather conditions, so the structure wil! be loaded with 1.5*40°C = 60°C. 

5.9.3 Temperature loading Global FE model (ANSYS) 
A validation test is performed by analyzing a simple problem, see Appendix H. After validating the temperature 
loading, the global FE model 2 of the Giant Motion Track is loaded with different temperature loadings. The whole 
structure is uniformly loaded with a varying temperature difference (using TREF and TUNIF commands). In the 
following figure the deformation at the top of the steel structure (node 130) in vertical direction is shown for increasing 
temperature loading (from 0°C to 60°C). 
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Figure 23: Vertical deformations at top structure at increasing temperature loading 

The above tigure shows that the structure expands under increasing temperature loading, with a result that the 
pretension in the cables will increase. The expansion ofthe structure is visualized in Figure 24, where the deformations 
are extremely scaled to visualize the deformations. In Table 11: Computed axial force in cables under different 
temperature loading the computed axial forces are given for different temperature loadings, with a result that the 
temperature increase induces an increase of axial normal force of approximately 16%. This increase of 16% normal 
force due to temperature loading is notsignificant for the unity check ofthe cables (see Appendix 0 for results). 
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Table 11: Computed axial force in cables under different 
temperature loading 
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1427 5.16E+05 5.97E+05 16 
1431 5.19E+05 6.01E+05 16 
1435 5.64E+05 6.48E+05 15 
1439 6.35E+05 7.22E+05 14 
1443 7.19E+05 8.06E+05 12 
1447 7.71E+05 8.55E+05 11 
1451 8.01 E+05 8.73E+05 9 
1455 8.40E+05 8.86E+05 5 

Because the cables are restricting the expansion of the construction, additional forces are induced in the steel structure. 
To visualise the magnitude ofthe effect oftemperature loading on the structure, the unity checks under compression are 
shown for the following arbitrary chosen memhers (see Figure 25). The unity checks are computed in accordance with 
paragraph 3.2.2 ofthe applied offshore code API RP 2A- WSD [5]. 

Table 12: Computed unity checks for different temperature 
loading 
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0.43 0.60 
677 0.43 0.62 
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0.36 0.53 
680 0.36 0.53 

Figure 25: lndication of ca bles, see Table 11 

It can be observed from that the temperature loading on the structure has a significant influence on the loading of the 
structural elements. A temperature difference of 60°C induces such a loading on the compression memhers that their 
unity checks (compression) are increasing with 20%. Due computational time the effect of temperature loading is not 
analysed for all the memhers in this structure, but in reallife this should be executed. 
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6 STABILITY ANALYSIS (ULS-3) 

6.1 Introduetion 
For the Giant Motion Track different buckling analyses are performed to analyse the structure for global and local 
stability. An eigen-value calculation is performed to analyze the globa• buckling behaviour of the structure. Depending 
on the eigen-value geometrical non linear calculations will be performed (with large rotations). 

6.2 Determination eigen-value 

The eigen-value of the structure is determined under two different conditions; one with pre-tension in the ca bles, and 
one without pre-tension in the ca bles. In the following figures the computed eigen-values with usage of the global FE 
model 2 are given. 

J\NSY 

-·· 

Figure 26: Buckling shape without pre-teosion cables 

(Yr;g =1.0, Yr;q =0,À. 1 =16.300) 

~ -

Figure 27: Buckling shape with pre-teosion cables 

( Yr;s = 1.0, Yr;q = 0, À. 1 = 28.539) 

It can be observed that the eigen-value increases after the pre-tension in the cables is activated, but this obtained eigen
value is not representative for the stability of the system, because the obtained values also include the pre-tension in the 
cables. To obtain the correct eigen-value (with pre-tension in the cables), the structural weight is increased until the 
eigen-value reaches the value of À.= 1 (bifurcation). This iterative processis presented in Table 13: 

1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
7.5 
7.6 

28.539 
10.628 
4.6143 
3.0775 
2.2159 
1.4519 
1.1390 
1.0195 
0.9976 

After multiplying the structural weight with 7.5, the computed eigen-value reaches the value of À.= 1. With this given, 
the multiplication factor can be calculated = n/n-1 = 7.5/6.5 = 1.15. The tirst-order theory can not be used for the global 
analysis, because the increase of the relevant internal forces and moments caused by the deformations to fust order 
theory is more than 10% (this is in accordance with Eurocode 3 [6]). Therefore a GNL (Geometrie Non Linear) 
calculation with large rotations (or as mentioned in American Standards a P~ analysis) is performed to analyse the 
structural behaviour ofthe structure. 
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6.3 GNL with large rotations calculation with large rotations (P~ analysis) 

6.3.1 Metbod of analysis (in accordance with EC3 [ 6]) 
Because the increase of the relevant intemal forces and moments caused by the deformations with respect to the first 
order theory is more than 10%, a geometrical non-linear calculation with large rotations (Pö analysis) wil! be performed 
under the following conditions. EC3 [6] describes that the deformation ofthe structure has tobetaken into account, and 
that (global) imperfections and their Pö effects have to be included. Furthermore, EC3 [6] describes two methods for 
taking into account the imperfections ofthe individual members: 

I. if the imperfections and Pö effects of the individual memhers are included in the Pö analysis of the structure, 
no individual stability check for the memhers is necessary; 

2. if the imperfections and Pö effects of the individual memhers are not included in the Pö analysis of the 
structure, the individual stability of the memhers shall be checked according the applied code (here: API-RP 
2A [ 5]

1
). This verification should take account of end moments and forces from the second order analysis of the 

system including e.g. a horizontal sway and should be based on a buckling length equal to the system length. 
F or the analysis of this structure, method 2 will be applied, because in this structure, it is almost impossible to place all 
memhers in the most unfavourable (local) imperfection pattem. 

6.3.2 Imperfections 
The assumed shape of imperfections wil! be derived from the elastic buckling mode of the structure in the plane of 
buckling considered. EC3 [6] describes a number of cases where the critica! buckling curve has a bow form with the 
buckling length L. Here the highest simplified design value (of an bow imperfection) is in accordance with buckling 
curve d, e0.d = L/ 150 . Because the first buckling shape of the Giant Motion Track can not be compared with a bow 

form, the given imperfection pattem is adapted for the buckling shape of the Giant Motion Track, see Figure 28. This 
imperfection pattem is therefore unfavourable because this shows similarity to the first global buckling shape. 

N 

Imperfectlans lmperfections 
EC3 Giant Motion Track 

Flgure 28: Imperfection pattern Giant Motion Track 

To apply the adapted imperfections for the Giant Motion Track, the eigen vector of the frrst buckling shape will be 
normalized and used as imperfection pattem with a maximum de formation of L/150 = 130/150 = 0.866m for the top of 
the structure (the structure 'deforms' according the first buckling shape). In ANSYS it is possible to apply a given 
deformation to the structure for a GNL calculation, where this given deformation is normalized from a buckling shape 
(in this case, the first one). This buckling shape is normalized to the maximum deformation at the top (node 49 in global 
FE model2), and all the other key-points are then replaced by this scale-factor. 
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6.4 Interpretation results GNL analysis with large rotations (Pó analysis) 

Because the increase of the relevant internat forces and moments caused by the deformations to first order theory is 
more than 10%, a GNL analysis with large rotations (Pt. analysis) is performed using ANSYS. This analysis is only 
geometrical non-linear, because in the analysis no material properties are taken in consideration in the determination of 
the behaviour of the structure. Because these material properties are not implied in this analysis the structure 
(theoretically) could deform without any limit (this behaviour is checked with a simpte column under axialloading, see 
Appendix A.l5) . To analyze the behaviour of tbe structure under the given load combinations the deformations and 
resulting moments will be checked under the mentioned limit states (serviceability and ultimate) . The following 
procedure is foliowed in the analysis: 

l . Apply initia! deformation (global imperfection pattern) to the structure, derived from first buckling mode. No 
local imperfections (at member level) are applied because of the magnitude oflabour; 

2. Perform Pt. analysis, for mentioned load cases; 
3. Verify maximum Pt. deformations with the mentioned serviceability limit states; 
4. Perferm local member checks with use of Pt. forces and moments. Apply local imperfections to the members 

in accordance with the applied code (at locallevel: not in global FE model2) . 
Above is in accordance with EC3 [6]. 

The behaviour of the structure is visualized in a load-deflection diagram. To construct this diagram, the increasing 
deformation and external force are plotted. In case ofthe Giant Motion Track the external force (the deadweight ofthe 
gondolas) is relatively small to the dead weight of the structure it self, therefore the dead weight of the structure is 
increased in load- and sub-steps to create the load-deflection diagram. Because it is impossible to graph the increase of 
the dead weight to the global deformation at the top, the normal force in one of the supports is chosen to graphically 
show this increase. This support is chosenat the side where (due to the given global imperfection pattern), the structure 
will deform the most (the support on the side where the structure would fall under infinite loading). For this case, the 
normal force (FY) in the support at key-point 9006 (=node 394) is chosen for construction the load-deflection diagram. 
The deflection at the top (node 17) is chosen to show the deflections. Using ANSYS the following load-deflection 
diagrams are calculated. To display the load-deflection behaviour the structure is (theoretically) loaded up to nine times 
the dead weight of the structure. This extraordinary toading will force the structure to deform. This behaviour is shown 
in Figure 29. In this figure the displacement and normal-force in the support are also printed at one times the dead 
weight (dotted line). 
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Figure 29: Load-Displacement diagram under load-case 1 (9*G) 

In the following figure the lead-displacement curve is plotted for the construction under a loading of one times the dead 
weight (1 *G). lt can be observed that the structure behaves nearly linear up to the dead load reaches 1 *G. As the 
structure behaves nearly linear in the region where the maximum toading is expected, the structure wil! be verified 
against the chosen limit stales by applying the above Pt. forces and moments. The received (maximum) forces and 
moments out of these P t. analyses will be used for further (detail) analyses, e.g. member verifications and joint design. 
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7 STATIC ANALYSIS- MEMBER CAPACITY (ULS-1) 

7.1 Introduetion 
Base for the static analysis are the computed farces and moments obtained from the GNL analysis (with large rotations) 
ofthe Giant Motion Track. This static analysis is divided in different aspects; global- and local behaviour, and in detail. 
With global behaviour, the deformations under serviceability conditions are meant. Local behaviour, and in detail are 
static analyses in accordance with e.g. the API RP-2A [5]. The offshore code is used for the design ofthis structure due 
the magnitude and resemblance ofthe Giant Motion Track structure with offshore structures (e.g. oil-platforms etc.). In 
practice, applied codes will be deterrnined in consultalion with the local authorities. 

7.1.1 Goal 
The goal for this analysis is to check the maximum loaded memher in an arbitrary chosen section of the Giant Motion 
Track, this in accordance with the API RP 2A-WSD [5] code. 

7.1.2 Methodology 
The chosen ring-section V will be analysed using the global FE model2 (ANSYS). With usage of this global FE model 
2 the different load-combinations will be run by appliance of a GNL analysis with large rotations (see chapter 6.3). The 
computed normal-forces, moments, torsional moments and shear forces will be computed for all the memhers in this 
segment per load combination. These forces are determined for each load combination individually because the applied 
calculation metbod is a GNL analysis with large rotations (no superposition of different load-cases). After computing 
the maximum loads on the different members, the memhers are verified in accordance with the API RP 2A-WSD [5] 
code. This process is executed with usage of a spreadsheet. 

7.1.3 Arbitrary chosen ring-section (V) 
The following section is checked and the different aspects from this code conceming the overall joint design will be 
noted. 

Figure 30: Position 
section V 

Figure 31: Detailed overview ring-section V 

7.1.4 FE Analysis ring-section (ANSYS) 

Figure 32: Detailed section 
ring-section V 

With usage of the global FE model 2 (ANSYS) allload-combinations are examined. In these analyses the structure is 
given the previous mentioned imperfection pattem (see chapter 6.3). As a result from these calculations ANSYS can 
compute the needed forces and moments (N, M., My, Mx, SF., SFy), which are used for the memher verification. In the 
analyses is chosen to mesh alllines with one element per line, this due to computational time. In Appendix I, the effect 
of the mesh density is analysed. 
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7.1.5 Memher verification in accordance with API RP 2A-WSD [5] 
All the memhers in the chosen segment V are checked with the mentioned offshore code, each memher under each 
load-combination. This process is also executed using a spreadsheet for the ether memhers (and combinations), see 
Appendix J for an overview of the analysed memhers and a work-out example, and see Appendix 0 for the automated 
spreadsheet. As a result from this spreadsheet the following plots are computed for the different unity checks 
(horizontal axis means element number): 
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Figure 33: UC-Axial tension (3.2.1) 
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Figure 34: UC-Axial Compression Buckling (3.2.2) 
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Figure 35: UC-Combined Stresses (3.3.1.A) 

It can be observed that all unity checks are below 1.00, which indicates that all memhers satisfy the code checks. It can 
also be observed that not all memhers are loaded to full capacity. This can be explained by the fact that the structure is 
built up out of different categories of elements. In this structure there are three kinds of elements applied: primary 
elements for structural parts (main structural parts, compression- and tension members), secondary elements (structural 
parts to reduce buckling lengths, the support rails for the gondolas etc.) and tertiary elements (handrails, stairs etc.). Due 
to the fact that these primary elements are mainly used for the structural stability and stiffuess, the unity checks for 
these elements result in higher values. The secondary elements in the FE model 2 are not loaded in such a way that they 
induce relatively high unity checks. The tertiary elements are notmodelled in the FE model 2, and are not visualised in 
the above graphs. It also needs to be clarified that aspects as global stability and lateral deformations of the structure 
demand a stiff structure which in turn results in relative conservative unity checks. 
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8 STATIC ANALYSIS- DETAIL CALCULATIONS (ULS-1, FLS-1) 

8.1 Introduetion 
From the chosen ring-section V different details will be analysed. See also in the following figure: 

Figure 36: Ring-section V with location of analyzed details 

8.2 Joint 1 - Static (ULS-1) 

8.2.1 Analyze of conneetion resistance in accordance with API RP 2A-WSD [5] 
The indicated joint 1 in the chosen segment V is checked with the mentioned offshore code under each load
combination. In Appendix K.3 these calculations are performed, from these calcu1ations (see Appendix K.3) it can be 
observed that the chosen chord cross-section has insufficient punching shear capacity (in the front plane). Here 
punching shear is a critica! failure mode for this joint connection, an unity check of 2.28 is not acceptable for further 
analyses. This implies that a large p =dI D ratio resu1ts in punching shear probierus (under relatively high brace 

loading). A critica! factor in the determination of the punching shear capacity is the ratio between the chord diameter 
and wall thickness. To prevent that the brace punches though the chord, the y =DI 2T ratio needs to be reduced. Thi.s 

is achieved by changing the chord dimension from CHS 914.1 *16 to CHS 830*25. 

_.Chord ____ 7'\ _ - _ f.h'!!.d :@=-_··. _ 
. . 

I \ 

Figure 37: Joint 1 -Front plane with modified chord Figure 38: Joint 1 -Top plane 

With usage of the spreadsheet the modified chord has been checked, with a result that all unity checks are < 1.00, see 
Appendix 0. In this stage the global FE model 2 is not modified, after all joints are designed the global FE model 2 
should be modified and an analysis will be performed conceming the effect of detailing on the global structure. After 
the modification of the chord dimensions the joint has sufficient capacities, both in front- and top plane. Note that a 
minimum gap of 55mm (= 2 inch) is achieved for maintenance and inspection, this in accordance with ISO 13819-2, see 
Appendix M. 

8.3 Joint 1- Fatigue (FLS-1) 

8.3.1 Introduetion 
The Giant Motion Track will be loaded with a variabie loading due the rotation ofthe 32 gondolas. This varying loading 
is at maximum at the top ofthe structure, see Chapter 5.5.2. Because the gondolas are rotating, the stresses in the under 
laying structure will be varying from maximum loading to zero loading. For indicated joint conneetion-Joint 1, the 
fatigue check wil! be performed with the hot spot stress approach (with appliance ofEfthymiou parametrie equations). 
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8.3.2 Description 
The fatigue resistance of the indicated joint is detennined ~ accordance with [9]1[ 11 ]. With use of the global FE model 
2 the FLS-combinations (7&8) are calculated to compute the maximum and minimum loadings on the memhers of the 
~dicated connection. A spreadsheet is used to compute the occurring stress ranges, see Appendix P. After the nomina! 
stress ranges are known, these are multiplied with their local Stress Concentration Factors (SCFs), for each location 
indicated in Figure 39.Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. (locations 1 to 11). 

Figure 39: Location SCFs joint 1 Figure 40: X joint Figure 41: Extrapolation geometrical peak stress 
to weid toe 

Consiclering the peak stress (Figure 40) at the ~tersection, the peak stress considered has to be defined, since for a 
certa~ loading the actual peak stress is detennined by; the global geometry of the jo~t (type of jo~t and joint 
parameters); contiguration of the weld (fillet weld, butt weld; flat, convex, concave); local condition at the weld toe 
(radius of the weld toe, undercut, etc.). The geometrie hot spot stress (range) is defined as the maximum extrapolated 
stress (range) to the weld toe, taking the global geometrical effects ~to account. The extrapolation is defined ~ such a 
way that the effects of the global geometry of the weld (flat, concave, convex) and the condition at the weld toe (angle, 
undercut) are not ~cluded in the geometrie stress (see Figure 41). 

Fora particular load~g case and a particular type of jo~t with a defined geometry, the extrapolated geometrie or hot 
spot stress can be determined from measurements on actual steel specimens or acrylic models or with finite element 
calculations. However, this is not suitable for design. For this reason the hot spot peak stresses are related by stress 
concentratien factors to the nomina! stress in the member which causes the geometrie stress at the intersectien of the 
brace with the chord. In this way, stress concentration factors are be detennined for various load conditions (axial 
loading, bending in-plane and bending out-of-plane) at various locations, e.g. crown and saddle positions of chord and 
brace. Based on parametrie finite element studies, parametrie formulae have been developed which give the stress 
concentration factors for various locations and loading. Todetermine the stress concentration factors in this case, these 
are computed using parametrie equations written by Efthymiou, and published by Lloyd's Register of Shipping [8]1 
[16]. Used formulae are for CHS K joints with gap or overlap. This is executed for the chord and brace, see Appendix 
K.4. 

8.3.3 Determination of total hot spot stress 
For the contribution of secondary bending moments, independent of the method of numerical idealization and 
~dependent of the location ( crown, saddle and in-between) a minimum of 1.5 is considered. An additional factor on 
design life is ~cluded if appropriate, for insta nee, in case of cri ti cal joints whose sole failure may induce a catastrophic 
failure of the structure. In accordance with Eurocode 3 [10], ~stead of factors on life, partial safety factors Ym are 

applied to the hot spot stress range. 

8.3.4 Determination of Palgrem-Miner cumulative damage factor 
In Appendix K.4 the Palgrem-Miner rule is applied to calculate the remaining life-time for joint 1. The number of 
cycles is determined with a life-time of 50 years, and under the consideration that the Giant Motion Track is open day 
and night, which results in a number ofcycles ofNr= 106

. With Nr= 1.000.000 cycles, only the maximum geometrical 
stress results in~ageorn = 122.7MPa. Because the load spectrum consistsof only one variabie loading, the Palmgren-

Miner rule is simplified: Dd = S, I ~ageorn = 63.5 I 122.7 = 0.52 s 1.0 The Palgrem-Miner rule results in an acceptable 

value ( < 1.0), and therefore the fatigue resistant of joint 1 is sufficient. 
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8.4 Joint 2- Design 

Geometry 
The geometry of joint 2 is shown in Figure 44. Because the method of instaBation (see Appendix G) requires a bolted 
conneetion between the different segments a flange conneetion is designed for joint 2. 

71 '; 59 
! ! 

!I é l ·'·"'··~·.z; . 
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Figure 42: Geometry joint 2 

Analysis and recommendations 
In the given design formulae (see Appendix K.5 fora full analysis) the number of bolts and plate thickness are derived 
from the capacity of the chord. Because in this approach the influence of moments (My and M.) is not included, an 
additional analysis could be performed to checktheflange connection. For example an additional calculation with usage 
ofthe "replacing T-joint-method10

" or an FE analysis could give the accurate bolt-forces and strength information. 

8.5 Joint 3- Design 

Design 
The geometry of joint 3 is shown in Figure 45. 

BB' 

62' 

\1 

~\- ~~pb 

Figure 43: Geometry joint 3 
Analysis 
The joint is designed in accordance with [5] and [9], resulting in the following aspects: 

A minimum gap of2" is applied between the two braces in both front plane and side plane for inspeetion and maintenance; 
lf the geometrie parameters are compared with the geometrie parameter from joint I (with modified chord cross-seetion), it 
can observed that these P-ratio and y-ratio are lower than calculated for joint I. The P-ratio does not have such a influence 
on the punching shear capacity as the y-ratio, and in this case the y-ratio is reduced from 16.6 to 15.3, so punching shear 
should not occur. Therefore no additional analysis is performed (in real life this analysis should be exeeuted!). 
The fatigue resistance of this joint is comparable to the fatigue resistance of joint I, because of the geometrie. 
correspondence between both joints. 
The interaction between the flange conneetion to the ca bie conneetion and the chords and braces of the above joint should 
be further analysed with e.g. FEA. 

A full analysis ofthis joint is presentedinAppendix K.6. 

10 "Replacing T-joint method" is a method conform the Dutch regulation NEN6772 and EC3 to plastically calculate a bolted joint 
conneetion (e.g. column-beam conneetion). 
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9 ACCELERATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASCE 7-05 [3] 

(SLS-2) 

9.1 Introduetion 

In this report the accelerations are determined with the design guidelines mentioned in the American Standards [3]. 
These accelerations are determined based on the frrst natura! frequency of the structure and the amount of damping. 
Because these guidelines are based on generalized constructions in both dimensions and loading a speetral analysis is 
executed by R.C. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [1], Chapter 5) to validate the results. 

As mentioned in chapter 5.7.2, in which the damping ratio is discussed, the amount of damping is of great importance in 
the determination of the maximum accelerations. Therefore the accelerations are discussed under varying damping 
ra ti os (as by the determination of the Gust Effect Factor). 

9.2 Analysis results 

In the report of R.C. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [1]), the maximum accelerations are determined under varying 
amounts of damping ratios with use of a speetral analysis. These results are compared to the computed accelerations in 
accordance with the American Standards [3]. An overview of these results is given in the following table. 
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Ç=0.02: 
106 milli-g 155 milli-g +46% 

Applied damping ratio in pre-design structure 
Ç=0.003: 
Minimum amount of damping in accordance with 273 milli-g 398 milli-g +46% 
R.C. Spoorenberg f 11 
Ç=0.03: 
Amount of damping when applying a TMD, from 73 milli-g - -
report R.C. Spoorenberg [I] 

As mentioned in the given limit states from the report of R.C. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [1], Chapter 5), the 
maximum accelerations are determined to be 0.16 rn!s2 (or 160 milli-g) for x- and y-direction. Therefore the computed 
accelerations are significantly lower (when applying a TMD) than the maximum allowable accelerations and therefore 
the requirements for this limit state are satisfied. 
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10 OBTAINING NATURAL FREQUENCIES (FEA) 

10.1 Introduetion 
A modal analysis of the structure is executed to compute the fust natura\ frequency of the structure. This natura\ 
frequency is necessary in the determination of the Gust Effect Factor (or the dynamica\ amplification factor, see 
Appendix B). The obtained frequencies are also needed in the comparison of the global FE model lB/2 with the 
simplified FE model lB/2 that is used by R. Spoorenberg (Spoorenberg, 2007 [1]) for the dynamica\ analyses. 

10.2 Obtained natoral frequencies 
The natura\ frequencies are determined under the fo lrowing conditions: only dead weight of the structure, empty 
gondolas, a pre-tension in cable Cl ofN=llOO kN, and no wind-loading, with use ofthe global FE model lB. The first 
9 natura\ frequencies are plotted in Appendix A.9.The first natura\ frequency (f1=0.4409 Hz) is used to delermine the 
Gust Factor, the other natura\ frequencies are used to compare the global FE model lB with the simplified global FE 
model. 

10.3 Sensitivity analysis (behaviour structure under varying pre-tension) 
A sensitivity analysis of the structure is performed to analyze the dynamic behaviour of the structure under increasing 
pre-tension in the cables. In Table 15 this behaviour is plotted for the first mode (and visualised in Figure 44). lt can be 
observed that the natura\ frequency increases rapidly until a pre-tension of approximately 5000 kN is applied, after 
further increasing this pre-lension the natura\ frequency decreases until a natura\ frequency of 0 Hz is reached. In a 
simplified test the modal behaviour of a structure under increasing pressure (and tension) is analysed (see Appendix 
A.\3); this test shows the same behaviour. 

As the structure deforms under the given pre-tension, this pre-tension has to be large enough to overcome the decay of 
pre-tension caused by this deformation. The structure deforms significantly less when a pre-stress of approximately 
5000 kN is reached, any pre-stress higher than 5000 kN induces such a normal force in the structure that the natura\ 
frequency decreases significantly from this point. 
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Figure 44: Calculated natura) frequency under increasing pre-tension cables (first mode) 

10.3.1 Testing the effect of pre-stress on the natural frequency 
In Appendix A.\3 an additional test is performed to analyze the behaviour of a simple structure submitted to an external 
force (a beam element under tension or compression). This test results in the following statements: the natura\ 
frequency increases significantly after increasing the tension on the beam (the beam acts stiffer, which results in a 
higher natura\ frequency). If the beam is under increasing pressure, the natura\ frequency decreases. This behaviour is 
expandable until the extemal pressure reaches the critica\ buckling Euler load (in that case or situation the structure has 
no lateral stiffuess anymore). Note that in ANSYS pre-stress effects are activated (in both static and modal analysis). 
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11 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

11.1 Introduetion 
A structure like the Giant Motion Track demands a wide survey of possible limit states which are significant for the 
design and engineering of such a structure. In this report the most critica! limit states are handled, and from these 
analyses the conclusions and recommendations are given in this chapter. 

11.2 Structural behaviour 

11.2.1 Pre-tension (ULS-1) 
The global behaviour of the structure of the Giant Motion Track rs highly depended on the interaction between the pre
tensioned cables and the steel structure. The lateral deformations are most sensitive for the amount of pre-tension of the 
cables. For further research the instaBation procedure of the cables should be analysed. The order of applying pre
tension on the cables can be significant in the resulting pre-tension because of the stress-stiffening effect of the 
structure. During the ins tallation of the cables the pre-tension should be applied symmetrical with respect to the main 
axis of the structure to prevent initia! stresses due to irregular tensioning. 

11.2.2 Global stability (ULS-3) 
The global stability of the structure (buckling behaviour) is highly depended on the amount of pre-tension. The pre
tensioned cables induce a horizontal restrietion reducing lateral displacements, therefore increasing the lateral stability 
of the whole system. Because of the geometry of the structure, the pre-tension also induces vertical forces onto the 
structure; with a result the amount of pre-tension has a upper limit (strength capacity of the steel structure, stress 
stiffening effects). 

For further research the influence of the foundations (and soil) need to be incorporated in the analysis. Vertical, 
horizontal and rotational spring stiffuesses should be applied to the global FE model 2 to fully describe the actual 
behaviour. A sensitivity analysis conceming the minimum rotational spring stiffness of the foundations should be 
executed. 

11.2.3 Earthquake resistance (ULS-2) 
The structure has high resistance against loadings induced by horizontal ground motions (earthquakes). The computed 
inertia forces for this structure were significantly lower than the computed wind-loading. This can be explained due to 
the relatively low ratio between the mass and the strength of the structure and the response spectrum (Spoorenberg, 
2007 [1]). It can also be observed that the highest inertia forces are induced at the lowest parts of the structure, there 
were the mass of the ring-structure is highest The inertia forces at the top of the structure are lower, this also because of 
the lower mass at the top. 

For further research the adopted soil characteristics should be verified with use of a soil analysis. 

11.2.4 Temperature loading (ULS-4) 
The structure is sensitive for the expansion induced by temperature differences, but has sufficient capacity to resist the 
forces that occur from this type of loading. 

For further research the exact amount of temperature loading should be investigated with use of more local temperature 
measurements, this in consultation with local authorities. 

11.2.5 Wind-loading (ULS-1) 
The wind-loading is highly dependedon two main objectives; the amount ofviscous damping and the determination of 
an acceptable drag coefficient. 

Wind-loading without remedial measures is high to satisfy the requirements as donated by the goveming limit states. 
This as a result form insufficient damping capacity of the steel structure. A solution for this problem is to instaU e.g. a 
Tuned Mass Damper (see report Spoorenberg, 2007 [ 1]) to increase the amount of dam ping, therefore decreasing the 
wind-loading (by reducrng the Gust Effect factor). Several analyses have been performed to make an appropriate 
assumption concerning the drag-coefficient of the steel structure. In this research the drag-coefficient is determined in 
accordance with wind-codes, and these drag coefficients were compared with a CFD analysis. The resulted drag 
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coefficients ofboth methods were within the samerange (15%), therefore the computed drag coefficient was considered 
appropriate for the design in this phase. 

For further research a dynamica! wind-tunnel test should be performed to analyse the amount of appropriate damping, 
and the actual drag coefficient. In this wind-tunnel analysis the effect of the surrounding building should also be 
incorporated. 

11.2.6 Comfort requirements (SLS-2) 
In the analysis ofthe maximum accelerations (to satisfy the comfort requirements) two aspects are important. One is the 
comfort requirement itself; in known literature there are no specific guidelines concerning maximum accelerations for a 
structure like the Giant Motion Track. In this literature maximum accelerations are mentioned for other structures and 
buildings, and also for different time spans. People that use the Giant Motion Track are only there for approximately 
halfan hourand their attention is to the surrounding view; they are not working, sleeping or living there . 

To delermine the maximum accelerations different variables are hard to determine. First the amount of structural 
damping has much influence on the computed accelerations (like in the determination of the Gust Effect Factor). Then 
also the maximum accelerations occur when the wind-speed is at maximum (hurricane, 90 MPH), and then the operator 
could decide to close the ride. 

For further research, the maximum allowable accelerations are to be determined in close consultatien with the owner of 
the structure and with experienced consultants. Furthermore, a research could be initiated to delermine the optimum 
ratio between investment (read: instaHing remedial measures to increase eperation time), and resulting closing time 
when the wind-speeds are too high (read: allowable accelerations are exceeded, decrease eperation time). 

11.2.7 Lifetime (FLS-1) 
In this research an analysis of one of the primary connections is analysed regarding the fatigue resistance. The 
calculated life time of the observed joint was long enough to withstand the fatigue loading. For further research other 
joint connections should be analysed. Here the tubular connections of the main structure are not likely to be sensitive 
for the fatigue loading; only the connections for the guidance tubes (and the tubes themselves) are probably sensitive for 
fatigue loading. 

11.3 Forther research 
To fully design and analyse a structure like the Giant Motion Track more analyses (as described previously) should be 
executed. In the time-span of this research only the governing limit states were investigated with usage of available 
resources. The most important (governing) design aspects of this structure were analysed, and can serve as base or 
guideline for further research. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A 
Abs 
Arer 
Au 
B 
c 
Cr 
Cr;o 
Cr;cFD 
CporGCpf 
d 
de 
D 
D 
Dd 
eod 
E 
EA 
EX 
f 
fb 
fv 
fvt 
fn 
F. 
Fy 
Fyc 
Fyb 
Fx 
Fy 
Fz 

F,bd 
Frud 

Fz;inertia 

g 
G 
GorG1 
GCp; 
GKE 
GKF 
GGF 

GOND 
h 
I 
lx~y 
K 
Kd 
K= 
K=, 
I 
L 
L 
m 

My 
Mx 
Mz 
Mgondola,full 

Mgondola,empry 

Area 
Effective bolt area 
Effective frontal area 
Enveloping area 
Horizontal dimension of structure measured nonna! to wind direction 
Exposure Category 
Drag coefficient 
Drag coefficient (lattice structure) 
Drag coefficient (computed with CFD) 
Extemal pressure coefficient 
Brace diameter 
Average mernber diameter 
Dead load 
Chord diameter 
Palgrem-Miner rule 
Geometrical imperfection 
Elasticity Modules 
Axial stiffuess 
Young's Modules ofE!asticity 
Nomina! axial, in-plane bending, or out-of-plane bending stress in the brace 
Bending stress 
Shear stress 
Torsional shear stress 
Natura! frequency 
Euler buckling load 
Yield strength 
Yield strength ofthe chord memher at the joint 
Yield strength ofthe brace memher at the joint 
Reaction force in x-direction 
Reaction force in y-direction 
Reaction force in z-direction 
Allowable bolt tension 
Allowable bolt tension capacity 
Inertia Force 
Gap 
Deadweight 
Gus•t effect factor 
lntemal pressure coefficient 
Load empty gondola 
Load full gondola 
Load guidance frame gondola 
Gondola loading, "suspend effect" included 
Height of structure 
Importance factor 
Moment of inertia (x/y-direction) 
Effective length factor 
Directionally Factor 
Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient 
Topographic factor 
Unbraced length of memher 
Length 
Horizontal di mension of structure measured parallel to wind direction 
Ma ss 
Moment around y-axis 
Moment around x-axis (torsional) 
Moment around z-axis 
Mass full gondola 
Mass empty gondola 
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[m2] 
[mm2] 

[m2] 
[m2] 

[ft (m) ] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 

[mm] 
[mm] 

[-] 
[mm] 

[-] 
[-] 

[N/m2] 
[N/m2] 
{N/m2] 
[MPa] 
[MPa] 
[MP a] 
[MP a] 

[Hz] 
[N] 

[MP a] 
[MP a] 
[MP a] 

[N] 
[N] 
[N] 

[MP a] 
[kN] 
[kN] 

[mm] 
[kN] 

[-] 
[-] 

[kN] 
(kN] 
(kN] 

[-] 
(m] 
[-] 

[kNm2
] 

[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 

[mm] 
[m] 

[ft (m)] 
[kg] 

[Nm] 
[Nm] 
[Nm] 

[kg] 
[kg] 
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n 

ni 
n1 
N 
NrorNi 
Pa 
P-ö 
q 
Q 
Qq 
Qr 
Ou 
Re 
r 
s, 
SFy 
SFZ 
T 
T 
T 
Tn 
TEMP 

V 

vp 
V pa 

V 

V, 
w 
xmax(z) 

Greek symbols 
a 
p 
~ 
ö 
~1 

~T 

~a 

~crgeom. 
E 

cj>(z) 

<jl 

y 

y f;g 

Yr;q 

Ym 

ÀD 

1-l. 

8 
p 

cr 

' 
'l':~. 

'V se 
ç 

Moment amplification factor 
Number of cycles 
Construction natura! frequency 
Normal force 
Number of allowable cycles 
Allowable joint capacity 
Geometrical non-linear calculation with large rotations 
Wind pressure 
Background response 
Factor to account for the effects of type ofloading a geometry 
Factor to account for the presence ofnominallongitudinal stress in the chord 
Ultimate strength factor which varies the joint and load type 
Reynolds number 
Radius of gyration 
Total hot spot stress range 
Shear force in y-direction 
Shear force in z-direction 
Pre-tension cable 
Period 
Chord thickness 
Parametrie equation n 
Temperature load 
Brace thickness 
Kinematic viscosity of the air 
Acting punching shear 
Allowable punching shear 
Basic wind speed 

Mean hourly wind speed at height z 
Wind load 

Maximum Along-Wind Acceleration 

Linear expansion coefficient 

Damping ratio 

Geometrie joint parameter (d/D) 

Deformation 
Length difference 
Temperature difference 
Varying stress range 

Geometrie stress range 

Nomina! strain 

Mode exponent 

Solidity ratio 
Geometrie parameter (D/2T) 

Safety factor for dead load 

Safety factor for variabie load 

Partial safety factor 

Eigen value n 

Density 
Brace angle 
Density 
Stress 
Geometrie joint parameter (t/T) 

Slenderness reduction factor 

Reduction factor of scaffolding 

Geometrie joint parameter (g/D) 
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[-] 
[-] 

[Hz] 
[N] 
[-] 

[MP a] 
[-] 

[N/m2] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 

[mm] 
[MP a] 

[N] 
[N] 
[-] 
[s] 

[mm] 
[-] 
[-] 

mm] 
[-] 

[MPa] 
[MP a] 

[MPH] 

[ ft/s] 

[-] 

[ milli-g] 

[m/mK] 

H 
[-] 

[m] 
[mm] 

[K] 
[MP a] 

[MP a] 

[-] 

[-] 

[-] 
[-] 

[-] 

[ -] 

[-] 

[-] 

[kg/m2
] 

["] 
[kg/m3

] 

[MPa] 
[-] 

[-] 

[-] 

[-] 
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Subscripts 
AX 
IPB 
OPB 

Abbreviations 
CHS 
CFD 
EC 
FEA 
FLS 
PRXY 
SCF 
SD 
SI 
SLS 
TUle 
uc 
ULS 

Axial 
In Plane Bending 
Out of Plane Bending 

Cylindrical Hollow Sectien 
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Eurocode 
Finite Element Ana!yis 
Fatigue Limit State 
Poisson' s ratio 
Stress Concentratien Factor 
Department of Structural Design 
Système International (fr.) 
Serviceability Limit State 
Eindhoven University ofTechnology (TU Eindhoven) 
Unity Check 
Ultimate Limit State 
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A APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION GLOBAL FE MODEL (ANSYS) 

A.l Geometrical aspects 

Base for the geometry of the FE model l B/2 is the existiog 3 D model of the Giant Motion Track. The geometrical 
aspects ofthis model are chosen for the FE analysis (node locations, member lengths, cross-sections etc). 

Figure 45: Perspective geometry 

In this modeHing the key-point numbering is chosen is such a way that it is uncomplicated to locate e.g. key-points, 
lines, elements etc. The 'diamante-shape' is copied around the centre ofthe polar coordinate system: 

2 

6 

Figure 46: Key-point numbering SI Figure 47: Front view with Section numbers 
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The bottorn part ofthe structure is modelled after copying the 'diamante-shape': 

I 
I 

I 
8 ® 

Figure 48: Bottom part witb section numbers 

The supports (key-points) have their own numbers (starting with 8***). Cable numbers start with C*. 

Figure 49: Top view with support (key-point) nu robering 

Figure 50: Cables 
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At the bottorn of the structure, the ring is supported with chords. The following lines have been made for these supports: 

9005 

90/1 

14 

9006 

9014 
376 

I 9016 
I 

Figure 51: Foundation-tubes 1, left side Figure 52: Foundation-tubes 1, right side 

/ 
I 

/ 
Figure 53: Foundation-tubes 2, left side 

Figure 54: Foundation-tubes 2, right side 
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A.2 Geometry- and material a spects of the used Fini te Elements 

In the different FE analyses and tests there are several FE elements used. The used elements are explained in the 
following chapters. 

BEAM4: 
General description (from ANSYS manual): 
BEAM4 is a uni-axial element with tension, compression, torsion, and bending capabilities. The element bas six 
degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions and rota ti ons a bout the nodal x, y, and z 
axes. Stress stiffening and large deflection capabilities are included. 

Application: 

(lfnode Kis an~led and e = o·, 
I he element y axis is pandlet lo 
lhe global X-Y plane.) 

® 

T1,T5 

T 
TKZ 

l 

• K (optional) 

'' I ' 
I ', 

I ' , 

IZZ 
T4,T6 

z ® 

J 
@ 

y IYY 

T2,T6 f--TKY--1 T3,T7 

Figure SS: BEAM4 geometry 

The BEAM4 element can be used to model all the tubes wbich are fixed at the end-point ofthe members. 

Notes: 
12 Tbe orientation node (K) is not used, because tbe only used members are round (local orientation is not relevant); 
13 No additional key-opts are used in the analysis; 
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LINKS: 
General description (from ANSYS manual): 
LINK8 is a spar which may be used in a variety of engineering applications. This element can be used to model trusses, 
sagging cables, links, springs, etc. The 3-D spar element is a uni-axial tension-compression element with three degrees 
of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. As in a pin-jointed structure, no bending of the 
element is considered. Plasticity, creep, swelling, stress stiffening, and large deflection capabilities are included. 

J-.y 
x 

Figure 56: LINKS geometry 

Application: 
The LINK8 element can be used to model all the tubes which are hinged at the end-point of the members. 

BEAM188: 
General description (from ANSYS manual): 
BEAM188 is suitable for analyzing slender to moderately stubby/thick beam structures. This element is based on 
Timoshenko beam theory. Shear deformation effects are included. BEAM188 is a linear (2-node) or a quadratic beam 
element in 3-D. BEAM188 has six or seven degrees of freedom at each node, with the number of degrees of freedom 
depending on the value of KEYOPT(1). When KEYOPT(l) = 0 (the default), six degrees of freedom occur at each 
node. These include translations in the x, y, and z directions and rotations about the x, y, and z directions. When 
KEYOPT(1) = 1, a seventh degree of freedom (warping magnitude) is also considered. This element is well-suited for 
linear, large rotation, andlor large strain nonlinear applications. 

z 

K 

188 

J-x j ® 
z 

Figure 57: BEAM.l88 geometry 

Notes: 
14 The orientation node (K) is not, because the only used merobers are round (local orientation is not relevant); 
15 No additional key-opts are used in the analysis; 
16 No real constants are necessary to describe the element (SECTYPE is used). 
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LINKlO: 
General description (from ANSYS manual): 
LINK10 is a 3-D spar element having the unique feature of a bilinear stiffness matrix resulting in a uni-axial tension
only (or compression-only) element. With the tension-only option, the stiffuess is removed if the element goes into 
compression (simulating a slack cable or slack chain condition). This feature is useful for static guy-wire applications 
where the entire guy wire is modelled with one element. It may also be used in dynamic analyses (with inertia or 
damping effects) where slack element capability is desired but the motion of the slack elements is not of primary 
interest. 

--.. 
- -.1 

J 
··--------------~0 • 

J 
- 1-::_:j:::::, ::::::IliiC:::::::::::::::=-• 

Notes: 

l-L0--.......... I••d~O~ 
J 

~~ 
~ r-

d<O 

Ten~on-Orily (Cable) Opllon 

l-lo--..... •*1•• d >0~ 
J 

-c=t;:lll~l ===-•:o 
~ r-

d:SO 

Canpresslon-Orily (Gap) Opdon 

Figure 58: LINKIO geometry 

17 The following key-opts are used for the used LINK 10 element: 

18 The following real constants are used for the LINK JO element: 

.IS. - - _' L!li$1:1~ - - - - - - - . . - : 
RI Area 
R2 ISTRN 
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MASS21: 
General description (from ANSYS manual): 
MASS21 is a point element ha ving up to six degrees of freedom: translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions and 
rotations about the nodal x, y, and z axes. 

z 

x 
Figure 59: MASS21 geometry 

The MASS21 element is applied to the following key-points: 

Figure 60: Overview key-point numbers with MASS21 (32*2=64 pcs.) 
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A.3 Description and analyses global FE models lA, lB and 2 

Global FE model lA with hinged connections (using BEAM4 and LINKS elements) 
The first global FE model lA is modelled using exclusively BEAM4 elements for the circular tubes (the round-going 
tubes that form the 'circle-form' ofthe structure). The memhers that conneet these round-going tubes (the diagonals etc) 
are modelled using LINKS elements. These LINKS elements include the ability that this element can only be used for 
lateral displacements (only normal force), and therefore the structure will be modelled with "hinged connections". 

A LINKlO element is used for the modeHing ofthe cables. This LINKlO element bas two advantages: 
It is possible to include the 'tension-only' non-linearity effect of ,the cables; 
It is possible to include pre-tension using an initia! strain. 

Both advantages are activated in the FE analyzes. The initia! strain in the element (ISTRN) is given by M, where 11 is 
the difference between the element length, L, and the zero strain length, L0 • 

To model the weight of the gondolas, MASS21 elements are used. These elements can be used to model the weight of 
the gondolas in three directions. In AppendixA.2, an overview of the used elements is given. 

Global FE modellB with hinged connections (using BEAM188 elements) 
The second global FE model lB is modelled using only BEAMlSS elements for all the braces and chords. The 
BEAMISS element makes it possible to automatically generate the cross-section characterises (Area, 1., ly etc.), by 
using the SECTYPE command. Using these elements implies fixed connections. 

In this FE model the LINK JO element is also used to model the cables, as wellas using MASS21 elements to model the 
gondolas. 

Sensitivity analysis type of connections (ftxed or hinged) 
Both models are analyzed using ANSYS, with the following results: 

T bi 16 C I I b I FE d 11A t 18 
r '(7••\ "~;- '~ti";(;""'l~:r -~~~· .-;. · ·---'-~'; __ . :a.::;...~- ~ ~ ' ~-j·:· ; ~:, 

- - - : I t:.Uu~':.!G: ..... )" ••. '·.:rJ. 
Lateral displacement under wind-loading 

406mm 
(SLS combination 2) 11 

I 0.43778 I 
First 5 natura! frequencies 2 0.75900 2 
(SLS combination I) 3 0.81485 3 

4 1.3805 4 
5 1.8413 5 

Reaction forces FX = 0.25649E-02 N 
(SLS combination I) FY = 0.23921 E+08 N 

FZ = 0.87644E-02 N 

' 11--· --
< ~1~.~~ )_-'.-~7itr;.....~ ~., ,_; (' 

t;tffiit{:J..!::_~~l ~ 'Ü0:~!i.·~~JD ~J, 

401 mm -5 mm. 

0.44091 
0.77521 
0.82561 +0 .7% 
1.4075 
1.8695 

FX = 0.22035E-02 N 
+3% 

FY = 0.24654E+08 N 
FZ = 0.72173E-02 N 

As can be observed in Table 16Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden., there is no significant difference between both 
models; therefore the type of conneetion (hinged or fixed) bas no significant influence. Because in the detailing of the 
connections between the braces and chords of the ring-structure the in-plane-, and out-of-plane bending moments have 
to be taken in consideration the FE model 1 B with fixed conneetion is chosen for further analyses. 

Sensitivity analysis mesh refinement related to the natura! frequencies 
The influence of the mesh refinement in the determination of the natura! frequency is not significant. This can be 
explained, because due to the geometrie aspects of the structure, the chords and braces of the structure are mainly 
loaded in axial direction. 

11 An overview of the mentioned load combinations is given in Chapter 5. 
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In Table 17 the results from different analyses are given where the mesh refinement the elements (BEAM188) is varied 
form 1 : 1, to 1 : 1 0 ( for one line, one or ten elements), this for the global FE model 1 B. 

It can be concluded that the mesh refinement (1 or 10 elements/ line) is notsignificant in the determination ofthe fl.fSt 5 
natura! frequencies, the difference is less than 1%, and for further analyses this is acceptable. 

Sensitivity analysis mesh refinement retated to the computed forces 
In Appendix I an analysis is performed to analyse the effect ofthe mesh refmement on the computed element forces. To 
analyse the difference in forces due to the mesh density on the elements, two analyses have been performed in 
Appendix I with a different mesh density per line, for one arbitrary chosen element (main tube of segment V, see 
Chapter 7). One analysis with one element per line, and a second analysis with 5 elementsper line, the computed forces 
for the sameelement are shown in Table 18. 

Table 18: Analvsis mesh densitv Jines -
r).~• ... ~:(( -1 ;;IT5:l!!I:L~~~' :7:ffiJl, "''. li!:mRG1l :~ _lu.~l~~~H ~ N}~f[~E::J:. I ~t;~ llli]r ; ; ~Ïllîn L ~ 

I 678 -10321000 157710 231660 -73823 -36847 488600 
5 3134 -10195000 118020 323020 -56387 -45193 492790 
!J. 126000 39690 91360 17436 8346 4190 

.(\[%] I 34 28 31 18 I 

It can be observed that the moments My, Mz and Mx differ up to 34% when applying 5 e1ements insteadof 1 element 
for a line in the FE model 2. This behaviour can be explained due to the fact that the e1ements are meshed using a polar 
coordinate system, therefore introducing an eccentricity between the heart of the beam and the centre line between the 
system points. 

In practice the analyses will be performed using 5 elements/ line (or more), but due to reduce computational effort all 
geometrie nonlinear calculations with large rotations (see Chapter 6.3) are executed using 1 element/ line. Furthermore 
the effect of in-plane- and out-of-plane bending is not significant in the determination of the capacity of the joint, and 
memher resistance as can be observed in the analyses of the static capacity of both memher and joint. The influence of 
the mesh density with respect to normal force is neg1igible. 

ModeHing of local dead weight 
The effect of the dead weight is taken into account by activating the density of the material (steel), multiplied with the 
volume of the memhers (automatically determined in ANSYS). In the solution phase this mass is activated by using the 
standard earth gravity. The dead weight of the gondolas is placed on the structure by using the earlier mentioned 
MASS21 elements (the weight of these elements is a lso activated using the standard earth gravity in the solution phase 
of the analysis). To verify that the mass of the 32 gondolas is correctly applied in the FE models, an ana1ysis of the 
structure withand without the MASS21 e1ements is performed in Appendix A.3. 

An overview ofthe applied material properties is given in Table 19Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden .. 

The SI system is used for the analyses (dynamica! analysis ~ frequencies are determined using kg and m); 
The density of the cables is not prescribed (to prevent the cables to vibrate in the modal analysis, not usabie natura! 
frequencies ). 

The structure is also loaded with a unity load to verify the global equilibrium of the g1obal FE model IB, see Appendix 
A.7. 
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A.4 Verifications MASS21 elements used in FE model lB. 

To verify the FE modellB, the reaction forces oftwo FE roodels are compared with each other: 

·· m'Utf9,,~.~tr.'!l':l7üJ ... .t.ü~.·r~zr$;f._.VT~ tn~-w ~~- · ~Ti~t'-. (,J:;~JJt"fff::C'$i{~ 
-

~~ 

---'- - . - . ~ -·-~~ __ lG.._~~-. . .;J..ll.!l.J~~}llif.. .. :.~~1 ...... 
SET TIMEIFREQ LOADSTEP SUBSTEP SET TIMEIFREQ LOADSTEP SUBSTEP 

I 0.41495 I I I I 0.35826 I I I 
2 0.82696 I 2 2 2 0.72003 I 2 2 
3 0.84826 I 3 3 3 0.72353 I 3 3 
4 1.5527 I 4 4 4 1.3145 I 4 4 
5 1.9482 I 5 5 5 1.7234 I 5 5 
6 2.5711 I 6 6 6 2.1663 I 6 6 
7 3.4123 I 7 7 7 3.0397 I 7 7 
8 3.8583 I 8 8 8 3.2272 I 8 8 
9 4.7504 I 9 9 9 4.2434 I 9 9 
10 5.3864 I 10 10 10 4.4649 I 10 10 
I I 6.2592 I 11 11 11 5.5887 I 11 11 
12 7.0374 I 12 12 12 5.8569 I 12 12 
13 7.1503 I 13 13 13 6.0723 I 13 13 
14 7.4720 I 14 14 14 6.5477 I 14 14 
15 7.8151 I 15 15 15 6.9776 I 15 15 

PRINTF REACTION SOLUTIONS PER NODE PRINT F REACTION SOLUTIONS PER NODE 

NODE FX FY FZ 
I 

NODE FX FY FZ 
0.98182E-03 0.20371 E+08 0.70250E-02 0.12081E-02 0.24151E+08 0.88753E-02 

It can be observed that the natura! frequencies decrease after adding mass .. The difference in reaction-force 
FY=0.24151E+08 - 0 .. 20371E+8 = 3780000 N, nearly equal to 38532Ikg, equals almost 32*2*6020 = 385280 
(difference = 0.0106%, which is acceptable). 
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A.S Plot global FE modellB 

E-L-K-N 

COMPLEX 3D MODEL GIANT MOTION TRACK, W. ten Napel. [N en m] 

Figure 61: Perspeelive view global FE modellB 

E-L-K-N 

COMPLEX 3D MODEL GIANT MOTION TRACK, W. ten Napel. [N en m] 

Figure 62: Front view global FE modellB 
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E- L-K- N 

COMPLEX 3D MODEL GIANT MOTION TRACK, W. ten Napel. [N en m] 

Figure 63: Top view global FE modellB 

E-L-K-N 

COMPLEX 3D MODEL GIAL'IT MOTION TRACK, W. ten Napel . [N en m] 

Figure 64: Side view global FE model 18 
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A.6 Plot global FE model 2 

E-L-K-N 

Figure 65: Perspective view Global FE model 2 

E- L- K-N 

Figure 66: Front view global FE model 2 
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E-L-K-N 

Figure 67: Top view global FE model 2 

E-L-K-N 

Figure 68: Side view global FE model 2 
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A.7 Unity load 

To check the global FE model I B, the structure is loaded with a unity Joad of FK=-1 000000 N, in Z-direction, in KP 195 
(top of the structure) . 

The following reactions have been printed: 

Table 20: Com~puted reaction forces under unitv load 

PRINT F REACTION SOLUTIONS PER NODE 

*****POST I TOT AL REACTION SOLUTION LISTING ***** 

LOAD STEP= I SUBSTEP= I 
TIME= 1.0000 LOAD CASE= 0 

THE FOLLOWING X,Y,Z SOLUTIONS ARE IN GLOBALCOORDINATES 

NODE FX FY FZ 
385 -0.11081E+07 -0.19952E+07 -0.75248E+06 
386 -0.19983E+07 -0.43120E+07 0.14331E+07 
387 0.11114E+07 -0.19965E+07 -0.75455E+06 
388 0.19927E+07 -0.43048E+07 0.14295E+07 
389 -0.34881 E+07 0.32457E+07 0.19819E+07 
390 0.40627E+07 0.63039E+06 -0 .19534E+07 
391 -0.65593E+06 59516. 85547. 
392 O.J9279E+06 -0.11192E+06 61444. 
393 0.26260E+07 -0.64513E+06 0.20705E+07 
394 -0.32544E+07 0.31979E+07 -0.22352 E+07 
395 0.18488E+06 -0.10033E+06 -47986. 
396 -0.65951 E+06 29478. -0.13967E+06 
397 0.65138E+06 48206. 71186. 
398 -0.11463E+06 -55231. 21747. 
399 0.34868E+07 0.32928E+07 0.20766E+07 
400 -0.40884E+07 0.71411E+06 -0.20011 E+07 
401 -0.31809E+06 -0.22722E+06 -15285. 
402 0.65705E+06 79136. -0.20769E+06 
403 -0.25392E+07 -0.71349E+06 0.20329E+07 
404 0.32590E+07 0.31646E+07 -0.21570E+07 

TOT AL V AL UES 
VALUE -0.35856E-06 -0.12433E-06 O.IOOOOE+07 

The values R.X and RY are significant small (solve-errors), the RZ corresponds exactly with the FK=-1000000 N. 
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A.8 Pre-teosion of cables 

In the global FE model lB the cables are modelled as LINKlO elements (see chapter d.). These LINKlO elementscan 
be pre-tensioned with the use of an initia) strain (ISTRN), and have the ability to describe 'tension-only' non-linearity. 

The arnount of pre-stress depends on the amount of wind-loading ~ global deformation of structure (all cables always 
under tension). 

Figure 69: Cable u urnbering 

The arnount of pre-stress or initia) strain for the cables is calculated for the longest cable (C I). The other initia) strains 
(of the other ca bles) are scaled down from this pre-stress, using the reciprocal value of the division of cable-length. 
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Determination of minimum pre-stress under serviceability conditions 
In the global FE model IB the following pre-stresses are entered to calculate the resulting normal-forcesin the cables. 
This analysis is made using serviceability combinations ( Yr;g = 1.0, Yr,q = 1.0 ), and with empty gondolas. (Height of 

structure is 130m.). 

Ftnl:th 'ddirti • • d' 1 t th h 1 . d 
,..1:" I ~3:4-tr-~~i~; I -rt.P! ·~ . 'if·l .... ~ I ,-. ,.,., ~ 

I 
n>" ~- . ' 

f·' ! ~ ·-r...·~r;' ·;w ' ,· l'--!:~~ . . 1
' :t~~ ~""'·.:..tL' :\,(.r.~lr · 

l· •'> ;;f, ">""'li:!• iGl;Jli I l~ ~ ·'h~~-l)0 ~!L..t~ I 

I . · . ~l . _. .. 1.. G:1~.S1 ~·t j "Jt:tnl· . -. ~ h - - -
I Perpendicular 70 500 0 584 
2 Perpendicular 70 600 20.554 585 
3 Perpendicular 70 700 99.919 586 
4 Perpendicular 70 1000 324.700 591 
5 Perpendicu lar 100 500 0 541 
6 Perpendicular 100 600 0 499 
7 Perpendicular 100 700 0 468 
8 Perpendicular 100 800 0 437 
9 Perpendicular 100 !000 0 399 
10 Perpendicular 100 1100 50.578 400 

A maximum ofh/300 = 433 mm will be accepted as lateral displacement ofthe structure at the top. The influence ofthe 
pre-tension in the cables is not significant to reduce the lateral displacements. To reduce the lateral displacements the 
strain ofthe cables is reduced by increasing the area ofthe cables. With a diameter of lOOmm. instead of70mm., and a 
pre-teosion force of llOOkN all the cables are always under tension (with a minimum of 50.6 kN), in the serviceability 
stage, and under wind perpendicular to the wheel. 

Als th . d d' f Uit th hel. d 

Pa a 0 3 6. OI 170 

Above results satisfy the maximum lateral displacement of 433mm, and the cables are always under tension. At last the 
. d d' t t 45 d t th h 1 . 1 d ( 45°* . d 11 1 + 45°* . d d' 1 ) 

5 de ees 00 00 123.573 309 

Above results satisfy the requirements. 

Verify maximum cable stresses under extreme conditions 
The minimum pre-teosion in the cables is determined under the serviceability conditions ( y r;g = 1.0, y r;q = 1.0 ), but the 

cables also have to withstand extreme conditions. Under wind-toading the cables facing the wind are loaded with the 
toading from the wind, and with the pre-teosion in the cables. The following analyzes are made under extreme 

conditions ( y r;g = 0.9, y r;q = 1.5 ): 

100 
100 
100 

Above stresses result in acceptable values. 

1100 
1100 
1100 
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A.9 Analysis of structure with appropriate pre-tension 

~fier the appropriate pre-tension in the cables (N=llOO kN), a rnadal analysis has been made, global FE model lB. 

Modal analysis with pre-tension in cables 
Using the global FE model 1 B the following natura! frequencies are calculated ( y f:g = 1.0, y f;q = 0 ), using empty 

gondolas (and N=llOO kN): 

-.- --..·-·.- l':'n,-··nr:s--'"-- •. --- · ----1 ~ - - · -.-- fi'~"~·-"> ·= -- - - ' 
• _ · _ _ · _,.__iTIL.!J.3.:iJÎ!L ... f.E'_ · . • - _ WJ.! . .!.L'tl!l..J"-' _ 

1\NSYS 
OCT 24 2006 

16:21:28 

1: 0.4409 Hz 

1\N:'YS 
OCT 2'1 2006 

16:21:38 

2:0.7752 Hz 

1\NS'YS 
OCT 24 2006 

16:21:54 

3:0.8256 Hz 
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1\NSYS 
oer 24 2D06 

16 :22: 14 

4: 1.4075 Hz 

J\NSYS 
OCT l.fo 2006 

16 : 22 : 31 

5: 1.8695 Hz 

J\NSYS 
OCT 24 20015 

16:22:-418 

6:2.2513 Hz 
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OCT 24 2006 

16:23:09 

7:3.2732 Hz 

OCT 24 2006 

Ui:lJ:ll 

8: 3.3217 Hz 

OC'l'l4 l DOCi 

1.6:23:38 

9:4.4168 Hz 
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OCT H 2006 
16 ~:u: 59 

10: 4.5867 Hz 
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A.lODetermination of static loading from gondolas 

Goal of the FE analysis 
The goal ofthis FE analysis is todetermine the acting structure loading from the gondola's on the structure ofthe Giant 
Motion Track (the "suspend-effect"), and also to deterrnine the maximum cable-loading between the gondolas (drive
cable). 

Geometry/ Plot FE model "suspend-effect" 
The guidance tubes, gondolas and drive-cabie are modelled using the following elements: 

~ .. __ -
LINK JO 

LINKS 

MASS21 

Results 

~· ffi;ai/1!1n . 
.. - - -

- ~-- -- --·- --- - -- - - -

Used to model the drive-cabie between the gondolas. With KEYOPT(3)=0, the tension-only option is 
activaled (needed because ofthe symmetry ofthe structure). 
Used to model the behaviour of guidance-tubes for the wheels of the gondola. These elements are only 
loaded in axial direction. 
Used to model a full gondola (m = 12040 kg.). 

t-L- 1:-M 1\N 
I(IV l ~ l:006 

ll : U : 'JO 

Figure 70: Overview used elements, aod key-points 

_, 

Due the "hang-effect" ofthe gondolas on the drive-cable, the maximum axialloading acts at the top ofthe structure (as 
predicted). The axial forcesin the LINKS elements will be used as structure loading on the global FE model IB/2. The 
axial forcesin the LINKIO elementscan be used to design the drive-cables. 

t.Ul! STUS$ 

SUB • l 

Tl ME• I 

"' "' H.IN • · l543H 
Et.EM-8 1 

1\NSYS 
NOV lS 2006 

ll:29:29 

Figure 71: Grapbical overview axial forces FE modeJ 
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Structure loading 
This loading acts in the direction ofthe centre ofthe structure (normal-force in the LINKS elements). The following 
results are analyzed: 

'~~~-y·~~ ï; --~~~~~ 
- "-- ~ t.-..:1! 

33 

65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 

.. ... 

I 118110 
3 113910 
5 99811 
7 78314 
9 48937 
11 13140 
13 -27700 
15 -72014 
17 -118100 
19 -164180 
21 -208500 
23 -249340 
25 -285140 
27 -314510 
29 -336340 
31 -349790 
33 -354320 
35 -349790 
37 -336340 
39 -314510 
41 -285140 1 

43 -249340 
45 -208500 
47 -164180 Figure 72: Axia1 force to structure 
49 -118100 
51 -72014 
53 -27700 
55 13140 
57 48937 
59 78314 
61 99811 
63 113910 

sum= -3779214 

400000,--------------------------------------------------------. 

~ -200000+-----------------~--------------------~r-------------~ 
:::1 

~ 
E 
.. -100000+-------------~----------------------------~r---------~ 
!: 
.2 
<; E o+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0 z 

200000~------------------------------------------------------~ 

Figure 73: Axial force to structure 2 
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Drive-cabie loading 
This loading acts in the direction perpendicular to the direction to the centre ofthe structure (normal-force in the 
LINKlO elements). The following results are analyzed: 

!~~;ttf~~-r" -[,\_.- .. ~ 
'' ~~' 'I ttQJl [_, • ~ ·-

33 

33 I 0 
34 3 23124 
35 5 68507 
36 7 134440 
37 9 218370 
38 11 317050 
39 13 426700 
40 15 543100 
41 17 661790 
42 19 778190 
43 21 887840 
44 23 986520 
45 25 '1070400 
46 27 1136400 
47 29 1181800 
48 31 1205000 
49 33 1205000 
50 35 1181800 
51 37 1136400 
52 39 1070400 
53 41 986520 
54 43 887840 
55 45 778190 
56 47 661790 Figure 74: Axial force drive-cabie 

57 49 543100 
58 51 426700 
59 53 317050 
60 55 218370 
61 57 134440 
62 59 68507 
63 61 23124 
64 63 0 

Segment/ Gondola-location 

Figure 75: Axial force drive-cabie 2 
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Globalloading from gondolas 
The gondola FE model is used to generate the globalloading for the global FE modellB/2 ofthe Giant Motion Track. 
In the gondola FE model all the LINKS elements are supported in all directions. The reaction forces in these supports 
are the extemal (global) gondola forces for the global FE model lB/2. 

:- ,N~::-\ -~"\~rt:r ··~~~,~~~~~)~~~~~ '~·-r.mr~~-1 ~ -,~:fWr ~i-~- 1
1\ (~·· !1 ~ t~~fW}l I. ~Cl4'J: ~~ll:X~) ~ l!lli ~ 

I - • r • ' t . I • ' • • I ' :;o.·' - ' tJ'~ 
• I • I I' I ~ •• ' t.J(. • ' I ~&8"'' l 
.' ~· 4 cr:r• ]· • -~:; I Jiln ·. J~~ {i~il ',_· ffif: 1·r ft~Îl' ·. ~~:~fti:ï1'' i;lJf: , 

101 33 0 118110 0 -118110 -118112.4 2 
102 34 -22221 111720 22221 -111720 -118112.4 6392 
103 35 -38196 92213 38196 -92213 -118112.4 25899 
104 36 -43509 65116 43509 -65116 -118112.4 52996 
105 37 -34603 34603 34603 -34603 -118112.4 83509 
106 38 -10925 7300 10925 -7300.2 -118112.4 110812 
107 39 25592 -10600 -25592 10600 -118112.4 128712 
108 40 70631 -14049 -70631 14049 -118112.4 132161 
109 41 118100 0 -118100 0 -118112.4 118112 
110 42 161030 

I 
32031 -161030 -32031 -118112.4 86081 

lil 43 192630 79789 -192630 -79789 -118112.4 38323 
112 44 207320 138530 -207320 -138530 -118112.4 -20418 
113 45 201620 201620 -201620 -201620 -118112.4 -83508 
114 46 174730 261510 -174730 -261510 -118112.4 -143398 
115 47 128710 310740 -128710 -310740 -118112.4 -192628 
116 48 68240 343060 -68240 -343060 -118112.4 -224948 
117 49 0 354320 0 -354320 -118112.4 -236208 
118 50 -68240 343060 68240 -343060 -118112.4 -224948 
119 51 -128710 310740 128710 -310740 -118112.4 -192628 
120 52 -174730 261510 174730 -261510 -118112.4 -143398 
121 53 -201620 201620 201620 -201620 -118112.4 -83508 
122 54 -207320 138530 207320 -138530 -118112.4 -20418 
123 55 -192630 79789 192630 -79789 -118112.4 38323 
124 56 -161030 32031 161030 -3203 I -118112.4 86081 
125 57 -•118100 0 118100 0 -118112.4 118112 
126 58 -70631 -14049 70631 14049 -118112.4 132161 
127 59 -25592 -10600 25592 10600 -118112.4 128712 
128 60 10925 7300 -10925 -7300.2 -118112.4 110812 
129 61 34603 34603 -34603 -34603 -118112.4 83509 
130 62 43509 65116 -43509 -65116 -118112.4 52996 
131 63 38196 92213 -38196 -92213 -118112.4 25899 
132 64 22221 111720 -22221 -I I 1720 -118112.4 6392 

Notes: 
(*I): The global extemal force is calculated to multiply the global reactions with -I. 
(*2): Is the mass ofone full gondola (=12040 kg), and acts in the -FY direction (using the MASS21 elements) 
(*3): The difference between the external structural force from the gondolas, minus the weight ofthe gondolas itself. 

Using this technique the MASS21 element still acts in three directions, and the extra toading from the gondolas is added to 
this MASS21. These forces are placed on the global FE model I B/2. (The sum of the last column is zero). 

The horizontal and vertical forces are divided by two, and placed on the same key-points as the MASS21 elements in 
the global FE modellB/2 ofthe structure ofthe Giant Motion Track. 
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Input file FE model to delermine "suspend-effect" 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!GONDEL MODEL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/prep7 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KEYPOTNTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
CLOCAL, 11,1 ,0,0,0 !naar polair assenstelsel om travees te modeleren 
g=O 
*do,i,0,31 !bepalen hoek 
g = g+l 
k,g,59.150,-90+360/32*i,O !positie van knoopen t.o.v. beginpunt 
*enddo 

g= 100 
*do,i,0,31 
g= g+l 
k,g,45,-90+ 360/32*i,O 
*enddo 

LOC AL, 12,CART""0,-90,0" 

k,32,-11.507,0,-57.850 
k,l,0,0,-57.850 
k,2, 1 I .507,0,-57.850 

g=O 
*do,i,0,30 
g=g+I 
l,g,g+I 
*enddo 
1,32,1 

g=O 
*do,i,0,30 
g= g+l 
l,g,g+lOO 
*enddo 
1,32,I32 

!bepalen hoek 

!positie van knoopen t.o.v. beginpunt 

!naar cartesisch assenstelsel (met z_positief naar boven) 

!kabels 

! "spaken" 

!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!! !!!!!!!!! !! !!! !!!!!!!!ELEMENTEN EN REAL CONSTANTS!!! !!! !!!!!!! !!!!!!! !!! !!!! !!! ! ! !! 
ET,I,LfNKIO !Kabels 
R,l,0.00785 !Afstandwerk: LfNK8 (A) 
!R,2,A _ KABEL,REK _ C I !Oppervlakte ka bie, voorspanning kabel type C I 
KEYOPT,I,2,1 
KEYOPT, I ,3,0 

ET,2,LfNK8 
R,2,0.00785 

ET,3,MASS21", 
R,3,12040 
KEYOPT,3,3,2 

TYPE,3 
REAL,3 

!Spaken 

!Massa's van de gondels (per massapunt =helft volle gondel) 
!Lege gondel= 10.000 kg, vol= 12040 
!3-D mass without rotaria inertia 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MATERIALPROPERTIES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
MP,EX,I,0.7El I ! material property#l; Young's modulus: N/m2 
MP,PRXY,l,0.3 !Poisson's ratio 
!MP,DENS,l,7850 !Density [kg/m3] 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MESHEN MASSAPUNTEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
KSEL,S", I ,32, I ,0 !"voorste massapunten" 

KATT"3,3"" 
KMESH,I,32,1 
KSEI"NONE 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!TOEKENNEN KABELS/SPAKEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
TYPE, I 
REAL,I 

LSEL,S", I ,32, I ,0 
LATT,I,I,I"" 
LESIZE,ALL", 1" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

TYPE, I 
REAL,l 

LSEL,S",33,64, 1,0 
LATT,I,2,2"" 
LESIZE,ALL", I" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

!!! !!!!!!! !!!!! !! ! ! !!!!! !!! 1DOF CONSTRAINT KABELS (alle beginnend metS***)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
KSEL,ALL 
DK,ALL,UZ,O 
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DK.l7,UX,O""UZ", 

g~ 100 
*do,i,0,3 1 
g~ g+l 
DK.g,UX,O",UY,UZ", 
•enddo 

W. ten Napel 

!bepalen hoek 

!positie van knoopen t.o.v. beginpunt 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SOLUTION PHASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
/SOLU 
ANTYPE,ST A TIC 
NSUB,IO 
ACEL"9.81 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POST I 
/DSCALE"OFF 
!ESEL,S,1YPE"I", 
!ESEL,S,1YPE"2", 
ESEL,ALL 
ETABLE,Fx,SMISC,l 
PLETAB,Fx 
PRETAB 

!Statie analysis 
!Number of substeps 
!Zwaanekracht in -y richting= naar aarde 
!solve the resulting system of equations 
! finish salution 
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A.ll Test: pre-stress LINKlO element 

The following structure has been tested to review the LINKlO element: 

Fx=/O.OOON 

Kp2 Kpl 

3000 3000 

Figure 76: Benchmark/ test LINKlO element 

The extemal force of FX=lOOOON is combined with different pre-stresses. By an iterative calculation the ISTRN is 
determined so that Element 2 results in a minimum tension of ION. 

.c: J. J~l~iJ~: '- _li!.?J:.:!IT::/~)'§j:_i , ~i: - ".: ~.{!_:'I!l.tr~:2::... - . -

I ISTRN = 0 STAT CURRENT Normal-force in Element I corresponds exactly with 
(Zero strain entered) ELEM FX the exact value of -I OOOON (pressure); 

I -10000. 
2 0.0000 Element 2 has no normal-force (correct, tension-only); 
3 14142. 

Normal-force in Element 3 corresponds exactly with 
the exact value of I 0000*\1'2=14 142N. 

2 ISTRN= STAT CURRENT The normal-force in element 2 is too high. 
2.0202857E-5 ELEM FX 

1 -16185. 
Determined with 2 4373.4 
N=I4142N. 3 18516. 
(see (*).) 

3 ISTRN = STAT CURRENT 1
1 The normal-force in element 2 is to low (no tension). 

1.010 14E-5 ELEM FX 
I -10000. 

(#/2) 2 0.0000 
3 14142. 

4 ISTRN= STAT CURRENT Normal-force in element 2 is too high. 
1.3*#3= ELEM FX 
1.3131857E-5 I -I 0520. 

2 367.86 
3 14510. 

5 ISTRN= STAT CURRENT With an ISTRN = 1.25E-5 
1.25*#3 = ELEM FX N = EEA = 1.25E- 5 x 0.7Ell x 0. e = 8750N 
1.25E-5 I -10014. So, with N=8750N in each cable, the cables are always 

2 9.9260 
3 14152. 

under tension (I ON). 

(*):E= a=~= 14142 
=2.020287E-6 

E EA O.lx0.7Ell 

Conclusion: 
The ISTRN for each cab ie has to be determined in an iterative way. 
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Input file (0 LINK10 STATIC.ANS): 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/FILNAME,BENCHMARK TEST LINKIO ELEMENT [N en m] 
/PREP7 

•ask,REK,rek,0.002 
VERDELING= I 

K,I ,O,O,O, 
1(,2,-3 ,0,0, 
1(,3,3.0.0, 
1(,4,0,3,0 

L,l ,4 
L,2,4 
L,3,4 

DK,I ,UX,O,..UY,UZ", 
DK,2.UX,O",UY,UZ.,. 
DK,3 ,UX,O,..UY,UZ", 

ET, I,L{NKI 
ET,2,LINKIO 
KEYOPT,2,2,1 
KEYOPT,2,3,0 

R,I ,O.OI 
R,2,0.0I ,REK 

MP,EX,I,2.1EII 
MP,PRXY,I,0.3 
MP,DENS, I ,7.85E3 

MP,EX,2,0.7EII 
MP,PRXY,2,0.3 

LSEL,S." I"I,O 
LATT,I,I ,I"" 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S.,.2,3, I ,0 
LA TT,2,2,2"" 
LSEL,NONE, 

ALLSEL 
LESIZE,ALL,"VERDELING, 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
FK,4,FX,-I 0000 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POST! 
ESEL,ALL""" 
ET ABLE,Fx,SMISC, I 
PLETAB,Fx 
PRETAB 

/PBC,ALL,l 

'FINISH 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University ofTechnologv 
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A.l2 Test: Effect pre-stress on buckling 

To check if the buckling analysis can be included with pre-stress effects, the following structure is analyzed: 

Fy=-1 N 

r \~ ~::::-~~ '1) 
-.: " v · ~t t.tj .!:; 

~' "<l'=. 

Kp2 Kpl 

3000 3000 

Wh ere, 
D = O.Olm 

A= tnD 2 = 7.854E -5m2 

I= ( nD4 )1 64 = 4.90874E -10m4 

Fe = ( n2EI) /12 = 113.04 N 

In the above structure the LINKIO elements are meshed with a length ofthe line (so the LINKIO won't buckle). With 
an increase of the pre-stress in the LINK I 0 elements, the eigen-value of the BEAM3 element should decrease. Without 
any pre-stress the eigen-value should correspond with the critica! Euler laad (using Fy=-1 N). (Number of elements in 
line 1 is twenty). 

Conclusion: 
With the "PRSTRESS,ON" command in ANSYS in both static and buckling analysis, the effect of the pre-tension is 
taken into account to calculate the natura! frequencies. Ifthe extemal normal force with the normal-force due to the pre
tension, reaches the Euler buckling load, the eigen-value of the system approaches the value of À. = 1 . (See next page 
for results obtained from ANSYS). 
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Input: 
Extemal force FY= -I N 
Pre-tension force = 0 N 
Output: 
Normal force in BEAM3 = -0 .99997 N 
Eigen value ANSYS = 113.05 

W. ten Napel 

(corresponds with analytica! solution, F. = ( rc2EI)! e = 113.04 N) 

Input: 
Extemal force FY= -I N 

force= IN 
Output: 
Normal force in BEAM3 = -1.9678N 
Eigen value ANSYS = 57.449 

113.05 = 57.449 

Input: 
Extemal force FY= -I N 

force= 65 N 

1000 

100 

0 

... 
:::& 

"' :;-
c ... 
. 2!l 
r..l 

0.1 

113.05 = 5.831 

10 20 30 40 50 

Pre-teosion [N[ 

Figure 77: Pre-teosion vs. Eigen-value 
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Input-file: 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/FILNAME,BENCHMARK BUCKLING WITH PRE-STRESS [N en m] 
/PREP7 

•ask, VOORSPANKRACHT, Voorspankracht kabel [N], I 
REK~((VOORSPANKRACH1)/(2.1EII*7.854E-5)) 

K,I,O,O,O, 
1<,2,-3,0,0, 
1<,3,3,0,0, 
1<,4,0,3,0 

L,l,4 
L,2,4 
L,3,4 

DK,I,UX,O",UY,UZ", 
DK,2,UX,O",UY,UZ", 
DK,3,UX,O",UY,UZ", 
DK,4,UZ,O",UX 

ET,I,BEAM3 
ET,2,LINKIO 
KEYOPT,2,2,1 
KEYOPT,2,3,0 

R, I, 7.854E-5,4.90874 E-1 0,0.0 I 
R,2,0.0 I ,REK 

MP,EX,I,2.1EII 
MP,PRXY, I ,0.3 
MP,DENS, I ,7.85E3 

MP,EX,2,0.7EII 
MP,PRXY,2,0.3 

LSEL,S,"I"I,O 
LATT,I,I,I,", 
LESIZE,ALL", I 0, 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",2,3, I ,0 
LA TT ,2,2,2"" 
LESIZE,ALL", I, 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

FK.,4,FY,-I 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,ST A TIC 
PSTRES,ON 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POST! 
ESEL,ALL""" 
ET ABLE,Fx,SMISC, I 
PLETAB,Fx 
PRETAB 

/PBC,ALL,I 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCKLE 
PSTRES,ON 
BUCOPT,LANB,I 
MXPAND,I 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POST! 
SET,LIST 
SET,LAST 
PLDISP 

!AREA,IZZ & HEIGHT 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven Universitv ofTechnology 
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A.13 Test: Effect pre-stress on natoral frequency 

To analyze the effect of pre-stress on the natura! frequency of a system, the following structure is analyzed. 

Kpl BEAM3 Kp2 FX 

1[•

1
-/--~~~-·n:-1~)----~+-/--~~-

Figure 78: Benchmark pre-stress effects 

Where, 
r = 0.004m 

A= tnD2 = 5.026E -5m2 

I= ( nD4 )1 64 = 2.016E -10m4 

m = Ap =A x 7850 = 0.3945kg/ m 

Introducing a normal-force to the above system will result in a higher natura! frequency. The normal-force generates a 
stiffer system, with a resulting higher natura! frequency. In the following analysis the ANSYS results with incorporated 
pre-stress effects, are verified with analytica! calculations. 

a). Determination of natural frequencies without normal-force (FX = 0 N) 
First natura! frequencies analytica! (without pre-stress effects): 

f, = ro, x-1- = ~ {Eï x _1_ = n
1 

2.1Ell x 2.016E -10 x _1_ = 16_2?2Hz 
2n e v-;- 21t e 0.3945 21t 

1 4n
2 ~I 1 2 f2 = ro2 x-=-

2 
-x-= 2 x f1 = 65.088Hz 

2n L m 2n 

1 9n
2 ~I 1 2 f3 =ro3 x-=-

2 
-x-=3 xf1 =146.45Hz 

2n L m 2n 

FX=O SET TIME/FREQ 
I 16.271 
2 65.081 
3 146.42 

Above results correspond within acceptable ranges. 

LOADSTEP 
I 

SUBSTEP 
I 
2 
3 

b). Determination of first natural frequency with a normal-force (FX = 1000 N) 
First natura! frequency analytica! (with a normal force ofFX = 1000 N), from [17]. 

CUMULATIVE 
I 
2 
3 

f =~~EI ~l+ N =~ 2.11Ellx2.016E-10 l+ 1000 =l 6.272 xl.842 = 29_974 Hz 
1 

2 mL4 Feul 2 0.3945xl 417.84 

Where, F.,.1 =( n2EI)!L2 =(n2 x 2.1Ellx 2.016E -10)11 = 417.84 N 

2 
3 

Above results correspond within acceptable values. 
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c). Determination of first natura! frequency with a normal-force (FX = 2000 N) 
First natura! frequency analytica! (with a normal force ofFX = 2000 N), using Bouwen met Staal, no. 176 [17]. 

f =~)EI ~1 + N =2: 2.11Ellx2.016E-10 1+ 2000 = 16_272 x 2.406 = 39_143 Hz 
1 2 mL4 feul 2 0.3945x1 417.84 

Where, Feu1 = ( rc2EI)!e = ( rc2 x 2.1E11x 2.016E -10)11 = 417.84 N 

First natura! frequencies by ANSYS (FX = +2000 N): 

·fXR'Ti1"~.-.~..: ·-· .. -.·n~·~~~-~ ..... ,""\~~- -... - ... : ~--.~ - -. -~ 1 --=''·~ ·~-- ~~- '.ll..ll!..l.I..~~JL __ _ _ _ ____ __ . 
FX = +2000 N SET TIME/FREQ 

1 39.141 
2 96.457 
3 181.22 

Above results correspond within acceptable values. 

LOADSTEP 
I 
I 

SUBSTEP 
I 
2 
3 

d). Determination of first natural frequency with a normal-force (FX = -0.99Feui) 

CUMULATIVE 
I 
2 
3 

The structure is loaded with 99% ofthe Euler buck.ling force. First natura! frequency analytica! (with a normal force 

of0.99xFeui =0.99x(rc2EI)!e =413.66N): 

f =2:~ EI ~1 + N =2: 2.11Ellx2.016E-10 1+ -413.66 = 16_2?2x0. 1=1.628 Hz 
I 2 mL4 feul 2 0.3945 X 1 417.84 

Wh ere, 
F 1fr ust natura equenc1es 

I FX = -413.66 N 

b ANSYS (FX 413 66 N) y --

SET TIME/FREQ LOAD STEP 
I 1.6267 I 
2 56.456 I 
3 138.13 I 

Above results correspond Wlthm acceptable values. 

SUBSTEP 
I 
2 
3 

e). Determination of first natural frequency with a normal-force (FX = -F eui) 

CUMULATIVE 
I 
2 
3 

The structure is loaded with 100% ofthe Euler buck.ling force. First natura! frequency analytica! (with a normal force 

ofFeu1 = ( rc 2EI)!e = ( rc 2 x 2.1E11x 2.016E-10)11 = 417.84N). 

f =2:~ EI ~1 + N =2: 2.11Ellx2.016E-10 1+ -417.84 = 16_2?2xO=OHz 
1 

2 mL4 feul 2 0.3945 X J 417.84 

Wh ere, 
F ust natura lfr equenc1es 

I FX = -417.84 N 

b ANSYS (FX 417 84 N) y --

SET TIME/FREQ LOAD STEP 
I 0.0000 I 
2 6.362 I 
3 138.04 I 

Above results correspond Wlthm acceptable values. 
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The above results are plotted in the following graph: 

-500 0 500 1000 1500 2000 

N 
Figure 79: First natura! frequency plotted against N 

Conclusion: 
With the "PRSTRESS,ON" cammand in ANSYS in bath static and rnadal analysis, the effect of the pre-teosion is taken 
into account to calculate the natura! frequencies. If the extemal normal force reaches the Euler buckling laad, the first 
natura! frequency reaches zero, then structure has no stiffuess anyrnore. 

FE elements 
Above analysis is also executed in ANSYS using BEAM188 elements. 

~tr~:~:ö~~;. Ci.!.ï:C;fttl'"i:'.ir~-ç:; T;:ry · ~-~-.;;r,,_.-<1(~~ [OT 1 ~F"' ·.-z:;...-5)~·-r-r-· -='~··' -··;i{~·· j"Fh 
1~'~!·.':;_1.' ~:li,}\~:.;J ... )_.::fr-t.~:Ç!J,.;.t- .:~\.!J.D_ 1 ~)~t..,·.~1l3~~"+,ls..~.~:- l:~;J· 

,,~.~1 <G,~.:::- ,. .......... 0 ..1~ r~ 'I ·'·"·;i' ·,.,-"i'-.r4 ~ _". ,-r~ .~. r:·'n-""' 1 . '-"-,·1 .-1( l i I n ., ...• ·" ..... 
I ' I 1 ' • lJ , f ~ l , I ~ • 1 j ~ 1 j :;< • 1 ..l • ,~ ' I 1 o 1 , • ! 1 r ~ ~ 

· ·;~ï··~":.,_ ... :.! · ·• if(~~~~. .. ~:~ .. ,;::-0;~ -- ·,e .. ,(, .. ,~u-: \ .. !J.::.::~·-~.::··~ ' .. .:..L..: ,'""....,.."'.!~.:: .. o&. l ' ~ __ .. ~.{":: .. .::....:......_:i ~). 

-417.84 0 -0.57378E-O I 0 0 

-400 3.2552 3.3626 3.3621 3.1918 

-300 8.5997 8.6411 8.6409 8.5798 

-200 11.7180 11.749 11.749 11.706 

-100 14.1658 14.191 14.191 14.159 

0 16.2489 16.271 16.271 16.245 

100 18.0938 18.114 18.114 18.092 

200 19.7672 19.786 19.786 19.767 

300 21.3097 21.327 21 .327 21.311 

500 24.1001 24.116 24.116 24.104 

750 27.1884 27.202 27.202 27.195 

1000 29.9601 29.973 29.973 29.969 

1500 34.8482 34.860 34.860 34.861 

2000 39.1304 39.141 39.141 39.146 

There is no significant difference between the results using a BEAM3 or BEAM 188 element. 
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Input-me (using BEAM3 elements): 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/FILNAME,'TEST VOORSPANNING OP NAT. FREQ. [N en m]' 
fPREP7 
MP,EX,l,2.1Ell 
MP,PRXY,l,0.3 
MP,OENS,l,7.85E3 
ET,l,BEAM3 
R,l,5.026E-5,2.016E-10,0.008 !AREA,IZZ & HEIGHT 
K,l,O,O,O 
1<,2,1,0,0 
L,l,2 
LSEL,S,.,l,3,1,0 
LATT,.l,l 
LESIZE,ALL,O.OO I 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE 
OK, l,UX,O,.,UY,UZ,ROTX .. 
OK,2,UY,O",UZ,ROTX 
/SOLU 
ANTYPE,ST A TIC 
FK,2,FX,-417.84 

W. ten Napel 

PSTRES,ON !prestress effects turned on 
SOLVE 
FINISH 
/SOLU 
ANTYPE,MOOAL 
MODOPT,LANB,3 
PSTRES,ON ! prestress effects tumed on 
EQSL V,FRONT 
MXPAN0,3 
SOLVE 
FINISH 
!POST I 
SET, LIST 

Input-me (using BEAM188 elements): 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/FILNAME, 'TEST VOORSPANNING OP NAT. FREQ. [N en m]' 
fPREP7 
MP,EX,l,2.1Ell 
MP,PRXY,l,0.3 
MP,OENS,l,7.85E3 
ET,l,BEAM3 
R,1,5.026E-5,2.016E-10,0.008 !AREA,IZZ & HEIGHT 
K,l,O,O,O 
1<,2,1,0,0 
L,l,2 
LSEL,S",l,3,1,0 
LATT .. l,I 
LESIZE,ALL,O.OOI 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE 
OK, I ,UX,O",UY,UZ,ROTX" 
OK,2,UY,O",UZ,ROTX 
/SOLU 
ANTYPE,ST A TIC 
FK,2,FX.-417.84 
PSTRES,ON !prestress effects turned on 
SOLVE 
FINISH 
/SOLU 
ANTYPE,MOOAL 
MODOPT.LANB,3 
PSTRES,ON !prestress effects turned on 
EQSLV,FRONT 
MXPAN0,3 
SOLVE 
FINISH 
!POST I 
SET, LIST 
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A.14 Test: MASS21 element 

The following structure bas been tested to verify the effects of a MASS21 element: 

Kpl Kp2 

~ BEAM188 

iMASS21 (line I) 

3m. 

Figure 80: Benchmark MASS21 element 

The fust natura! frequency by hand: 

f
1
_

2 
=-1 x~ 3EI =-1 x 3x2.1E11x8.333E-6 = 15 _693 Hz 

- 2n IJ x m 2n 33 x 20 

1 fEA 1 2.11E1lx0.1
2 

= 94 1.573 Hz 
f3 =2nx~~=2nx 3x20 

where, 
L=3m 

E = 2.1E11N/m2 

A=0.1x0.1 

I= 8.333E -6N /m 

m =20kg 

note, 
Because the structure is 3D, the flrst two natura! frequencies are equal to each other. 

Natura! frequencies determined using ANSYS: 
***** INDEX OF DATA SETS ON RESULTS FILE ***** 

SET TIME/FREQ 
I 15.690 
2 15.690 
3 941.57 

LOADSTEP 
I 
I 
I 

Reaction-forces determined using ANSYS: 

SUBSTEP 
I 
2 
3 

CUMULATIVE 
I 
2 
3 

THE FOLLOWING X,Y,Z SOLUTIONS ARE IN GLOBAL COORDINATES 

NODE 
I 

FX FY FZ 
0.0000 196.20 0.0000 

The reaction force FY = 196.20 corresponds with F = m x g = 20 x 9.81 = 196.2 N. 
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Input-file (MASS21): 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/FILNAME,BENCHMARK TEST MASS21 ELEMENT [N en m] 
fPREP7 

VERDELING~20 

*ask,MASSA,massa,20 

K,l,O,O,O 
1<,2,3,0,0 

L,l,2 

DK, I ,UX,O..,UY,UZ,ROTX,ROTY,ROTZ 

ET,l,BEAMI88 

SECTYPE, I ,BEAM,RECT 
SECDAT A,O.l ,0.1, 

MP,EX,l,2.1Ell 
MP,PRXY,l,0.3 
!MP,DENS, 1,7.85E3 

LSEL,S,"l"l,O 
LATT,l,l,l"., 
LSEL,NONE, 

ET,2,MASS21 ", 
R,2,MASSA 
KEYOPT ,2,3,2 

TYPE,2 
REAL,2 

KSEL,S.,,2" I ,0 

KATT"2,2"" 
KSEL,NONE 

ALLSEL,ALL,LINE 
LESIZE,ALL,"VERDELING, 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

KSEL,ALL 
KMESH,2"1 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
ACEL"9.81 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,MODAL 
MODOPT,LANB,l5 
EQSL V,FRONT 
MXPAND,l5 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

!POST! 
SET, LIST 

PRRSOL,F 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University of Technology 
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A.lSTest: GNL analysis of a column with imperfections 

Goal of the FE analysis 
The goal of this FE analysis is to analyze the geometrie non-linear effects of a column with imperfections. The 
imperfections are in the same ratio as the first buckling mode of the structure. The geometrie non-linear analysis (with 
larger rotations) performed using ANSYS is verified with the analytica! solutions. 

Analytical 
The following structure will be analyzed: 

Ox·m!U I 
where, 

i 
b=h=O.lm i I 

I ' 

HNI 1=5m 

... --+- "7 ' lbuc = 2 x 5 = 1 0 m 

I I E = 2.1E11 NI m 
I I I=n-bh3 =120.1 4 =8.333E-6m4 

I I . . 
F. = 1t

2

EI = 1t
2 x 2.1E11 x 8.333E- 6 

~ 1/ =172649N 
11 E e 102 

buc 

L 
x 

//~",; 
MN 

The structure is loaded with an external force ofN = 60.000 N, and the structure has an imperfection (displacement) at 
the top Ul50 = 5/150 = 0.04 m. The imperfection pattem ofthe structure is scaled down using the buckling shape ofthe 
fust eigen-value, with a maximum of0.04 m. 
So, 

n = FE = 172649 = 2.87748 
N 60000 

_n_ = 2.87748 = 1_5326 
n -I 1.87748 

The resulting 2nd order deformations: 

The resulting 2nd order moment: 

n 
o x·2nd-ordc:r =ex--= 0.04 x 1.5326 = 0.061304 m . 

· n-1 
n 

M 2nx-ordc:r = N x ex-- = 60000 x 0.04 x 1.5326 = 3678.24 Nm ; 
n-1 
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ANSYS 
With ANSYS the same structure is analyzed. In this geometrical non-linear analysis the following steps are taken: 

I. Calculate eigen-value of perfect straight column; 
2. Update geometry (deform the structure) with the ratio of the buckling shape, with a maximum deformation of 

0.04m for the top op the column; 
3. Perform GNL analysis with an initia! deformed geometry. 

Results from ANSYS 
Deformations: 
After the GNL analysis performed by ANSYS the following load-deformation graph is calculated: 

POST26 
J\N::;ys 
DEC 19 2006 

12 ;19:42 

h lO• • I J 

:: =---4 r ~- =~ ~+-------__ ---t-- --------~ - 1 1 

ctoa ~ 1 1 

ó&OO -- ---- ---~-i -······· -1- -~-!----11---+::~---t--< 

••oot--1--r--t----1--t------7-"'./'---t,.....--t--+1 ------1 

LOI\D [NI <OOO I--f----1·--+---+-----,."fv--t--+--'-- j_J 
/ i i ·--------- - -0 

i 
i -, 
I I'"' '-- -" 

. s -.. 
.25 . " : • l ·~ 

DEFLEc.-riON_UX (m} (HO.RIZONTAL) 

NonLinear Analysis of Column with imperfections 

Figure 81: GNL deformations with initia! deformation (imperfection) 

The maximum deformation of the top after the GNL calculation using ANSYS results in 0.021284 m. This is the 
absolute deformation without the initia! deformation of the structure. The total deformation of the structure with the 
initia! deformation is then: 0.04 + 0. 021284 = 0.061284 m, which corresponds, within acceptable values, with the 
analytica! solution (= 0.061304 m). 
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Stabilitv analysis 
To analyze the stability of the structure, the structure is loaded with an extemal force slightly higher than the Euler 
buckling mode, and a GNL calculation is performed using ANSYS. In this analysis the imperfection of 0.04 is also 
usded as initia! eccentricity to predict the buckling behaviour. Because no material properties are included in this non
linear calculation (only geometrie non-linear behaviour), the structure can deform without any limitations. A domain for 
maximum deformations and rotations is applied to control the maximum deformations. The critica! load is arbitrary 
chosen where the structure reaches the value of a maximum horizontal de formation of 1 m or a maximum rota ti on of 0.1 
radians. This GNL analysis is performed by toading the structure with a normal force of F = 180.000 N (F culer = 172.649 
N). The behaviour of the structure is shown in the following graphs: 
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0.40 0.50 0.60 

It can be observed that the arbitrary chosen values (maximum displacement lm, and maximum rotation of 0.1 radians) 
result in a normal force smaller than the Euler buckling mode. 

Conclusion: 
For the analysis ofthe Giant Motion Track, a GNL calculation will be performed. Because the material properties ofthe 
material (e.g. steel) are not incorporated in this analysis, the structure will deform without any domain (under an 
extraordinary large force). Additional observations will be needed to understand the behaviour of the structure. 
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Additional check 
To verify ifMASS2l elements arealso included in the GNL analysis by ANSYS, the structure is loaded with an 
additional mass at the ith a of3000 * 9.81 = 29430 . The results are · in the tabJe: 

Reaelion-moment -order) 

_n_ = 1.930549 = 2.0746 
n -1 0.930549 

n 
ox·nt-order =ex--. n-1 

1.930549 

= 0.04 x 2.0746 = 0.082984 m 

n 
Mnth-order =Nxex-

n-1 

= ( 60000 + 29430) x 0.04 x 2.0746 

=7421Nm 

MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE V ALUES 
NODE 2 
V ALUE 0.042906 

This value added to the initial imperfection of 
0.04 m = 0.082906 m. 

FY = 89429 N. (corresponds with 
60000+29430 = 89430 N). 

MZ=7411 Nm. 

The results ofboth analyzes (analytica! and FE) correspond within acceptable values. 

Input-file ANSYS: 

FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/PREP7 
ffiTLE,NonLinear Analysis of Column with irnperfections 
/GST,ON 
*ask,MASSA,Additional Mass [kg],O 

K,l,O,O,O 
K,2,0,5,0 

L,l,2 

!define keypoints 
!height = 5m. 

!define line 

ET,l,BEAM4 !BEAM4 
!KEYOPT,l,2,1 
r,l ,0.0 1,8.33E-6,8.33E-6,0.1 ,0.1 !AREA,IZZ=IYY,B=H 

!ET,l,BEAM188 
! SECTYPE, I ,BEAM,RECT 
! SECDAT A,O.l ,0.1 

MP,EX,l,2.1Ell 
MP,PRXY,1,0.3 

ESIZE"20 
LMESH,ALL 

DK,l,ALL 
DK,2,UZ,O 
FK,2,FY,-I 

ET,2,MASS21 ", 
R,2,MASSA 
KEYOPT,2,3,2 

TYPE,2 
REAL,2 

KSEL,S",2"1,0 
KATT"2,2",. 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,ALL 
KMESH,2"1 

FINISH 
/FILNAME,IMP 

/SOLU 
ANTYP E,ST A TIC 
PSTRES,ON 

!Young's Modulus 
!Poisson's ratio 

!element division of 10 
!mesh the line 

!constrain alt DOF on ground 

!applied force 
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SOLVE 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCKLE 
PSTRES,ON 
BUCOPT,LANB,l 

I 

MXPAND,l 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POST! 
!SET,LIST 
SET,FIRST 
!PLDISP 

NSORT,U,X 
*GET,UMAXLOC,SORT,O,IMAX 
*GET,IMPF AC,NODE,UMAXLOC,UX 

FINISH 

/FILNAME,'2ND ORDER' 
/PREP7 
EXCENTR = 0.04 
UPGEOM,EXCENTRIIMPF AC",IMP 

FINISH 
/SOLU 

ANTYPE,ST A TIC 
!ACEL,,9.81 
NLGEOM,ON 
!PSTRES,ON 
!SSTIF,ON 
!NROPT,FULL.,OFF 
NROPT,FULL 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 
NSUBST,500 
NEQIT,4000 
AUTOTS,ON 
CNVTOL,F"0.005"1000 
LNSRCH,ON 

!/ESHAPE,l 

!DK,l,ALL,O 

! FK,2,FY, -60000 
FK,2,FY,-180000 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POST26 
RFORCE,2,l,F,Y 
NSOL,3,2,U,x 
NSOL,4,2,ROT,Z 
XVAR,3 
PLVAR,2 

! Static analysis (not buckling) 

! Non-linear geometry solution supported 

! Stores bunches of output 
! Load broken into 20 load steps 
! Use 1000 load steps to fmd solution 
! Auto time stepping 

! Plots the beam as a volume rather than line 

! Constrain bottorn 

! Apply load slightly greater than predieled 

! Time history post processor 
! Reads force data in variabie 2 
! Reads y-deflection data into var 3 

! Make variabie 3 the x-axis (VERVORMING) 
! Plots variabie 2 on y-axis (KRACHT) 

/AXLAB,Y,LOAD [N] ! Changes y label 
/AXLABX,DEFLECTION_UX [m] (HORIZONT AL) 
/REP LOT 

! Changes X label 

XVAR,4 
PLVAR,2 

! Make variabie 3 the x-axis (ROTATIES) 
! Plots variabie 2 on y-axis (KRACHT) 

/AXLAB,Y,LOAD 
I AXLAB,X,ROT A TIES_ Z-AS 
!RE PLOT 

! Changes y label 
! Changes X label 
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B APPENDIX: ANALYSIS OF DETERMINATION OF WIND-

LOADING 

B.l General (Chapter 1 ASCE 7-05) 

In accordance with § 1.5 Classification of Buildings and other Structures, and by table 1-1 the Occupancy Category is 
detennined. Because the structure represents a substantial hazard to human Iife in the event of failure, and is a structure 
where more than 300 people can congregate in one area: 

lil 

B.2 Wind Loads (Chapter 6 ASCE/SEI 7-05) 

The structure shall be designed and constructed to resist wind loads as specified. The design wind loads for the structure 
shall be determined using Metbod 2 - Analytica! Procedure in accordance with §6.5 ASCE/SEI 7-05. 
B.2. 1 Design Procedure (§6.5.312

) 

1. The basic wind speed V and wind directionality factor Kd shall be determined in accordance with §6.5.4; 

2. An importancefactor I shall be detennined in accordance with §6.5 .5; 

3. An exposure category or exposure categories and velocity pressure coefficient Kz or Kh as applicable, shall be 

determined in accordance with §6.5.6; 

4. A topographicfactor Kz, shall be determined in accordance with §6.5 .7; 

5. A gust effectfactorGor Gfi as applicable, shall be determined in accordance with §6.5.8; 

6. An enelosure classification shal1 be determined in accordance with §6.5.9; 

7. Internal pressure coefficient GCp; shall be determined in accordance with §6.5.1 I .1; 

8. External pressure coefficients CP or GCpfi or force coefficients Cfi as app1icable, shall be determined m 

accordance with §6.5.11.2 or 6.5.11.3 respectively; 

9. Velocity pressure q= or q1~ as app1icable, shall be determined in accordance with §6.5.1 0; 

10. Design wind load p or F shall be determined in accordance with §6.5.12, 6.5.13, 6.5.14 and 6.5.15, when 

necessary. 

12 Note: Sections indicated with " §" correspond to the ASCE/SEI 7-05 sections. 
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B.2.2 Basic wind speed- V 
In accordance with §6.5.4, the following has been detennined (location: Las Vegas, Nevada): 

Figure 82: Basic wind speed- V, from ASCE 7-05 

B.2.3 lmportancefactor-1 
In accordance with §6.5.5, the following has been detennined for Non-Hurricane Prone Regions and Hurricane Prone 
Regions with V= 85-100 mph and Alaska (location Las Vegas = 90 MPH): 

1.15 

B.2.4 Wind directionality Factor- Kd 
In accordance with §6.5.4.4 and Table 6-4, the Structure Type has been detennined as "other cross section", which has 
the following Directionality Factor: 

K = 0.95 

B.2.5 Exposure Category 
In accordance with §6.5.6.3 the following has been detennined: 

c 
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B.2. 6 Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient- Kz 
Based on the determined Exposure Category ( C), the Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient has been determined with 
§6.5.6.6: 

B.2. 7 Topographic factor- Kzt 
In accordance with §6.5.7 the following has been determined: 

1.00 

This factor Kzt is detennined to be 1.00, because the structure is not placed on a hili, ridge, or escarpment. 

B. 2. 8 Gust effect factor - Gf or G 
In accordance with §6.5.8.2 (for Flexible or Dynamically Sensitive Structures) the gust-effect factorshall be calculated 
by: 

gQ and gv shall betaken as 3.4 and gRis given by: 

~ 0.577 
gR = 2·ln(3,600n1) + ~ ; 

2 ·ln(3, 600n1) 

R, the resonant response factor, is given by: 

1 
R= fJRnR!rRa(0.53+0.47RL); 

R = 7.47N1 

n (1+10.3N1)
513 

N - n/'Z. 
t- V- , 

z 

R1 = _.!._ - -
1
- ( 1 - e - 217 ) for 1J > 0 ; 

1J 21]2 

R1 = 1 for 17 = 0 ; 

where the subscript I shall betaken as h, B, and L respectively, where: 

h: height of structure; 
B: 
L: 
n,: 

horizontal dimension of building measured normalto wind direction, in ft (m); 
horizontal dimension of building measured parallel to wind direction, in ft (m). 
construction natura! frequency; 

R1=Rh: setting 1J ~ 4.6n1h I Vz.; 
R1=R8 : setting 1J = 4.6n1EB I V-z; 

R1 =RL: setting 17 = 1.5n1L I V-z; 
p : damping ratio, percent of critica!; 

V-· z. mean hourly wind speed (ft/s) at height z determined from: In SI: (
- )ii - - z 

V- =b - V 
z 10 
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where b and a are constants from Table 6-2 (exposure C): 

~1''~};1~ .:~·--: -' "' :·-v. ·;r ~~Jr:~~JJL~J I!'' T . ~. I" - - r I "t ' ~ . u.. •...-.1, ~ · • 7IT 1,.: 1 • • ~ ""L _-t; » _\ • • ~1 J~_ (!::' .• ~:·.... .;.'\,I tiJj L ~ .\~- .• 1-~" ~ ·- .iiJ.d.iJlt· j 

c 9.5 900 119.5 1.00 116.5 0.65 0.20 500 1/5.0 

*zmin =minimum height used to ensure that the equivalent height z is greater than of0.6h or Zmin· 

B.2.9 Determination of nl -naturalfrequency 

The frrst natura! frequency of the Giant Motion Track is detennined using the global FE model 2. 

B.2.1 0 Calculation of Gust effect factor- Gf or G 

The Gust effect factor is calculated in inches. 

Given: 
Construction height h 

Construction depth L 

Construction width B 

Construction natura! frequency 
Damping ratio 
Exposure category 
Basic wind speed 

ASCE 7-05 Formulas 
V =wind speed in ft/s 
= vmph x 1.467 

= 90 x 1.467 

= 132.03./i Is 

z =0.6xh 

=0.6x426.4 

= 255.84./i > Zmin = 15./i 

~~ =ce~r6 
( 33 r

6 
=0.20 --

255.84 

= 0.142 

-

= 130.3.28 = 426.4./i 

= 7. 3.28 = 22.96./i 

= width of construction = 14m = 45.92./i 

= 0.4455 Hz (period T = 2.24 s), global FE model 2 
= 0.02 
=C 
= 90mph 

Commentary 
V = basic wind speed = 90 
mph, given 

h = construction height = 32.8 ft. 

c = 0.20 from Table 6-2. 

15 

lr={~J 
z 33 

1 = 320 ft, c = 1 I 5 both from Table 6-2. 

= 500 ( 25:~ 84 r2 
= 753.114 
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Q~, 1+06{ !f r 
1 

- ~11+0.63(45 . 92+426.4) 
V 753.114 

= 0.825 

-

v, ~bu3 r v(!~) 
= 1.00( 

25:~84 r105 

x 132.03 x ( :~ J 
= 240.232fi Is 

nJ.~ 
N =--z I -

V-
z 

0.4455 ·0.142 
=-----

240.232 
= 1.122 

R = 7.47N, 
n (1+10.3NJ

513 

7.47x 1.122 
= ---------:--:o-

(1+10.3xl.l22Y 13 

= O.I24 

4.6n1B 
1Jb =---

V. 
4.6 x 0.358 x 45.92 

= 
240.232 

=0.3I5 

R I I ( _2"b) n =---
2 

1-e 
1Jb 21]b 

I 1 (l -2><0.315) 

- 0.3I5- 2x0.3152 -e 

= 0.8I9 

4.6n
1
h 

1Jh =---
V. 

4.6x0.358x426.4 
= 

240.232 
= 2.923 

W. ten Napel 
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Q = is called background response 
B = construction width perpendicular to 
wind= 0.736 ft. 

- -
b =0.65, a = 6

1
5 , both from Table 6-2. 

~ ~ 

b =I. 0, a = 9
1
5 , both from Table 6-2. 

n
1 

=natura! frequency ofthe construction = 

0.4455 Hz 
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Rh = .2_ -~ ( 1 - e -2 ~" ) 
'llh 2ryh 

- _1_- 1 (1- e-2><2.923) 
2. 923 2 x 2. 9232 

= 0.284 

15.4x0.358x 22.96 

240.232 
= 0.527 

RL =-1 -~(1-e-2~L) 
'h 2rh 

_ _ 1 _ _ 1 (1 _ e -2xo.s21 ) 

0.527 2 x 0.527 2 

= 0.725 

1 
R = ~pR"RhR8 (0.53 +0.47 RJ 

W. ten Napel 

1 
= -x0.124x0.284x0.819x(0.53 +0.47 x0.725) 

0.02 

=1.118 

J Q577 
gR = 2/n(3600n,) + ~ 

2ln(3600n1 ) 

=~2/n(3600x0.358) + 
0

·
577 

~2/n ( 3600 x 0.358) 

= 3.937 

=0.925 x[1+1.7x0.142x.J3.4
2 

x0.825
2 

+3.937
2 

x1.118
2 J 

1+1.7x3.4x0.142 

= 1.148 

So, 
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B.2.11 Enelosure classification 
In accordance witb §6.5.9, and §6.2 it bas been determined tbat tbe structure is an open structure, so an additional scale
factor is not applicable. 

B.2.12 Jnternal pressure coejjicient- GCpi 
In accordance witb §6.5.11.1 tbe intemal pressure coefficient is not applicable bere, because intemal pressures can not 
occur witb this open structure. 

B.2.13 External pressure coefficients- Cp or GCpf, or force coefficients Cf 
Tbe Main Wind-Force Resisting Systems (or MWFRSs CP) are not applicable bere, as wellas tbe combined gust effect 
factor and extemal pressure coefficients GCpf-

Tbe force coefficients C1 are determined from figures 6-22: 

0.70 

B.2.14 Velocity pressure- qz 
The velocity pressure, evaluated at beight z is calculated with (in SI): 

ASCE 7-05 Formula Commentary 
·-

wbere, q, = 0. 613K,K"Kd V 2 
1 

= 0.613x 1.73x l.OOx 0.95 x 402 x 1.15 
K, =1.73(h =130m) 

=1854N / m2 
Kzt = 1.00 

Kd =0.95 

V =40m/ s 

1=1.15 
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B.3 Determination of drag coefficient 

1. Wind perpendicular to the wheel, single cylinders 
To calculate the total wind-loading on a typical section, the local wind-loading on each merober is calculated and 
summed. Here the wind loads acting on the effective frontal area of all single merobers is calculated as follows: 

W = G x Cr x q = 1.15xCr x 1854 = 2132xCr 

where: 
G: Gust Effect factor 
Cr: Aero dynamica! force coefficient 
q: Wind pressure (deterrnined in chapter 10). 

To determined the wind load for the individual members, is in the following picture a typical top section printed for 
analyzing the wind-direction perpendicular to the wheel: 

Given the above mentioned, the normal force acting on the entire section will be determined using: 

13 Note: Due optimization are these memhers not used in the structure. 
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2. Wind perpendicular to the wheel, lattice structure 
The effective frontal area (A,.r) and enveloping area (A.) of a typ i cal ring-section are determined using AutoCAD: 

r~~ ~ A.= -J 
1 '\,31.5 m2 ;:// \ 105.6 m2 / 

L ·~~ I\ I 
_ "\: L.__ -i I I 
~-····-- .. _i 1- ·--·--···-J 

Figure 83: A,.r aod Au fora typical ring-section, 
perpendicular direction 

With the use of these areas the solidity ratios for the perpendicular direction is calculated: 

= An:f;pcrpendicular = ~ = 0 30 
<pperpeudicular A 105 6 . 

u ;perpend.icular • 

After the determination of the solidity range, follows the calculation of the Reynolds number Re. This Reynolds number 
is used to delermine whether a flow wil! be laminar or turbulent: 

R = Vxdc = 40x0.566 =1 5 x 10-ó 
e V 15 x10-ó . 

Where (in accordance with EC3, part 1-4): 
V: wind velocity 
de: the average member diameter= (914+219.1)/2 = 566mm 
v: the Kinematic viscosity ofthe air 

Note that the average member diameter is chosen in such a way that the Reynolds number is supercritical (Re is smaller 

than 2.0x 10-ó ~ for most structures). This is done because in this (design) stage the wind-toading can be determined 
in a more conservative method. 

With above the total wind force coefficient Cr for lattice structures can be determined. In this case, Cr is calculated as 
follows: 

Wh ere: 
Cr.o: force coefficient 

'V J.. : slendemess reduction factor, conservatively chosen as= 1.0 

'V se: reduction factor of scaffolding, conservative1y chosen as = 1.0 

In known literature no force coefficients exist for multi-planar structure as the typical "diamante-shape" of the main 
structure for the Giant Motion Track, therefore the most conservative force coefficient is determined with usage ofEC3, 
part 1-4. A rectangular multi-planar structure with CHS memhers is chosen as camparabie section to delermine the 
force coefficient. With the calculated solidity ratio ( 'Pperpencticular = 0.34 ), the force coefficient is determined under an 

angle of 45 degrees to the camparabie rectangular section. This is graphically shown in the following figure: 
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With the above figure, the force coefficient is deterrnined to be Cr;o =Cr = 2.0. The normal force acting on the entire 

section will be deterrnined using: 

N =Cr X Arer X G X q = 2.0x 31.5 x 1.15 X 1854x 10-3 = 134.3kN 
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3. Wind parallel to the wheel, single cylinders 
The wind load for the individual memhers is detennined likewise the direction parallel to the wheel, in the following 
picture a typical section is printed for analyzing the wind-direction parallel to the wheel: 

1 

/ 
/ 

/ 3 .::_ __ c_ ____ _ 

Given the above mentioned, the normal force acting on the entire section will be detennined using: 

N =Cr xArer x G x q =I Ni= 166.5kN 
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4. Wind parallel to the wheel, lattice structure 
The effective frontal area (Arer) and enveloping area (Au) of a typ i cal ring-section are deterrnined using AutoCAD: 

Au= 
87.2 m2 

Figure 84: Arerand Au or a typical ring-section, parallel 
direction 

With the use of these areas the solidity ratios for the perpendicular direction is calculated: 

Aref;parallel = 41.8 = 0.48 
<i>pamlle! = A 87 2 

u;parallel · 

And Reynolds nurnber: 

R. = V x de = 40 x 0.566 = 1.5 x I 0-6 
V 15 X 10-6 

With an equal method as for the perpendicular direction the force coefficient is deterrnined to be Cr,o =Cr = 1.9 . The 

normal force acting on the entire section will be determined using: 

N =Cr x A •• r x G x q = l.9x 41.8 x 1.15 x 1854 x 10-3 = 169.3kN 

Allalysis of results 
The following wind-forces are deterrnined by using both methods (summa ti on of individual wind-loading/member and 
the wind-loading on the lattice structure/ section): 

- - - -

l' }:~~-:T-:~~ r~til 
-

I 

01J.~i~~l :?J1W.) ~<-'/:····-.-· -·rr.,., ~-~ ... , 
-- ·- - - - - . - - .• - - -·~"1- .. -~-:,·.,. 

Perpendicular 
Summation of individual wind-loading/ memher 188 kN 

Lattice structure ( whole section) 134 kN 

Parallel 
Summation of individual wind-loading/ memher 167kN 

Lattice structure (whole section) 168 kN 

From above it can be mentioned that the method using the summa ti on of the individual wind-loading/ memher results in 
much higher wind-loading in perpendicular direction. In the analysis ofthe wind-loading by summatien of all individual 
local wind-loading on each member, the effect that the memhers are within one plane parallel with the wind-direction is 
not taken into account. To deterrnine a more realistic value for the actual wind-loading, the metbod using single 
memhers is expanded by applying a multi-planar force-coefficient for the planes parallel to the wind-direction (in the 
tigure below, the plane between memhers '2', and between memhers '8') 
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The force-coefficients ofthe ohserved planesarein EC3 given in the following figure: 

cfO 
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1,0 

0,8 

0,6 
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0,2 

r- (/) = 0,2 

o J..,q>..,o.4 

o.s~<i>~o.s 

I I I I 
104 2 3 4 5 

lil : 

I ~ 

1\ 1\vl 
\ t ~ ~o,'l 
\0,'2.~ 

~,6 , 
105 2 3 4 5 106 

Re 

Eindhoven University ofTechnology 

With the ahove figure, the force coefficient is deterrnined to he Cr;o =Cr = 0.6. This force coefficient for the lattice 

structure instead of the surnrnation of individual cylindrical memhers results in a significant reduction. The adapted 
wind-toading of these ohserved planes will he divided over the memhers '2', and '8', the wind-toading on memhers '5' 
and '9' are therefore neglected. 

Given the ahove mentioned, the normal force acting on the entire section will he determined using: 

N =Cr xA,er xGxq =IN;= 125.6kN 

Which corresponds within acceptahle range with the determined wind-force using the metbod where the wind-toading is 
determined for the section as whole (N = 134 kN). 
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B.4 Computed wind-force on global FE model 2 

In this following chapter the wind-load on the structure will be further analysed. The computed values for the wind 
loading on one typical sectionare (for only the steel structure): 

N wind;section;perpendicular = 134 kN 

N wind;section;parnllel = 168 kN 

Toplacethese total farces for one sectionon the global FE model2, the normal will be divided over 5 key-points (each 
loaded with N/5). 

Figure 85: Local wind-loading perpendien lar and parallel to wbeel 

Figure 86: Local wind-loading (eacb dot is loaded with 17500N) 

The local wind-loading on the gondolasis divided over two key-points in the global FE model2 (like the MASS21 
elements). 

Fsondola.perpendicular = (t nY) x 1.2 x 2132 = 18084 N fc h k , or eac ey-point: 
F . . = 18084 = 9042 N 

gondola,perpendtcular ,key-po mt 2 

fgondola.parnllel = ( 3 X 6) X 0.7 X 2132 = 26863 N 
for each key-point: 

F = 26863 =13432N 
gondnla,parallel,key-point 

2 
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C APPENDIX: CFD ANALYSIS DRAGCOEFFICIENT TYPICAL 

RING-SECTION 

C.l V alldation CFD sirnulation 

1. General description CFD 
Computational Fluid Dynamics is a tooi that allows solving flow probieros that do nothave known analytica! solutions, 
or as quoted by Andersou (1995): 

"CFD is about replacing the integrals of the partial derivatives (as the case may be) irn the Navier-Stokes equations by 
discretized algebraic farms, which in turn are solved to obtain numbers for the flow field values at discrete points in 
time and/or space". 

2. Introduetion 
To validate the CFD simulations the flow past a circular cylinder is executed, and these results are verified with known 
results. The flow pattem and the dragon a cylinder are functions ofthe Reynolds number, as defined by: 

R = pVD 
e ~ 

where p and ll are the density and the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. V represents the average fluid 
velocity, and D represents the diameter. 

At the leading edge ofthe cylinder a stagnation point (A) (see Figure 87) is formed where the oncorning flow is brought 
to rest. To either side ofthe stagnation point the flow accelerates around the forward surface ofthe cylinder producing a 
drop in the pressure. Immediately adjacent to the cylinder a thin boundary layer is formed. 

Boundary layer 
separation 

location 

+ 

Figure 87: Boundary layer separation location 
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For many shapes there is a sudden change in the character of the drag coefficient when the boundary Jayer becomes 
turbulent. This is illustrated in Figure 88. The Reynolds number at which this transition takes place is a function of the 
shape ofthe body. 
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Figure 88: Flow patterns at varying Reynolds numbers 
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3. Description CFD simulation 
For the validation a circular 30 cylinder is chosen because for this typical cross-section significant literature is 
available. Because the final CFD analysis will be a 30 analysis, the validation is also chosen as a 30 setup. The 
following setup is chosen for further validation. 

symmetry 

Figure 89: mustration of cylinder with bounding box, dimensions in m 

The cylinder with a diameter of lm is projected in a bounding box of 10*20*10m (determined in accordance with 
guidelines for CFD analyses [ 16]). From the left the i niet is modelled with a velocity of lOm/s, at the right the outflow 
is modelled. All the walls are modelled with symmetrical boundary conditions. With usage of the pre-processor 
(GAMBIT) the meshand the boundary conditions are modelled. 

Figure 90: Generated mesh with pre-processor GA MBIT 
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4. Calculated path-lines CFD 
After pre-processing the geometry and boundary conditions are solved using FLUENT 6.2 for four different Reynolds 
numbers: Re = 150, Re = 103

, Re = 5*105
, Re = 106

• These Reynolds numbers represent a wide range, where both 
larninar as turbulent flow wil! occur. With usage of the CFD program the wind-flow around the cylinder can be plotted. 
In the following table these wind-flows (or path-lines) are plotted with their theoretica! solution (see Table 21). The 
desired Reynolds number was obtained by varying the density of the air. 

No separation 

Laminar boundary layer 
wide turbulent wake 

l aminar boundary layer, 
wide turbulent wake 

Turbulent boundary layer 
narrow turbulent wake 

Table 21: Calculated path-lines with CFD for varying Reynolds numbers 
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5. Caicuiated pressure distribution 
With usage ofCFD the pressu.re distribution for the circular cylinderfora Reynolds number of 5*105 is calculated. This 
pressure distribution is compared with the determined pressure distribution as given by Eurocode I ~ Part 1.4, see 
Figure 91. 

-1 

--EC3 

• CFD 

-3L----L--~----~---L----L-~ 

Figure 91: Pressure distribution EC3 and CFD for Re= 5*105 (mesh density 0.01) 

6. Caiculated drag coefficients vs. mesh density 
Tab1e 22 represents drag coefficients as a function of Reynolds number calcu1ated with CFD for the circular cylinder, 
for different mesh densities. The mesh density is varied by the size of the elements around the cylinder. The drag 
coefficients are computed for three different mesh densities (0.03 = 10 elements around the cylinder, 0.0 I = 31 elements 
around the cylinder and 0.005 = 63 elements around the cylinder). See also in Figure 92- Figure 94. 

Figure 92: Mesh density 0.03 Figure 93: Mesh density 0.01 

Figure 94: Mesh density 0.005 

In Figure 92- Figure 94 can be observed that around the surface rectangular shaped elements are meshed, this in 
accordance with [I9], for improved boundary 1ayer behaviour. 
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Figure 95: Computed drag coefficients at varying Reynolds numbers at varying mesh densities 

It can be observed that after increasing the density of the mesh, the computed drag coefficients tend to converge to a 
constant value. It can also be observed that the relative difference between the computed drag coefficients don't differ 
significant. 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The CFD simulations show acceptable resemblance with experimental results for the flow field (path lines), and the 
pressure distribution. For the drag coefficients the CFD simulations show only acceptable resemblance for Reynolds 
numbers up to 5000. When the Reynolds numbers are below 5000, the flow field around the structure behaves laminar. 
When the Reynolds number is higher than 5000 (turbulent region), the calculated drag coefficients are not 
corresponding with the experimental results. 

Due to lack of computational time further research is not performed to verify the CFD simulations for higher Reynolds 
numbers (turbulent flow). In the determination of the maximum drag-coefficient it is acceptable to assume a laminar 
flow field around the structure, and therefore this CFD simulation will be accepted for the analysis of one segment of 
the GMT. 
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C.2 CFD simulation typical segment Giant Motion Track 

1. Description CFD simulation 
For the CFD si mulation one typical section of the Giant Motion Track is analysed. This typical section is located at the 
top of the structure. The section is a lso equipped with one of the gondolas, as can be seen in Figure 96. 

ymmetry 

Figure 96: mustration of one ring section with gondola, dimensions in m 

The typical section is located in a bounding box of approximately 25*40*80 meters. From the left the inlet is modelled 
with a velocity of lürnls, at the right the outflow is modelled. All the walls are modelled with symmetrical boundary 
conditions. With usage of the pre-processor (GAMBIT) the meshand the boundary conditions are model led. 

Figure 97: Perspeelive view mesh GAMBTI' Figure 98: Detail mesh GAMBIT 
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3. Calculated path-lines CFD 

After pre-processing the geometry and boundary conditions are solved using FLUENT 6.2 fora Reynolds numbers: Re 
= 5000. This Reynolds number implies that a laminar flow wil! occur. With usage of the CFD program the wind-flow 
around the structure can be plotted. 

Figure 99: Wind flow around segment (section at gondola) 

Figure 100: Wind flow around segment (section right from gondola) 
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4. Calculated pressure distribution 

With usage of CFD the pressure distribution for the structure is calculated. In the following figures this pressure 
distribution is graphjcally shown. It can be observed that the local pressure on the merobers at the back is lower than the 
pressure on the merobers facing the wind-flow. At the top and bottorn of the three main tubes it can be observed that a 
local negative pressure occurs, this corresponds with the validated cylinder. In Figure lOl the pressure distribution from 
front view is shown. 

Figure 101: Pressure distribution (front view) 

In Figure 102 the pressure distribution is shown from a back view. It can be observed that the merobers parallel with the 
wind-flow are loaded withalmost no pressure (yellow, -4.88e-03). 

Figure 102: Pressure distri bution (back view) 

In the above figures it can also be observed that the pressure distribution behaves continues near the end of the CFD 
model. In the CFD model the sides of the bounding box where indicated with symmetrical boundary conditions, and it 
can be observed that no extraordinary effects take place for the pressure distribution near these planes. 
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To visualize the effect of the gondola on the structure, the pressure distribution is also shown on a "sweep - surface" 
through the structure. From Figure 103 and Figure 104 it can be observed that the gondola, tagether with the frame 
induce a local pressure increase at the front of the gondola. 

Figure 103: Pressure distribution on "sweep-surface" at gondola 

Figure 104: Pressure distribution on "sweep-surface" at gondola 

In Figure 105 the pressure distribution on a "sweep-surface" through the sectien is shown. It can be observed that the 
top frame induces a local pressure increase at the top. This effect it not visible at the lower (single) beam. 

Figure 105: Pressure distribution on "sweep-surface" through section 
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5. Computed drag coefficient 

The following drag coefficient, see Table 23 : Computed drag coefficient, is calculated with usage of the CFD program, 
and is a function of the calculated pressure distribution and the projected area. 

Force vector: (0 I 0) 

zone name 

construction 

net 

pressure 

force 

n 

210473.03 

210473 .03 

Table 23: Computed drag coefficient 

viscous 

force 

n 

8908.5244 

8908.5244 

total 

force 

n 

219381.56 

219381 .56 

pressure 

coefficient 

2.01 84424 

2.0184424 

C.3 Wind-load on one typical section 

viscous 

coefficient 

0.085433 

0.085433 

total 

coefficient 

2.1038754 

2. 1038754 

Note that the indicated drag coefficient is computed with the influence of the gondola. In the analyses in accordance 
with the Eurocode, the drag coefficient ofboth steel-stmeture and gondola were calculated individually and summed up 
in the calculation of the total wind-load. In the CFD analysis the total drag coefficient for structure and gondola is 
calculated (Cd = 2 .I). 

The effective frontal area (Arer) is determined using AutoCAD: 

Figure 106: Arerand fora typical ring-section witb gondola, 
perpendicular direction 

With above the total wind force coefficient Cr for lattice structures can be determined. In this case, Cr is calculated as 
follows: 

Where: 
Cr,o: force coefficient -> here determined with CFD = 2.1 

\jf ,_ : s!enderness reduction factor, conservatively chosen as= 1.0 

'I' se: reduction factor of scaffolding, conservatively chosen as = 1.0 

Given the above, the force coefficient is determined to be Cr,o =Cr = 2.1 . The normal force acting on the entire section 

will be determined using: 

N =Cr X Arer x G x q = 2.1x38.5x 1.15 x 1854 x 10-3 = 172kN 
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D APPENDIX: ANALYSIS INERTIA FORCES 

D.l Introduetion 

In accordance with ASCE 7-05 the maximum inertia forces due to Earthquake induced Ground Motion are determined. 
With use of a modal analysis these inertia forces are determined; the modal masses are combined using the SRSS
procedure (executed by R. Spoorenberg). 

D.2 Given Inertia Forces 

The Inertia Forces are given for 32 locations (at the positions of the gondolas). These Inertia Forces are located at the 
centre ofthe 3D structure at these 32 locations. 

26 

Figure 107: Location Inertia Forces 

JO 

9 
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The following lnertia Forces are detennined, in perpendicular and parallel direction. 
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An overview ofthe calculated inertia farces:. 
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Figure 109: Perpendicular inertia forces (only Fx) 
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Figure 110: Parallel inertia forces (only Fy) 
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It can be observed that the inertia farces are symrnetrical around the centre of the structure. The bottorn nodes (#3 and 
#31) are most sensitive for earthquake loading. This can be explained due the fact that thesenodes have a relative high 
mass, and are sensitive for the higher modes. The maximum vertical inertia force is located at #31 with Fz;inenia;max = 57 
kN. 
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E APPENDIX: ALLOWABLE ACCELERATIONS 

E.l Introduetion 

In accordance with ISO 2631-2 the maximum allowable Along-Wind accelerations are determined. The results will be 
compared with the computed accelerations. 

E.2 Allowable Along-Wind Accelerations 

In the following table and tigure the maximum allowable accelerations are given accordance with ISO 2631-2 (from 
[ 1 ]). 

Table 24: Maximum allowable accelerations 

Indicated directions are visualized in the following figure: 

z 

t z 

• I 

x 

t 
~~· 

y 

... --
Figure 111 Directions of coordinate systems for mecbanical 
vibrations influencing bumans (ISO 2631-2) 
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F APPENDIX: DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM ALONG-WIND 

ACCELERATIONS 

F .1 Introduetion 

In accordance with ASCE 7-05 the maximum Along-Wind accelerations are determined. The results wil! be compared 
with the analytica! results. 

F.2 Maximum Along-Wind Acceleration 

Given: 
Construction height h 

Construction depth L 

Construction width B 
Construction natura! frequency 
Damping ratio 
Exposure category 
Basic wind speed 

Mode exponent <j>(z) 

Air density p 

Coefficient Crx 
Massm 

ASCE 7-05 Formulas 

m 
llz =h 

= 1.
67

1E
5 = 391.853slugs/ft 

426.4 

h 
mi =llz x3 

= 391.853x 
426

.4 
3 

= 5.57E4slugs 

K = 1.65" 
a+~+1 

1.65}';·5 

=---
fs-+1+1 

= 0.501 

_ 0.85<j>zpBhCrx v; I KR 
cri<(z) - ï 

mi 

= 130·3.28 = 426.4fi 

= 7 ·3.28 = 22.96fi 

= width of construction = 14m = 45.92fi 

= 0.4455 Hz (period T = 2.24 s), global FE model 2 
= 0.02 
=C 
= 90 mph 
= 1.0 

= 0.0024 slugs/cu ft 

= 1.3 

= 2438430kg · 0.068522 = 1.671E5slugs 

Commentary 
where, 

m1 = mass 

v; = 240.232 (See Appendix B.) 

I , =0.142 

R = 1.118 

= 0.85 x 0.0024 x 45.92 x 426.4 x 1.3 x 117.605
2 

x 0.142 x 0.501 x 1.118 
5.57E4 

= 1.026 
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X ()=ga .. () maxz x xz 

= 3.937 x 1.026 

= 4.039ft/ sec2 

= 4.039 x 31.11 milli-g 

= 1 06 milli - g 

W. ten Napel 
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where, 

g, = gR = 3.937 

crx(z} = 1.026 

106 milli-g 
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G APPENDIX: ANALYSIS INSTALLATION METHOD 

G.l Introduetion 

Because the Giant Motion Track will be erected in down town Las Vegas, the erection method is very important with 
respect to the connections between the different segments. In the following chapters different erection methods will be 
analysed and the most favourable will be chosen for further research. First an overview ofthe location will be given. 

G.2 Overview Location 

The Giant Motion Track will be located in down town Las Vegas, at the Las Vegas Boulevard. This attraction will be 
part of a large development by The New Frontier & Casino in Las Vegas that consists of a casino, a hotel and this Giant 
Motion Track. 

Figure ll2: Location Giant Motion Track, Las Vegas, United Statesof America (Google Eartb) 

lt cao be observed that the structure will be located nearby other actual buildings and hotels; e.g. on the other si de of the 
Las Vegas Boulevard stands the Wynn Hotel, there leaving small space for assembly and erection. On the nearby 
parking lot there is space for the assembly of different sections. 

G.3 Different erection methods 

To erect the structure, different erection methods will be analysed and compared to each other. Important aspects for 
this comparison is the available erection space (and time), and the cost between the different methods. The following 
erection methods are analysed: 

1. Lifting the steel-stroeture in one peace; 
2. Sliding the structure due its foundation; 
3. Assembie the structure in parts with use of an erection tower. 

The above methods will be further explained in the following chapters. 
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1. Lifting the structure in one peace 
Using this method, the structure will be lifted by eranes or by a leverage system as shown in the following figures: 
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Figure 113: Erection metbod 1: Lifting the structure in one peace 

It can be seen that this metbod requires a lot of space. In phase 1, the entire structure lies on the ground, and uses 
therefore a lot of ground space. 
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To visualize this required space, the top view ofthis phase is presenled in the following figure: 

Figure 114: Situation with top view phase 1 

A problem with the above shown erection method, are the surrounding (existing) buildings. It can be observed that 
when the Giant Motion Track lies down, the existing hotel building stands in the way. It can also be observed that the 
place for the winches is acquired by the ellipse-shaped building on the other si de of the road. 

Because of the surrounding ( existing) buildings this methad is nol applicable for this situation. 
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2. Sliding the structure through its foundation 

When sliding the stmcture through its foundation a significant smaller erection space is required. In the following 
figures this methad is further explained. The idea is that in the foundation supports a mechanism is installed that makes 
it possible to slide the ring-stmeture through the foundation. Assembly of different sections is located at the foundation. 
E.g. in phase 1 the base part of the ring section is assembled, in phase 2 this section is slide upwards and the second 
section is assembied between the foundations . In phase 3 the first and second section are slide upwards in the other 
direction, and a third section is assembied between the foundations . This handling is repeated until the last section is 
assembied (before phase 8), and the whole ring-stmeture will be rotated upwards. Finally the support cables will be 
assembled. 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

An advantage of this erection methad is that assembly is on ground level, and therefore a higher level of rnainterrance 
and assembly is possible. On the other side it can be seen that in the final phases the stmcture seems very unstable. In 
these stages the stmcture is not equipped with the support cables and has no stability at all. Further more, the stmcture 
has to have the same strength over the whole length because the ring is rotated until the last section is assembled. At 
last a highly sophisticated drive system has to be designed and engineered to make it possible to slide the stmcture op 
and down. 

Because of the magnitude of influences determined by this erection method, this methad wil! not be further investigated 
for the Giant Motion Track. 
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3. Erection of the structure using an erection structure (tower) 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Phase 4 

Phase 10 
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In the third erection method (as shown on the previous page), an erection tower is introduced to erect the Giant Motion 
Track. In the frrst phase the foundation, the first section of the tower and the bottorn section of the erection tower are 
installed. In the second phase the (self-erecting) tower is build up, and in the top section of this tower the top-seetion of 
the Giant Motion Track is assembled. This top section has to be movable to fit onto the other sections (e.g. hydraulic). 
After this erection tower is installed the tower crane on top is used to assembie the different sections. To give the 
assembied sections additional stability, extra cables are used to support them. In phase 7 two additional frames are 
installed to introduce two additional supports to assembie these sections. With the use of theses additional frames, and 
the additional cables it is possible to control, and modify the imperfections during erection. In phase 9 the last section is 
installed. In phase I 0 and 11 the support cables are installed and tensioned. At the end of phase 11 the erection tower is 
decomposed (with a mobile crane). In phase 12 the structure is completely assemb1ed. The use of this erection tower 
induces additiona1 costs, but when more Giant Motion Tracks are sold these costs can be divided over more projects. 
Furthermore, onJy the tower itself is not replaceable, the tower crane can be sold. 

Taken into consideration that the other two methods (fust and second method) are not applicable for this situation, the 
third method will be used for further research (with respect to joint connections). 
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H APPENDIX: TEST TEMPERATURE LOADINGANSYS 

To validate the results from ANSYS a validatien test is performed by analyzing a simple problem. The following beam 
is subjected to a positive temperature loading of 60 °C, which results in a normal force in the beam due the chosen 
boundary conditions. 

where, 
A= 0.1 *0.1 = 0.01 m2 

E = 2.1 *10 11 N/m2 (steel) 
u= 12*10'6 rnlm*K (steel) 

Analytica!: 
.11 = u · .1 T · I = F · Ll E · A 

óT = 60 K 

F = u·óT · E ·A= 12 ·10-ó x 60 x 2.1· 1011 x O.Ol = 1512.000N 

ANSYS: 
PRINT ELEMENTTABLE ITEMS PER ELEMENT 

*****POST I ELEMENT T ABLE LISTING ***** 

STAT 
ELEM 

I 

CURRENT 
TEMP 
60.000 

CURRENT 
KRACHT 
-0 .15120E+07 

CURRENT 
REK 
0.0000 

CURRENT 
SPANNING 
-0.15120E+09 

The computed normal-force in the structure with ANSYS (-0.1512E+07) corresponds exactly with the analytica! 
solution. 

Input-file: 
FINISH 
/CLEAR 
/FILNAME,BENCHMARK TEMP TEST [N en m] 
IPREP7 
VERDELING=! 
1<.1,0.0,0 
1<.2,3,0,0 
L, l,2 
DK, l ,UX,O",UY ,UZ,ROTX,ROTY ,ROTZ 
DK,2,UX,O",UY,UZ,ROTX,ROTY,ROTZ 
ET, I,BEAMI88 
SECTYPE, l ,BEAM,RECT 
SECDAT A,O.l 0,0.1 0, 
MP.EX, l,2.1 Eli 
MP,PRXY, I,0.3 
MP,DENS, l ,7.85E3 
MPTEMP ........ 
MPTEMP, I,O 
MP,ALPX,I , I2E-6 
LSEL,S,"I ,2,1,1 
LATT,I,I,l,." 
LSEL,NONE 
ALLSEL,ALL.LINE 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING, 
LMESH,ALL 
/SOLU 
ANTYPE,O 
TREF,O 
TUNIF.60 
DELTIM,0.25 
SOLVE 
/POST I 
ETABLE,TEMP.SMISC,51 
PLET AB, TEMP 
ET ABLE,KRACHT,SMISC,I 
PLET AB,KRACHT 
ET ABLE.REK.SMISC,7 
PLETAB,REK 
ET ABLE,SPANNING.SMISC.31 
PLETAB,SPANNING 
PRETAB 
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I APPENDIX: ANALYSIS MESH DENSITY FOR MEMBER 

VERIFICATION 

With usage of the global FE model 2 all load-combinations are examined. In these analyses the structure is given the 
previous mentioned imperfection pattem (see chapter 6.3). As aresult from these calculations ANSYS can compute the 
required forces and moments {N, M., My, M,, SFz, SFy), which are used for the member verificalion. 

E-L-K-N J\N~'YS 
MAl\ 1 2007 

16:18:48 

Figure 115: Location and active elements for ring-section V 

In the analyses to compute the maximum forces is chosen to mesh alllines with one element per line, this due to Jack of 
computational time. To analyse the difference in forces due to the mesh density on the elements, two analyses have 
been performed with a different mesh density per line. One with one element per line, and a second with 5 elementsper 
line, the computed forces for the same element is shown in the following table. 

It can be observed that the moments My, Mz and M, differ up to 34% when applying 5 elements instead of 1 element for 
a line in the global FE model 2. The normal forceNis constant (1 %). 
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This behaviour is explainable because the elements are mesbed by ANSYS using a polar coordinate system, therefore 
introducing an eccentricity between the hart of the beam and the centre line between the system points, see the 
following figure: 

Figure 116: Geometrie difference between 1 element/Iine and 5 elements!line 

In practice the analyses will be performed using 5 elements/ line (or more), but due to Jack of computational effort all 
geometrical non-linear calculations are executed using 1 element/ line. 
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J APPENDIX: MEMBER VERIFICATION RING-SECTION V 

Used elementsin ring-section V 

An overview ofthe used memhers (elements) is given in the following figures. 
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Worked-out example memher verification 

The following member will be checked as an example: 

Cross-section: 
L: 
0: 
t: 
D/t: 
A: 
Wy/z: 

ly/z: 

r: 

Element: 
Combination: 

Computed farces: 

Figure 117: Section V with indicated element 678 

1-CHS 914*30 
9897 mm 
914.0mm 
30mm 
30 
83315 mm2 

L783E+07 mm3 

8.148E+09 mm4 

313 mm 

(1t2EI)!f =(1t2 x 2.1E5 x 8.148E9)!98972 =l72E6N 

678 
C2 ( l .2D + l.OT + 0.8W perpendicular) 
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Axial Compression (§ 3.2.2) 

Column buckling (§ 3.2.2.a) 

\V. ten Napel Eindhoven Universitv of Technologv 

The allowable axial compressive stress, Fa, sbould be detennined from the following AISC fonnulas for member with a 
Dit ratio equal or less than 60: 

API RP 2A-WSD Fonnula 

f=N 
a A 

= -10321000 = _124 MPa 
83315 

2C 2 y 
c 

[
1_ (Kl/rr]F 

F = forKl/r<Cc 
a 3(Kl!r) (K1/r)

3 

5/3+ - 3 

8Cc 8Cc 

l21t2E 
Fa= 2 forKl/r~Cc 

23(Kl!r) 

Kllr= 

1 x 9897 I 30 = 32 

So, 

Kl/r=32<Cc =265 

And, 

[
1_(Kl/r)z]F 

2C2 
y 

F = c 

a 3(Kllr) (Kl/rr 
5/3 + - 3 

8Cc 8Cc 

[
1- (

32
)

2

]x355 
2x 2652 

= =206MPa 
513+ 3(32) - (32)

3 

8x265 8x2653 

Unity Check, Axial Compression/ Column Buckling: 

UC=.&_= 
124 =0.60~0K 

Fa 265 
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Comrnentary 
where, 

FY = yield strength = 355 MP a 

Dit= 914130 = 30 < 60 

E: 

K: 

1: 

Young's Modules of elasticity 
= 2.1E5 MPa 

effective length factor, in 
accordance with Sectien 3.3 .I d, 
bere K =I 

unbraced length = 9897 mm 

r: radius of gyration = 30 mrn 
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Local buckling (§ 3.2.2.b) 
Unstiffened cylindrical memhers should be investigated for local buckling due to axial compression when the D/t ratio 
is greater than 60. In this case D/t = 30 < 60, so local buckling is not further analyzed. 

Bending (§ 3.2.3) 

The a!lowable bending stress, Fb, should be determined from: 

f = Mmax 
b w 

y / z 

API RP 2A-WSD Fonnula 

= 231660E3 = 12_99 MPa 
1.783E7 

Fb = 0.75 Fy 

D 10340 10340 
for -~-- here:30>--=29 

t Fy ' 355 

Fb =[0.84-1.74 FYD]F 
Et y 

10340 D 20680 
for --<-~--.here: 10340 < 30 ~ 20680 

Fy t Fy 

so, 

[ 
FYD] Fb = 0.84-1.74- F 
Et y 

=[0.84-1.74x 
355

x
914 

]x355 
2.1E5 x30 

=266MPa 

Unity Check, Bending: 

UC=~= 12
·
99 =0.05~0K 

Fb 266 

355 355 
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FY = yield strength = 355 MPa 

D/t=914/30=30 
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Shear (§ 3.2.4) 

Beam Shear (§ 3.2.4.a) 
The maximum heam shear stress, fv, for cylindrical memhers is· 

API RP 2A-WSD Formula Commentary 

f =_y_ 
where, 

V 0.5A FY = yield strength = 355 MPa 

488600 
=11.73MPa = Dit= 914130 = 30 

0.5x83315 

Fv = 0.4Fy 

= 0.4 x 355 = 142MPa 

Unity Check, Beam Shear: 

UC = .&_ = 
1

1.
73 

= 0.08~0K 
Fv 142 

Torsional Shear (§ 3.2.4.b) 
The maximum torsional shear stress, fvt for cylindrical memhers caused hy torsion is· 

' 
API RP 2A-WSD Formula Commentary 

MI (D/2) where, 
f = FY = yie1d strength = 355 MPa vt lp 

73823E3x(914/2) 
= =4.14MPa 

Dit= 914130 = 30 

8.148E9 

Fvt = 0.4Fy 

= 0.4x355 = 142MPa 

Unity Check, Torsional Shear: 

UC =.&_ = 
1

1.
73 

= 0.08~0K 
Fv 142 

Combined Stresses for Cylindrical memhers (§ 3.3) 

Cylindrical memhers suhjected to comhined compression and flexure should he proportioned to satisfy: 
API RP 2A-WSD Formula Commentary 

Unity Check, Comhined Stresses: 

r ~e +e 
8 

bx by 
-+ 
F. Fb 

124 -J8.85 2 + 12.992 

=0.66~0K =--+ 
265 266 

Ahove calculations are automated with usage of a spreadsheet, see Appendix 0. 
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K APPENDIX: DETAIL CALCULATIONS RING-SECTION V 

K.l Introduetion 

From the chosen ring-section V different details will be analysed. See also in the following figure: 

Figure 118: Ring-section V with Jocation of analyzed details 

K.2 Methodology 

For the ring-sectien the maximum and minimum farces are computed using the global FE model 2. Each joint will be 
checked on the following aspects: 

Multiplanar CHS joint 
Fatigue 

2N2B: Static 
Flange-conneetion between 
ring-seelions Fatigue 

3: 
Multiplanar CHS joint, with '1 Fatigue 
conneetion for tension-cable 

Due the rota ti on of the gondolas a varying stress-range wil! be acting on the joints. To 
analyses the fatigue resistance of the joints, the local stresses are calculated with usage 
of the hot-spot stress approach. With these local stresses the life time of the joint is 
calculated. 

!lange, bolts with prying forces, weids) wil! be analysed with 
model. 
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K.3 Joint 1 - Static 

Geometry 
The geometry of joint 1 is shown in Figure 119. In this Figure there are two different p1anes indicated, a top-p1ane and a 
front-p1ane. In these p1anes the joint will be verified to the API RP 2A-WSD. 

Figure 119: Joint 1 witb plane indication 

Geometry Joint 1- Front Plane 
In the following tigure and tab1e all aspectsof Joint 1 -Front P1ane are indicated. 

<D 

--y::: 
I \ 

Figure 120: Geometry Joint 1- Front plane 

Table 27· Geometrie Parameters Joint 1 - Front Plane 
Geometrie Parameter Description 

•=..!..= 12.5 =0.78 e = 53°: Brace ang1e 

T 16 g= 139 mm: Gap 

f3 = ~ = 406.1 = 0.44 
t = 12.5 mm: Brace thickness 
T= 16 mm: Chord thickness 

D 914 d = 406.1 mm: Brace diameter 

=_Q_=~=28.6 D = 914 mm: Chord diameter 

y 2T 2x16 
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Loads Joint I -Front Plane 
The maximum loads for Joint } -Front Plane are computed with ANSYS. In the following tables, the maximum and 
minimum computed forces and moments are presented. 

For the indicated joint-conneetion the most unfavourable loads are the high normal forcesin the brace (cross-section 2), 
therefore element 941, under combination C4 is taken as most unfavourable for the joint-design. This combined with 
element 495 for the chord (also combination C4), both memhers are underlined in the above tables. It also needs to be 
noted that the maximum moment My (-41414 Nm) for cross-section 2 results in a stress of -8.95 MPa (see spreadsheet 
memher verification, Appendix 0), so it is acceptable to consider the maximum normal force as most unfavourable. 
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Analysis of conneetion resistance in accordance with API RP 2A-WSD 

a. Connections of Tension and Campression merobers 
The connections at the ends of tension and compression memhers should develop the strength required by design loads, 
but not less than 50% ofthe effective strength ofthe member. The effective strength is defined as the buckling load for 
memhers loaded in either tension or compression, and as the yield load for memhers loaded primarily in tension. This 
can be considered satisfied for simple tubular joints when the following condition is obtained: 

API RP 2A-WSD Formula Comrnentary 
Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5): where, 

F b ( y -c sin 8) F1c = the yield strength of the chord memher 
UC= y at the joint= 355 MP a; 

Fyc(11+1.5/~) Fyb = the yield strength ofthe brace memher 

355( 28.6 x 0.78 x sin 53) = 355 MPa. 
= 

355(11 + 1.5/0.44) 

= 1.24 > 1.0 

Note that above formulae results in a non acceptable unity check 1.24. In this stage this unity check is ignored to 
analyze the maximum failure mode. 

b. Simpte tubular joints 
The designed joint is a simple tubular joint, without overlap of principal braces and having no gussets, diaphragms, or 
stiffeners. The adequacy of the joint may be deterrnined on the basis of (a) punching shear or (b) nominalloads in the 
brace. These approximations are intended to give equivalent results. Both methods will be used for this joint. 

Punching shear 
API RP 2A-WSD Formula 

Acting punchlog shear: 
vp = 't f sin8 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5) - Axial stress: 

Vp;AX = 't fAX Sin 8 

=0.78x119xsin53 

=74MPa 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5)- In-plane bending stress: 

Vp;IPB = 't f !PB Sll 8 

= 0.78 x 6.41 xsin53 

= 3.99MPa 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5)- Out-of-plane bending stress: 

vp:OPB = 't fOPB Sin 8 

= 0.78 x 0.62 x sin 53 

= 0.39MPa 

Acting punching shear due to in-plane bending and out-ofplane bending 
are not further analyzed because of the low stresses. 
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Commentary 
where, 
V P = the acting punching shear 
f= nomina! axial, in-plane bending, or out
of plane bending stress in the brace 
(punching shear of each kept separate) 

here for the brace: 

f = N = 1840700 = 119 MP a 
b;AX A 15468 

f = My = 9481E+03 = 6.41MPa 
b,IPB W 1.4 78E+06 

f. =Mz= 914E+03 =0_62 MPa 
b,OPB W 1.478E+06 
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API RP 2A-WSD Formula 
Allowable punching shear: 

F 
V -Q Q ~ 

pa - q f 0.6y 

Chord (CHS 914.1 *16): 
- Axial compression; 
- K-joint; 

Qq =(1.10+0.20/~) Qg 

y > 20 ---t 

Q
8 

=1.8-4 g/D 

=1.8-4x139/914 

= 1.192 

Qq =(1.10+0.20/~) Qg 

= ( 1.10 + 0.20 I 0.44) x 1.192 

= 1.847 

À= 0.030 (brace axial stress); 

A = ~r!.x + r~a + r~PB 
0.6 Fyc 

~87.82 + 15.22 +5.792 

= 

= 0.419 
Qr =1.0-lv y A 2 

0.6 x 355 

= 1.0-0.030 x 28.6 x 0.4192 

= 0.849 

Fyc 
vpa = Qq Or 0.6y 

= 1.847 x 0.849 x 
355 

0.6x28.6 
=32.5MPa 

V 74 
UC = _P =- = 2.28 >> 1.00 ---t NOT OK! 

vpa 32.5 

Conclusion: 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University ofTechnology 

Commentary 
where, 
Qq = a factor to account for the effects of 
type of loading a geometry, by Table 4.3 .1-
1. 
Qr = a factor to account for the presence of 
nominallongitudinal stress in the chord. 

here for the chord: 

f. = N = 4754700 = 87_8MPa 
c.AX A 54138 

f = My = 150890E+03 = 15 _2 MPa 
c;IPB W 9959E+03 

f. = Mz = 57712E+03 = 5_79 MPa 
c,OPB W 9959E+03 

It can be observed that punching shear is a critica! failure mode for this joint connection. The unity check of 2.28 is not 
acceptable for further analyses. This implies that large D/d ratios result in punching shear problems (under relatively 
high brace loading). 

A critica! factor in the determination of the punching shear capacity is the ratio between the chord diameter and wall 
thickness. To prevent that the brace punches though the chord, the D/2T ratio needs to be reduced. This is achieved by 
changing the chord dimension from CHS 914.1 *16 to CHS 830*25 . 
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Chancing the chord cross-section from CHS 914.1 *16 to CHS 830*25 
As aresult from the punching shear calculation, the chord cross-sectionis changed from CHS 914.1 to CHS 830*25. 
With usage of the spreadsheet the chord has been checked, with a result that all unity checks are < 1.00, see Appendix 
0. In this stage the globa1 FE model 2 is not modified, after all joints are designed the g1obal FE model 2 should be 
modified and an analysis should be executed conceming the effect of detailing on the global structure. 

Geometry Joint 1 -Front Plane with modified chord cross-section 
In the following figure and tab1e allaspects of Joint 1 -Front P1ane with modified cross-sec ti on (from CHS 914.1 * 16 to 
CHS 830*25) are indicated. 

s::: 

N-0-V 
M_ipb 

Figure 121: Geometry Joint 1- Front plane with modified cbord cross-section 

Table 30· Geometrie Parameters Joint 1 - Front Plane with modified chord cross-section 
Geometrie Parameter Description 

't = _.!._ = 12.5 = 0.5 e = 53°: Brace angle 

T 25 g= 80 mm: Gap 

f3=~= 406.1 =0.489 
t= 12.5 mm: Brace thickness 
T=25 mm: Chord thickness (modified) 

D 830 d = 406.1 mm: Brace diameter 

= __12_ = ~ = 16.6 
D=830mm: Chord diameter (modified) 

y 2T 2x25 

Note that a minimum gap of 55mm (= 2 inch) is achieved for maintenance and inspection, this in accordance with ISO 
13819-2, see Appendix L. 

Loads Joint 1- Front Plane with modified chord cross-section 
The maximum loadings for Joint 1 - Front Plane were computed with ANSYS. In Table 28 and Table 29 these are 
given. 
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Analysis of conneetion resistance in accordance with API RP 2A-WSD- modified chord cross-section 

1. Connections of Tension and Compression me mb ers with modified chord cross-section 

API RP 2A-WSD Formula 
Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5): 

Fyb ( y -c sin 8) 
UC= 

Fyc(11+1.51P) 

355(16.6 x 0.5 x sin53) 
= 

355(11 +1.5/0.489) 

= 0.471$1.0 

2. Simple tubuJar joints (modified chord cross-section) 

PunchinK shear 
API RP 2A-WSD Formula 

Acting punchlog shear: 

vp = 't f sine 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5)- Axial stress: 

Vp;AX = 't fAX Sin 8 

=0.5x119xsin53 

=47.5MPa 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5)- In-plane bending stress: 

Vp;AX = 't f!PB Sin 8 

=0.5x6.41xsin53 

=2.56MPa 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5)- Out-of-plane bending stress: 

Vp;AX = 't f!PB Sin 8 

= 0.5 x 0.62 x sin53 

=0.25MPa 
Acting punching shear due to in-plane bending and out-ofplane bending 
are not further analyzed because ofthe very low stresses. 
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Commentary 
where, 
Fyc = the yield strength of the chord memher 
at the joint= 355 MPa; 
Fyb = the yield strength ofthe brace memher 
= 355 MPa. 

Commentary 
where, 
vp = the acting punching shear 
f= nomina! axial, in-plane bending, or out
of plane bending stress in the brace 
(punching shear of each kept separate) 

here for the brace: 

f = N = 1840700 = 119 MPa 
b;AX A 15468 

f . = My = 9481E+03 = 6.41MPa 
b,!PB W 1.478E+06 

f. = Mz = 914E+03 = 0.6ZMPa 
b,OPB W 1.478E+06 
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API RP 2A-WSD Formula 
Allowable punching shear: 

F 
V -Q Q ~ 

pa - q f 0.6y 

Modified Chord (CHS 830*25): 
- Axia1 compression; 
- K-joint; 

Qq =(1.10+0.20/P) Qg 

ys20~ 

Qg =1.8-0.1 giT 

=1.8-4x80/25 

=1.48 

Qq =(1.10+0.20/P) Qg 

= (1.10 + 0.20/0.419)x 1.48 

= 2.233 

Qr =1.0-À y A 2 

À= 0.030 (brace axial stress); 

A = ~f~ + f~s + f~PB 

= 

=0.42 

Qr =1.0-À y A2 

0.6 Fyc 

0.6 x 355 

= 1.0-0.030 x 16.6 x 0.422 

= 0.912 

Q Q 
Fyc 

V pa = q f 0.6y 

355 
=2.233x0.912x---

0.6x16.6 
=72.6MPa 

uc = vp;AX = 
47

·5 = o.66 < 1.00 ~OK! 
vpa 72.6 

Conclusion: 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University ofTechnologv 

Commentary 
where, 
Qq = a factor to account for the effects of 
type of loading a geometry, by Table 4.3.1-
1. 
Qr = a factor to account for the presence of 
nominallongitudinal stress in the chord. 

here for the modified chord: 

f. = N = 4754700 = 86_9 MPa 
c;AX A 54664 

f. = My = 150890E+03 = 19_96 MPa 
c,IPB W 7557E+03 

f. = Mz = 57712E+03 = 7_64 MPa 
c,OPB W 7557E+03 

It can be observed that changing the chord dimension from CHS 914*16 to CHS 830*25 results in an acceptable unity 
check concerning the punching shear capacity. 
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Nomina! Loads 

Allowable joint capacities in tenns of nomina! brace loads are calculated with: 

API RP 2A-WSD Fonnula 
Allowable joint capacity 

F T2 

p - Q Q ----'-'-yc_ 
a - u f 1. 7 sin e 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5)- Axial capacity: 
Qg=1.48 

Qu =(3.4+19~)Qg 

= (3.4 + 19 x 0.489) x1.48 

= 18.79 
Qf =0.912 

FycT2 

pa= QuQr 1 7 . 9 
. Slll 

=18.79x0.912x 
355

x
252 

1.7 x sin53 

=2801x103 N 

UC = 
1840

·
7
E+0

3 
=0.66<1.00-tOK! 

2801E+03 

Brace (CHS 406.1 *12.5)- Moment in-plane capacity: 
Qg = 1.48 

Qu = 18.79 

Qf = 0.912 

F T2 

M =Q Q yc (0.8d) 
a uf17 " 9 . Slll 

355 x25 2 

=18.79x0.912x x(0.8x406.1) 
1.7 x sin53 

= 909.9 x 106 Nnun 

UC= 
9481

E+0
3 

=0.01<1.00-tOK! 
909.9E+06 

Out-of plane capacity is not further analyzed because of the very low 
stresses. 
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Commentary 
where, 
Qu is the ultimate strength factor which 
varies with the joint and laad type (Table 
4.3.1-2). 

here for the brace: 

Nb:AX =1840.7E+03N 

Mb:lPB =MY =9481E+03Nnun 

Mb;OPB = M. = 914E+03 Nnun 
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(dometry Joint 1 -Top Plane 
In the following tigure and table all aspectsof Joint 1 -Top Plane are indicated . 

.0 

Jte::~N 
M_ipb 

Figure 122: Geometry Joint 1 -Top plane 

a e : T b1 31 G eometric p arameters oint - op J 1 T PI ane- B race 1 
(dometric Parameter Description 

•=_!_= 12.5 =0.5 e = 52°: Brace 1 angle 

T 25 g=55 mm: Gap 

J3=_i= 219.1 =0.264 
t= 12.5 mm: Brace 1 thickness 
T=25mm: Chord thickness 

D 830 d = 219.1 mm: Brace 1 diameter 

=_!2_=~=16.6 D= 830mm: Chord diameter 

y 2T 2x25 

a e : T bi 32 G . p eometnc arameters OJDt - op J' 1 T PI ane- B race 2 
Geometrie Parameter Description 

t 16 9=90°: Brace 2 angle 
•=-=-=0.64 

T 25 g= 55 mm: Gap 

J3 =_i= 406.1 = 0.489 
t=16mm: Brace 2 thickness 
T=25mm: Chord thickness 

D 830 d=406.1 mm: Brace 2 diameter 

=_!2_=~=16.6 D=830mm: Chord diameter 

y 2T 2x25 
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Loads Joint 1 -Top Plane 
The maximum loadings for Joint 1 -Top P1ane are computed with ANSYS. In the following tables, the maximum and 
minimum computed forces and moments are presented. 

For the indicated joint-COJUlection the most unfavourab1e 1oads are high normal forces in the brace (cross-section 2), 
most unfavourable members are hatched grey. 

Note that a minimum gap of 55mm (= 2 inch) is designed for maintenance and inspection, this in accordance with ISO 
13819-2, see Appendix L. The eccentricity of brace 1 (cross-section 5), e=57mm an additiona1 in-p1ane bending 
moment occurs. The total in-p1ane bending moment for brace 1 is calcu1ated with: 

M 1p8 = M, +(Nx e) = (ll052E + 03) +(312530x 57) = 28.87E+06Nmm 
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Allalysis of conneetion resistance in accordance with API RP 2A-WSD -Top Plane - Brace 1 

1. Connections of Tension and Compression merobers 

API RP 2A-WSD Formula Comrnentary 
Brace 1 (CHS 219.1 *12.5): where, 

F b ( y -c sin 8) fyc= the yield strength ofthe chord merober 
UC= y at the joint= 355 MP a; 

Fyc ( 11 + 1.5 I p) fyb = the yield strength ofthe brace merober 

= 
355(16.6 x 0.5 x sin52) = 355 MPa. 

355(11 + 1.5/0.264) 

= 0.392:::; 1.0 

2. Simple tubuJar joints 
The designed joint is a simp Ie tubular joint, without overlap of principal braces and having no gussets, diaphragms, or 
stiffeners. The adequacy of the joint may be determined on the basis of (a) punching shear or (b) nominalloads in the 
brace. These approximations are intended to give equivalent results. Both methods will be used for this joint. 

Punching_ shear 
.API RP 2A-WSD Formula 

Acting punchlog shear: 

vp ='"Cf sine 

Brace 1 (CHS 219.1 *12.5)- Axial stress: 

Vp;AX = '"C fAX Sine 

=0.5x39sin52 

= 15.4MPa 

Brace 1 (CHS 219.1 *12.5)- In-plane bending stress: 

Vp;IPB = '"C fiPB Sin 8 

=0.5x73xsin52 

= 28.8MPa 

Brace 1 (CHS 219.1 *12.5)- Out-of-plane bending stress: 

Vp;OPB = '"C fOPB sine 

=0.5x0.19xsin52 

=7.5MPa 
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Comrnentary 
where, 
V P = the acting punching shear 
f= nominal axial, in-plane bending, or out
of plane bending stress in the brace 
(punching shear of each kept separate) 

here for the brace: 

f = N = 312530 = 39 MPa 
b;AX A 8113 

f = MIPs = 28.87E+06 = 73MPa 
b;IPB W 397E+03 

f = Mz = 7642E+03 = 19 MP a 
b;OPB W 397E+03 
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~----------~~AP~I~RP~=2A~-W~SD~F~o~rm==ul=a ______________ -+I ~--------~C~o~m=m~en~truy~----------~l 
Allowable punching shear: where, 

F Qq = a factor to account for the effects of 
vpa =Qq Or O.~y typeofloadingageometry,byTable4.3.1-

l. 
Chord (CHS 830*25): Qr= a factor to account for the presence of 
- Ax.ial compression; nominallongitudinal stress in the chord. 
- K-joint; 

Qq =(1.10+0.20/P) Qg 

y~20~Qg =1.8-0.1 giT 

= 1.8 -4x55/25 = 1.58 
Qq =(1.10+0.20/P) Os 

= (1.10 +0.20/0.264)x 1.58 = 2.935 

Or =1.0-À y A2 

À= 0.030 (brace axial stress); 

Or=l.0-ÀyA2 

= 1.0-0.030 x 16.6 x 0.422 

= 0.912 
F 

V -Q Q ~ 
pa - q f 0.6y 

355 
=2.935x0.912x =95.4MPa 

0.6 x 16.6 

UC= Vp;AX = 15·5 =0.16<1.00~0K! 
vpa 95.4 

I 

Chord (CHS 830'*25): 
. - In-Plane bending; 

- K-joint; 

Qq = 2.935 

Or=l.0-ÀyA2 

À= 0.045 (brace stress); 

Or=1.0-ÀyA2 

= 1.0-0.045 x 16.6 x 0.422 

= 0.868 
F 

V -Q Q ~ 
pa - q f 0.6y 

355 
=2.935x0.868x---

0.6x16.6 
=90.8MPa 

uc = vp;IPB = 28 ·8 = o.32 <I.oo ~OK! 
vpa 90.8 

here for the chord: 

f = N = 4754700 = 87_8MPa 
c;AX A 54138 

f = My = 150890E+03 = 15 2 MPa 
c;!PB W 9959E+03 . 

f = Mz = 57712E+03 = 5.79 MPa 
"OPB W 9959E+03 
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Nomina! Loads 

Allowable joint capacities in terms of nomina! brace loads are calculated with: 

API RP 2A-WSD Formula 
Allowable joint capacity 

F T2 

p - Q Q ----'--yc_ 

a - u f 1. 7 sin 8 

Brace 1 (CHS 219.1 *12.5)- Axial capacity: 

Qg = 1.58 

Qu =(3.4+19~)Qg 

= (3.4+ 19 x 0.264) x1.58 

=13.3 
Qf = 0.868 

= 1912x103 N 

UC = 
313

E+0
3 

= 0.16 < 1.00 ~OK! 
1912E+03 

Brace 1 (CHS 219.1 *12.5)- Moment in-plane capacity: 
Qg = 1.58 

Qu =13.3 

Qf = 0.868 

F T 2 

M = Q Q yc (0 8d) 
a u r1.7sin8 . 

355x 252 

=13.3x0.868x x(0.8x219.1) 
1.7 x sin 52 

=335.1x106 Nmm 

UC= 
28

·
87

E+0
6 =0.09<1.00~0K! 

335.1E + 06 

Out-of plane capacity is not further analyzed because of the very low 
stresses. 
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Comrnentary 
where, 
Ou is the ultimate strength factor which 
varies with the joint and load type (Table 
4.3.1-2). 

here for brace 1 : 

Nb;AX = 313E + 03 N 

Mb;lPB = 28.87E+06 Nmm 

Mb,oPs =7.6E+06Nmm 
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Analysis of conneetion resistance in accordance witb API RP 2A-WSD- Top Plane-Brace 2 

- Connections of Tension and Campression memhers 

API RP 2A-WSD Fonnula Commentary 
Brace 2 (CHS 406.1 *16): where, 

Fyb ( y 'L sin 9) fyc = the yield strengthof the chord memher 
UC= at the joint= 355 MPa; 

Fyc(ll+L5/~) F yb = the yield strength of the brace memher 

355(16.6 x 0.64 x sin 90) = 355 MPa. 
--

355(11 + 1.5/0.489) 

= 0.755 ~ 1.0 

- Simple tubular joints 
The designed joint is a simple tubular joint, without overlap of prilleipal braces and no gussets, diaphragms, or 
stiffeners. The adequacy of the joint may be detennined on the basis of (a) punching shear or (b) nominalloads in the 
brace. These approximations are intended to give equivalent results. Both methods will be used for this joint. 

Punching shear 
API RP 2A-WSD Fonnula 

Acting punchlog shear: 

vp = 'L f sine 

Brace 2 (CHS 406.1 *16}- Axial stress: 

Vp;AX = 'L fAX Sine 

= 0.64 x12sin 90 

=7.7MPa 

Brace 2 (CHS 406.1 *16}- In-plane bending stress: 

Vp;ll'B = 'L fll'B SÏll e 

= 0.64 x 5 x sin90 

=3.2MPa 

Brace 2 (CHS 406.1 *16}- Out-of-plane bending stress: 

vp;OPB = 'L fOPB Sine 

= 0.64 x 3 x sin90 

=2MPa 

Commentary 
where, 
V P = the acting punching shear 
f= nomina! axial, in-plane bending, or out
of plane bending stress in the brace 
(punching shear of each kept separate) 

here for the brace: 

f = N = 230400 = 12 MPa 
b;AX A 19609 

f = My = 9020E+03 = 5MPa 
b;ll'B W 1840E+03 

f = Mz = 5991E+03 = 3MPa 
b;OPB W 1840E+03 

Punching shear and chord plastification are not further analyzed because of the low acting stresses. 
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K.4 Joint 1 - Fatigue 

Goal 
The goal of this analysis is to determine critical~spects in the determination of the fatigue resistance by applying the 
hot spot stress approach. 

Description 
Todetermine the fatigue resistance the following design procedure has been used, from [6]/ [8] : 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Replace the structure into an acceptable numerical model; 
Determine the load distribution by means of nomina! stresses; 
Determine the extrapolated nomina! stresses; 
Determine the stress concentration factors using SCF formulae, graphs or data files; 
Determine the total hot spot stress (range) (~)crhs ;•o• for the potential crack location(s); 

Determine the Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage factor . 

Step 1: Geometry of joint 
In the following tigure joint I is displayed with the locations where the local stresses are calculated with the hot spot 
stress approach (as seen from the inside ofthe frame). 

Figure 123: Joint 1 with view direction of 
Figure 124 
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z 

N Chord Shord N ,_ .... .,.,._ __ 

' 

.Jt~!.:_-~.fH~·:,.=: 1! jj~·-; -~---;qr.;:-. - -
- J--:;:o::"fft:t.J --~. ~ll~~~;:J~~n ;~~ 

I Chord member - crown 6 Chord member- saddle 
2 Brace member - crown 7 Bracing member- saddle 
3 Chord member- saddle 8 Bracing member- saddle 
4 Brace member- saddle 9 Chord member - crown 
5 Chord member- saddle 10 Chord member - crown 

Figure 124: Geometry of joint 1 with locations of calculated SCFs 
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Step 2: Loading 
To determine the varying stress range in the memhers of the top section of the Giant Motion Track, 2 analyses are 
computed using the glohal FE model 2 with ANSYS. In the following graph this sectionis shown. 

1. 
E-L-K-N 

MAR 7 2007 
18:02:17 

Figure 125: Top section with key-point- and element numbers 

With usage of ANSYS the following comhinations are calculated (NLGEOM,ON) with usage ofthe glohal FE model2: 

where: 

D= 

• 1.0D + 1.0T + O.OGOND 

• l.OD + l.OT + l.OGOND 

dead load 
pre-teosion cables T= 

GOND= gondola loading, including the "suspend-effect" (see Paragraph 5.5.2) 

With usage of a spreadsheet the maximum and minimum stresses are calculated for the ahove memhers, under the 
ahove comhinations, see Appendix P. In the following tahle, the maximum varying stresses are presented for joint 1, for 
each memher. 

It can he ohserved that the maximum stress difference is computed for memher 1, with a maximum stress difference of 
6.68 MPa. 
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Step 3: Determination of SCFs 
Geometry Joint 1- Front Plane with modified ehord eross-seetion 

'0. 

-7\-

1.{) 
N 

Figure 126: Geometry Joint 1 - Front plane 

;;:: 

'0-P 
M_ipb 

Table 37· Geometrie Parameters Joint 1 -Front Plane with modified ehord eross-section 
Geometrie Parameter Deseription 

'!:=__!_= 12.5 =0.5 e = 53°: Brace ang1e 

T 25 g= 80 mm: Gap 

13 = ~ = 406.1 = 0.489 
t = 12.5 mm: Brace thickness 
T=25 mm: Chord thickness (modified) 

D 830 d=406.1 mm: Brace diameter 

=_Q_=~=16.6 D = 830 rnm: Chord diameter (modified) 

y 2T 2x25 
The following validity ranges are checked: 

0.2 ~ 13 = 0.489 ~ 1.0, 0.2 ~ T = 0.5 ~ 1.0, 8 ~ y = 16.6 ~ 32, 20° ~8=53° ~90°, 

Ç = g/D = 80/830 = 0.0964, -0.613 ~ ç ~ 1.0 ~ -0.6 x 0.489 = -0.37 ~ 0.0964 ~ 1.0 
s~e s~5Y 
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The following SCFs are detennined for the front plane: 

Load type 

Axial force 

ln-plane 
bending 
moment 

Out-of-plane 
bending 
moment 

where, 

Ta bie 38: SCF formulae for CHS K j,oints wit gap or overlap [81 
SCF fonnulae 
Chord saddle- location 3: 

2 ( 2)
0

•
5 

2 
T5 :=Tl + C1·(0.8·a- 6).,.~ · 1- ~ ·sin(2·9) 
T5 = 7.401 
Chord crown - location 1: 

T6 := /·
2

.,.[2.65 + 5·(~- 0.65)
2
] + "t·~·(C2·a- 1.2)·sin(9) 

T6 = 2.82 
Bracing saddle- location 4: 

0.52 0.1[ 1.1( \l ( )2.7-0.0l·a 
T3 := 1.3 + y·"t ·a · 0.187- 1.25·~ ~- 0.96)Jsin 9 
T3 = 5.601 
Bracing crown - location 2: 

T7 := 3 + yl.2 .(0.12 · exp(-4 · ~) + 0.011·~ 2 - 0.045) + ~., . (C3 · a- 1.2) 
T7 = 1.884 
Chord crown - 1ocation 1: 

Tg A 0.85 ( J-(0.68· (3)] . (
9

)0.7 
:= 1.451-'·"t ·y ·Slll 

T8 = 2.704 
Bracing crown - location 2: 

T9 0 6 
A oA [I.09-(0.77·Pn . (

9
)[(0.06·y)-I.I6J 

:= 1 + . 5'"'·' ·y ·sm 
T9 = 3.047 
Chord saddle - location 3: 

K6 := TlQ.[1 - 0.08-(~·y )0
·
5
.exp( -0.8-x)J 

K6= 5.204 
Bracing saddle- location 4: 

- 0.54 - 0.05 ( 4) 
K7 :=' ·y · 0.99- 0.47·~ + 0.08-~ ·Kt 
K7=4.4 

e = emax = emiD = 0.2947t 

A=A . =A =Ü 79 P 1-'mm t-'max ~ 

C = 0 for gap joints 
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Geometry Joint 1 -Top Plane 
In the following tigure and tab ie allaspects of Joint 1 -Top Plane are indicated . 

.0 

Jf~~N 
M_ipb 

\ I I 

-~~ 

Figure 127: Geometry Joint 1- Top plane 

a e : T bi 39 G . p eometnc arameters OJnt - op J. 1 T PI ane- B race 1 
Geometrie Parameter Deseription 

'C = _!._ = 12.5 = 0.5 e = 52°: Brace 1 angle 

T 25 g= 55 mm: Gap 

P=~= 219.1 =0.264 
t= 12.5 mm: Brace 1 thickness 
T=25 mm: Chord thickness 

D 830 d = 219.1 mm: Brace 1 diameter 

=_Q_=~=16.6 D= 830mm: Chord diameter 

y 2T 2x25 
The following validity ranges are checked: 

0.2:.:;; p = 0.264:.:;; 1.0, 0.2:.:;; 'C = 0.5:.:;; 1.0, 8:.:;; y = 16.6:.:;; 32, 2oo :.:;; e = 52° :.:;; 90°, 

Ç = g/D = 55/830 = 0.066, -o.6p :.:;; ç:.:;; 1.o ~ -0.6xO.i64 
= -0.12:.:;; 0.066:.:;; 1.0 

sine sin 52° 

a e : T bi 40 G . p eometnc arameters omt - op J. 1 T PI ane- B race 2 

Geometrie Parameter Deseription 

t 16 e = 90°: Brace 2 ang1e 
'C =- =- = 0.64 

T 25 g= 55 mm: Gap 

p = ~ = 406.1 = 0.489 
t = 16 mm: Brace 2 thickness 
T=25 mm: Chord thickness 

D 830 d = 406.1 mm: Brace 2 diameter 

=_Q_=~=16.6 D= 830mm: Chord diameter 

y 2T 2x25 
The following validity ranges are checked: 

0.2:.:;; p = 0.489:.:;; 1.0, 0.2:.:;; 'C = 0.64:.:;; 1.0, 8 :.:;; y = 16.6 :.:;; 32, 2oo :.:;; e = 90° :.:;; 90°, 

Ç = g/D = 55/830 = 0.066, -o.6p :.:;; ç:.:;; 1.0 ~ -o.6 x 0.489 = -0.2934:.:;; o.o66:.:;; 1.0 
sine sin 90° 
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The following SCFs are determined for the top plane-brace I: 

Load type 
Ax.ial force 

In-plane 
bending 
moment 

Out-of-plane 
bending 
moment 

Table 41: SCF formulae for CHS K joints wit gap or overlap [8] 
SCF formulae 
Chord saddle- location 5: 

2 ( 2)
0

•
5 

2 
T5 :=Tl+ Cl·(0.8·a- 6)·-r·~ · 1- ~ ·sin(2·9) 
T5=4.716 
Chord crown - location 9: 

T6 :=y
0
·
2
.,.[2.65+ 5·(~- 0.65)

2
] + -r·~·(C2·a- 1.2)·sin(e) 

T6 = 2.853 
Bracing saddle - location 7: 

0.52 0.1 [ 1.1( \l ( )2.7-0.0I·a 
T3 := 1.3+ y·-r ·a · 0.187- 1.25~ ~- 0.96)Jsin 9 
T3 = 4.416 
Bracing crown - location 11: 

T7 := 3 + /2.(0.12·exp(-4.~) + 0.011·~ 2 - 0.04~ + ~·-r-(CJa- 1.2) 
T7 = 2.769 
Chord crown- location 9: 

8 5
n. o.s5 I-(0.68·P) . (e)o.7 

T := 1.4 ~·-r ·y ·sm 
T8 = 1.802 
Bracing crown - location 11: 

0 65
n. o.4 t.09--(o.np) . (e)co.06·y)-1.16 

T9 := 1 + . ~·-r ·y ·Sm 

T9 = 2.633 
Chord saddle - location 5/6: 

KT3 := TlQ.[l - O.os.(~s·Y )0
·
5
·exP( -0.8·xAB_KT3)].[1 - O.os.(~cY )0

·
5
·exP( -0.8·xAC_KT3)] 

KT3 = 2.256 
where: 

(ç.sin(eA)) 
XAB KT3 := 1 + 

- ~c 

xAC KT3 := l + 
[( ç + ç + ~8)-sin( e A)] 

- ~A 

Bracing saddle -location 7/8: 

[PA J [Pc J 
KT4 :=Tto{t- o.o&(PA·y)0

"
5·exP(-o.&xAB_KT4)] Ps .[1- o.o&(PcY)0

·
5·exP(-O.s.x8 c_KT4)] Ps 

KT4 = 2.419 
where: 

Ç·sin( es) 
XAB KT 4 := 1 + -----=------'

~8 
Ç·sin(e 8) 

"BC KT4 := l + 
- ~A 
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The following SCFs are determined for the top plane-brace 2: 

Table 42: SCF formulae for CHS K joints wit gap or overlap [8] 
Load type SCF formulae Eq. 
Axial force Chord saddle - location 6: T5 

2 ( 2t5 
2 T5 :=Tl+ C1·(0.8·a- 6).,.~ · 1- ~ ·sin(2·9) 

T5 = 8.574 T6 

Chord crown -location 10: 

T6 :=y
0

·
2
.,.[2.65+ 5·(~- 0.65)

2
] + •·~·(C2·a- 1.2)·sin(e) 

T6 = 2.144 T3 

Bracing saddle- location 8: 

0.52 0.1 [ 1.1( ~] ( )2.7-0.0l·a 
T3:=1.3+y·• ·a ·0.187-1.25~ ~-0.96 ·sine 
T3 = 8.056 

In-plane Chord crown -location 10: 
bending 0.85 1-(0.68·~) ( )0.7 T8 
moment T8 := 1.45-Jh ·y ·sin e 

T8 = 2.566 

Out-of-plane Chord saddle: 
bending See Ta bie 41, formulae KT3 
moment Bracing saddle: 

See Table 41, formulae KT4 
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Step 5: Determination of total hot spot stress 
For the contribution of secondary bending moments, independent of the metbod of numerical idealization and 
independent ofthe location (crown, saddle and in-between) considered a minimum of 1.5: 

An additional factor on design life is included if appropriate, for instance, in case of critica! joints whose sole failure 

may induce a catastrophic failure of the structure. In EC3 [7], insteadof factors on life, partial safety factors y m have to 

be applied to the hot spot stress range. The partial safety factors are given in Table 43. 

-

jl_ ';') ~1)(,"(:'.\~~~ t~·t: ~ .-, f!f;i·:•]j1kni?~ -t-Ei,.,., .. ,J,.'"':O,::~-~ ,. . I \ 

.U~: .. ;t• ·-~ ""'-"-"!.;: .. : r-- _., ~..., ~--

l ~:f"tr;r~..:;· - - . - - - - - - --
Periodic inspeetion and maintenance. 

Ym = 1.00 Ym = 1.25 Accessible joint detail. 
Periodic inspeetion and maintenance. 

Ym = 1.15 Ym = 1.35 Poor accessibility. 
Table 43: Partial safety factors Ym according to Eurocode 3 [7] 

For all given locations the total hot spot stress is determined: 

z 

*: The maximum hot spots stress is Sr= 63.5 MPa (location 3, axialloading). 
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Step 6: Determination of Palgrem-Miner cumuialive damage factor 
The number of cycles to failure is determined with the following formulae for hollow sec ti on joints [ 4]: 

For 103 <Nr < 5 x 106 

log( ~crgeom) =I I 3 x [ 12.476 -log(Nr) J + 0.06 x log(Nr) x log(l6 I t) 

and, 

F or 5 x I 06 < N r < 108 

log( ~crgeom) = 115 x [ 16.327 -log(Nr) J + 0.402 x log(l6 I t) 

The number of cycles CNr) is determined with usage of the following: 
Lifetime structure: 
The rotating (or moving) velocity ofthe gondolas: 
So the travelling time takes about: 

Number of cycles I day = ( 24 x 60) I 27 = 

Numbers of days open: 

N f = 50 x 360 x 53.3 ""959400 cycles ~ 1.000.000 cycles 

50 years; 
0.25 rn/s; 
27 min; 

53.3 cyclesl day; 

360 dayslyear. 

With Nf= 1.000.000 cycles, only the first equation is applicable, which results in: 

_ 
1 0

[li3{I2.476-log(Nr )]+0.06xlog(Nr )xlog(l6/t)] 
~crgeom. -

~crgeom. = 122.7MPa 

Because the load spectrum consistsof on1y one variabie loading, the Pa1mgren-Miner ru1e is simplified: 

Dd =.Ei_= _s_, - = 63.5 = o.52 :s; l.O 
Ni ~crgeom 122.7 

The Palgrem-Miner rule results in an acceptab1e va1ue (<1.0), and therefore the fatigue resistant of joint 1 is sufficient. 
Above va lues are graphically shown in the following tigure where the red line indicates the maximum stress at 106 

cycles, and the blue line the maximum number of cycles at the calculated hot spot stress (is approximate1y 5 * 106 

cycles). 

n~ 
a. 
6 
Q) 
Ol 
c 
~ 
Ul 
Ul 

~ 
Ul 
{) 

·= Qî 
E 
0 
Q) 
(9 

t 

1000 

500 

122.7 
100 
63.5 I 

50 

10 

104 

"'r---------11 = 4 mm 

~-----jt = 8 mm 

~i::::=====t = 12.5 rm1 
-- t=16mm ....,_ __ --I!= 25 mm 

~ Number of cycles to failure Nf 

Figure 128: ~O"geom-Nrcurve for geometrical stress metbod hollow section joints [8] 
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K.S Joint 2 - Design 

Geometry 
The geometry of joint 2 is shown in Figure 129. Because of the method of installation (see Appendix G) requires a 
bolted conneetion between the different segments a flange conneetion is designed for joint 2. 

.Cl 

~!~l 
M_ipb 

The flange is 

Loads 

71 59 

.Cl 

~~I .. ~:>, 
M_ipb 

Figure 129: Joint 2 - Flange conneetion 

2 

M36 [10.9] 

Figure 130: Joint 2 - Detail flange conneetion 

The maximum loadings for Joint 2 are computed with ANSYS. In the following table, the maximum and minimum 
computed forces and moments are presented. 
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Design bolted flange conneetion 

According to [ 13 ] , the thickness of the flange plate tr can be determined as follows: 

Flange thickness: 

kl ~{:J 
r4 

k2 :=
r3 

k3 := 2 + kr( k2 + 1) - k2 

Formulae 

r3 ~ ( * )[k3 + J.-k
3
_2 __ -4--k-r I-+-(-k1--k~2)] 

2·NiSd'YMO 
t(= 

v fyp ·1t· f3 

tf= 33 .546 

Chosen flange-thickness 59rnrn > 34rnrn. 
Number of bolts: 

r _1 := ( :i) + e 1 + e2 

r _ 2 := ( :i) + e 1 

TU:= 6000( 

n :=[Nisd[I- (i)+ [ r31{~) JYMo]] 
Ftud 

n = 23.445 
Chosen: 24 bolts M30 I 0.9 

Condusion and recommendations 

Geometry: 
r1 := 53( 

r2 := 47( 

r3 := 402.~ 

r4 := 32( 

Cornrnentary 

NiSd := 4754701 

YMO := 1.1 

fyp := 35~ 

e1 := 61 

e2 := 6C 

di := 83( 

Bolts (24*M30 10.9): 
ftbd := 100( 

Abs := 561 

Ftud := 0.72-ftbd ·Abs 

5 
Ftud = 4.039 x 10 

In the given design formulae the number of bolts and plate thickness are derived from the capacity of the chord. 
Because in this approach the influence of moments (My and Mx) is not included an additional aoalysis should be 
performed to check the flange connection. 

M~ 
fT'\My 

-------·---+- -- --- -- ---

25 
,ft---83u-----t.f 

Pa Pa 

Figure 131: Principle of prying forces flange conneetion 

In Figure 131 the principle of prying forces is given for the flange connection. For example an additional calculation 
with usage ofthe "replacing T-joint-method14

" or an FE analysis should give the accurate bolt-forces. 

14 "Replacing T-joint method" is a method conform the Dutch regulation NEN6772 and EC3 to plastically calculate a bolted joint 
conneetion (e.g. column-beam connection). 
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K.6 Joint 3- Design 

Design 
The geometry of joint 3 is shown in Figure 129. Because ofthe methad ofinstallation (see Appendix G) 

62' 

·\7 

~\-:i M_ipb 

I 

839 -i. 839 
}:=:-------------- ~ 

tl 

u z 0 
10 

Figure 132: Geometry joint 3 

a e : T bi 45 G . p eometnc arameters omt - op J. 1 T PI ane- B race 1 
Geometrie Parameter Description 

't = _.!_ = 12.5 = 0.42 e = 52°: Brace 1 angle 
T 30 g= 289 mm: Gap 

~ = ~ = 406.4 = 0.44 
t= 12.5 mm: Brace 1 thickness 

D 914 T=30mm: Chord thickness 

=R.=~=15.23 
d =406.4 mm: Brace 1 diameter 

y 2T 2x30 
D=914mm: Chord diameter 

Analysis 
The joint is designed in accordance with [2] and [6], resulting in the following aspects: 

A minimum gap of 2" is applied between the two braces in both front plane and side plane for inspeetion and 
maintenance; 
If these geometrie parameters are compared with the geometrie parameter from joint I (with modified chord cross
section), it can observed that tnese 13-ratio and y-ratio are lower than calculated for joint I. The 13-ratio doesn 't have such 
a influence on the punching shear capacity as the y-ratio, and in this case the y-ratio is reduced from 16.6 to 15.3, so 
punching shear should not occur. Therefore no additional analysis is performed (in real life this analysis should be 
executed!). 
The fatigue resistance of this joint is comparable to the fatigue resistance of joint I, because of the geometrie similarity 
between both joints. 
The interaction between the flange conneetion to the cable conneetion and the chords and braces of the above joint 
should be further analysed with e.g. FEA. 
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L APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL MODELS TO DE TERMINE 

CONNECTION RESISTANCE 

a. Ring model 

In the ring model the chord is modeled as a two-dimensional ring with the diameter d0 and wal! thickness t0 of the 
chord, see figure 142, which shows the case of an X-joint. 

N N 

d, 

N 

Figure 133: Ring model 

To take account of the three-dimensionality of the actual contiguration the ring is assumed to have an tinite length Be in 
the longitudinal direction of the chord. The brace has an angle of B with the chord and is loaded axially by a force N. 
The stress distribution in the brace at the intersection with the chord is non-uniform around its circumfence and of the 
type also shown in tigure 14. The loading ofthe chord wil! be highest at the sides ofthe brace. Therefore the loading on 
the ring may be modeled as two lines near the brace faces over the fuH length B •. The two line loads are assumed to be 
at a elistance c1 d1 < d1 apart; based onjudgment c1 may be expected to be in the order of0.8 to 0.9. 

The situation shown in Figure 14 corresponds, with that of an X-joint. For this situation failure will occur when the 
chord wal! develops plastic binges at the locations ofthe line load and at its side points. 

N 
2 sine 

2 sine 

Figure 134: Quarter of two-dimensional ring 

Consiclering a quarter ofthe two-dimensional ring (see Figure 15) and using the notation shown in Figure 14 moment 
equilibrium ofthe ring section between rp = 0 and rp = 90° gives: 
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The plastic moment per unit length across the chord wall is: 

Resulting in a maximum brace load of: 

Where in the last step is the diameter ratio fJ = d/d0 has been introduced and Be has been expressed as cod0• 

The ring model may be expected to perform best for moderate ratios of brace to chord diameters (moderate values of 
the fJ-parameter) and not too thin chord wall thicknesses. 

b. Punching shear model 

The punching shear model is illustrated in Figure 16 fora Y-joint; the notation is again indicated on the figure. 

Figure 135: Punching sbear model for a CHS joint 

It is assumed that the brace load N2 pulls or pushes a coupon of material out of the chord wall; the case shown is for 
axial tension in the brace. Assuming a nicely uniform shear stress distribution in the chord wall the component of N2 

perpendicular is equal to: 

Where I is the length of the elliptical intersec ti on of the brace and the chord; I can be written as: 

I - d . 1 + sin e2 
- Jr 2 

2sinB2 

The lirniting shear strength is ry = ay I J3, so that: 

Traditionally, the punching shear model has been widely used as a basis for design guidance on tubular joints. However, 
it has been found that in general it does not describe joint strength very wel!. Only for rather thin walled chords and 
small ~-ratios the model is a reasanabie representation. For larger values of ~ load transfer to the chord is more 
achieved by hoop stresses than by shear stresses in the chord wal!. 
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M APPENDIX: JOINT DETAILLING IN ACCORDANCE WITH 

ISO 13819-2 

The following figures for in-plane detailing and out-of-plane detailing (in accordance with International Standard ISO 
13819-2, Petroleum and natura! gas industries-Offshore structures- Part 2: Fixed steel structures). 

SEE SEC.D.4 

In-plane joint detailing 
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N APPENDIX: WELD DETAILS TUBULAR CONNECTIONS 

a. General 

The interaction between two or more tubular memhers forms a conneetion with stress concentratien factors, see 
appendix K. Proper fabrication is essential; in particular, weids should achieve as full a joint penetratien as is 
practicable, and the extemal weid profile should be merged smoothly with the base material on the either side [5]. 

b. Joint details 

In accordance with the API RP 2A-WSD [5] the joint details should be welded. Any member framing into or 
overlapping onto any other member should be beveled for a complete joint penetratien groove weid. Where member 
size or contiguration allows access from one side only, edge penetratien and welding should be as shown in Figure 136. 

..._.,........._ ............... 
..,......~ 

"".,. ............... .., .................. ....................... 
"*talnl ................... 

0-Nvla 
'b" 

• ... ..,. .. .... Uit ..... tat 
u..• Uit 
0..,.. ......... 

... ...... ........ _,..,._,.Ml .... U'I t . ........ 

Flgure 136: Welded Tubular Connections- Shielded Metal Are Welding 

Bevels should be feather edged without a root face, and the root opening should be as detailed. Toleranee on bevels 
angels should be +5°. Grooves which are too tight after fit-up may be opened up by are gouging to the above 
dimensions. 
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0 APPENDIX: MEMBER VERIFICATION SECTION V 

In the foliowin 

Chapter: 3 STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

Paragraph: 3.2 ALLOWABLE STRESSES FOR CYLINDRICAL MEMBERS 

3.2.1 AXIAL TENSION 

Yield strenght 

E: Young's Modulus of elasücity: 

F,: Allowable tensije stress, using formulae 3.2.1-1: 

3.2.2. AXIAL GOMPRESSION 

3.2.2.a COLUMN BUGKLING 

F, = 0.6x F,. 

F,: Allowable axiale compressive stress, using formulae 3.2.2-1: 

[I- (KI/r)' ]F 
2C' ' 

F = ' forKI/r<C 
' 3(KI/r) (KI/r)' ' 

5/3+------
sc, SC~ 

12rr2 E 
F = , for KI Ir ;:>: C 
' 23(KI/r) ' 

3.2.3 BENDING 

Fb: Allowable bending stress, using formulae 3.2.3-1: 

0 10.340 
a: F,=0.75xF, for-s---

t F, 
here. smaller than: 

b: F = [o.s4 -1.74 F,D] for 10.340 < Q 5 20.680 
' Et F, t F, 

[ F DJ 20 680 0 c: F, = 0.72-0.58-'- F, for -·-<-5300 
. Et F, t 

3.2.4SHEAR 

3.2.4.a BEAM SHEAR 

The maximum beam shear stress lor cylindrical membars is: 

f =_y_ 
' 0.5A 

The aJiowable beam shear stress should ba determined trom: 

F, =0.4F, 

3.2.4.b TORSIONAL SHEAR 

here: 

here: 

here: 

The maximum torsional shear stress lor cylindrical membars caused by torsion is: 

f = M, (012) 
" -1-'-'-=-1 --'-

p y/7. 

The allowable torsional shear stress should be determined trom: 

F., = 0.4 F,. 

3.3 COMBINED STRESSES FOR CYLINDRYCAL MEMBERS 

3.3.1 COMBINED AXIAL GOMPRESSION AND BENDING 
3.3.1.a CYLINDRICAL MEMBERS 

here: 

rinted. 

213 MPa 

264.69 MPa 

29.13 

29.13 

58.25 

142 MPa 

142 MPa 

Cylindricel membars subjeeled to combined compression and nexure should ba proportioned lo saüsfy: 

f rrz;rz 
-'- + _v_'''''-.,. '-""-· 
F, F, 
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P APPENDIX: SPREADSHEET VARYING STRESSES JOINT 1 

In the following page the spreadsheet is printed for the varying stresses in joint 1. 

I VARVING 

1-CHS 914'JO 

1-CHS914"30 

12-CHS 406_C"t2_5 

••u~~••olu• 

13-CHS 914•16 

""'"JOINT 1 
COMB ELEM ~ORCES [N ~~0 N~ 

MX_TORS srz sFY 

C7 ... 2937li0 438 ....., -~~ 1: _;= ... ·315310 807 10869 
450 -315ot70 708 18728 -579 -109 1391 
451 -315380 715 18722 637 11 5 -1391 

452 -315200 038 1ooe1 706 -37 """' 
453 294110 471 -0001 1055 120 """ 

C8 ... -250990 -1906 -1421 8972 ... 2 .... 1 .... -371930 -.4269 13778 3459 -772 -44851 

450 -872110 -3630 22503 3117 
"" 4112< 

451 -8721130 -3S33 22SOO -3083 -12011 _.",. 

452 -!71990 -.4259 13777 = .:.: 453 ~_lu;Q_ -1005 1415 

COMB ELEM ~ORCE8 [N ~~D N~ MX TORS SFZ SFY 

C7 ... 225140 -324 018 
865 -24268 -308 184 
866 233520 1 53 $48 
867 -:ne.o 2J7 125 
868 -24279 -308 105 
889 225050 .::J27 818 
870 -23898 'ZJ7 12J 

871 233810 151 548 
C9 864 2'12510 279 442 

965 -64207 ·23 100 
866 188140 60ol 808 
867 -66285 370 287 
868 -64024 ·21 100 
869 212300 'ZT7 442 :; 1= :~ _: 

COMB ELEM ~ORCU [N ~~0 N~ 

C7 ~:~ = 1:; 1= 

513 -oos310 .. " 10.S 
514 -<i35010 1682 1423 

559 -078800 -347 15483 ..., -610120 1932 2147 
561 -610340 1945 2113 

562 -077750 -327 15531 
C8 511 -951390 -2108 111380 

512 ... 1230 -«52 5123 
513 ... 1200 -4449 5133 
514 -.951210 -2106 18375 
559 -749140 -"'742 15661 
560 """""' -2452 2188 

''" -680980 -2448 2185 

562 -749260 -<739 15668 

~ -1: 1: 

-<9 1292 190 

... -380 """ 
-157 _,.. -1828 :; 1: _,-~ 

51 -1296 

289 -1041 
-2o&2 IOJ 
128 4.94 

MX_TORS SfZ SFY 

-1059 -4715 52221 
1925 -467Q -60536 

- 1iW1 ~7 50527 
1053 4723 -6217f 

36 4474 ~580 

-22•3 -4392 -63168 

2228 4394 53182 
-42 _...._....,. 
893 -1687 43562 

4344 1743 -<21193 

-<320 _".., 42887 

-674 , ... -43573 

4573 2399 31438 
-2500 -2418 -29188 

~ _;: :,:.:,: 

GEOM. 

"""'! 1tr...,1 

Fll= 
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''"' ,, .. _, 

854.1 

381. 
381. 
381 
381 
381 
381. 

'33' 

... 
1545e 
15460 
154 .. 

15461 
15460 
154 .. 

15460 

_183<_<0 
_l83_L<O 
783E<O 

LEM 

., ..... 
.078!'-oE 
. 78E<OE _., .. .,. 

78Eo()< 

70Eo011 

· 11 

-L"'1 

M:AX 

[MI 

10.1 
-<.28 
-4.14 

13.7'1 
-4.: 
10.88 

-0. 

,,.:IPB 

[Np 

-9Jll 
0. 
0. 
041 

-000 

lo:OPB 

[MP' 

0,07 
0.30 
019 
0.55 

-003 
00: 

-0.0: 

-'"'""-' [Np• 

0.05 
-0.01 
0 .13 

-005 
-0.00 

)07 
)6(] 

'"" ,., 
I 07 
)6(] 

'"''"-[Npo 

ocx 
0 
002 

o_" 
-0 
O.CX 
-019 
-0.02 

0.• 

0 
O.SC 
0 
0. 

-0 
-019 
-O.SC 

>o:TORS 

[Npa 

-0. 
_0.0 

-0 
0.0< 

-0. 

0' 
-0. 
J2i 

-005 

• o:AX o o:IPB ó a:OPB ,\ o;SH_ ,, or,SH_ ,, o;TORS 

lEM [No [Np [Npa] [Npa] [Mpa] [Npa 

""' 

OPB 

I 
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~·u~~•~ooun COMB 
ELEM ~ORCES (N ~~0 N~ MX_ TORS 

SFZ SfY - ''"' 4.CHSol06.4'18 C7 .. «915 "'"' 209 
-3<7 ,.., 

~ rn 72850 591 .. a 36S6 .. 4A918 "'"' -215 3SO 1982 : 160 44712 ... 223 "'' """"' 161 71300 719 4 a -3563 
162 44710 946 ·21S ..,." ·2D61 

~ .r• ~ C8 96 ..... ..... -21 9 .... ·3644 
97 101150 .. ,. I ·I 783 .. 9 .... -465 220 55S .,... 

.;~ 160 1CXl130 ..,. -135 256 J:24S 
181 \06960 208 ·I ·I -284 
162 \00130 -<136 135 -257 3245 "'' 

: : : 

_QJ11 .<è<!" 
0.01 

COMB ELEM ~ORCES (N ~~0 NM~ 
MX_TORS 

GEOM. SPECS AX. •••• (OPB SH_X lH_ ORI. 
IFZ SfY 

~ = '1~1 I (<M>2j (Wyl% fax .... 1- ",, .. ~ 
1XHS218."12.5 C7 \003 -73446 8\ 1026 ... ., ... 

:~ 
194 ., . ..... -<>! ..... 0 .\6 .... -<1. 0.31 

1004 -71045 \4 1130 \\4 1511 -- 194' 1113 ,_ .... ..,. .. , 004 .... a. 0.40 o.: 
\005 -82891 -3 553 251 -1158 ::;:; \94. 8\\3 ...... ..,. -<1.0 \ 1.40 -<1.21 -<1.35 0.00 
1006 -8ZU74 T1 ... ·250 1170 , .. 8\\3 , .... .", 0 1.48 0.21 .0.33 -<1.03 
\007 -83333 78 ... 250 -1173 \35\ 194. 3 ..... ..,. ' 781 o: 1.47 -<1. 0.03 
\008 -82031 ·2 55S ·256 1158 1410 

~ 
, ... 3 ....... ·1 lOl 1.4C a. .., .. 

\009 -71363 IS 1130 ·11<4 · 1514 -1823 , ... 3.!1611E.", -811C 004 .... -<1. -<1.29 
1010 -73120 .. 1027 .. \S4S _,,., , .. 31168E<O< -e.O\ 0.\0 !.SO 0 .,. 025 

S.CHS 219.1"12.5 C8 1003 -71084 -168 1184 ·381 ·2002 \\48 , .. 3668E"" .. , ... ., !.94 "'·'' -<1.91 
1004 ... 210 -207 tm 288 2182 T19 

1005 -89387 ·230 ... 28 -1721! :: \008 -69119 ·131 278 .. , 1715 

1007 ... , .. ·131 280 BO -1715 :; \008 ...,... ·230 ... ·28 1728 

\008 -85251 -207 005 ·288 -21 62 ;~~ \OIO -710\8 .,.. 1182 
"' ' 2001 

: 

----
;-----, 
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Q APPENDIX: ANSYS INPUT-FILE GIANT MOTION TRACK 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! !!!!!!! !! !!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!'!! !!!INPUT-BESTAND GIANT MOTION TRACK!!!II!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!! 
FINISH 
/CLEAR 
!/DELETE,'C:\OUTPUT ANSYS\LENGTES'.ANS 
!/DELETE,'C:\OUTPUT ANSYS\N- A- S',ANS 

!verwijderen van ouqJUt-bestand 
!verwijderen van output-bestand 

/prep7 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!VARIABELEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
W FRAME 1~34000 !windbelasting per travee op frame 
W =GONDEL_pERP _1=9042 !windbelasting op gondel, perpendicular 
W _GONDEL_pARA_I~I3432 !windbelasting op gondel, parallel 
ZW AAR TE_ 1=9.81 !zwaartekracht (m/sA2] 

DIAMETER_ KABEL~. I 0 
E_KABEL~0.7Ell 

RHO _ KABE~7850 
POISSON _ KABEL~0.3 

E_STAAL=2.1EII 
RHO_STAAL=7850 
POISSON_STAAL~.3 

VERDEUNG=l 
VERDELING_ KABELS= I 

!diameter kabels [m] 
!E-modules kabels [N/~2] 
!dichtheid kabel [kg/mA3] 
!Poisson's ratio kabel. 

!E-modules staal [N/mA2] 
!dichtheid staal [kg/Irr'3] 
!Poisson's ratio staal 
!Mesh verdeling lijnen 
!Mesh verdeling kabels 

!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!U!!!!!!!!!!!!!SCALAR PARAMETERS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

A_ KABEL=o{I /4)*3. 141592654*(DJAMETER_KABEL *DIAMETER_ KABEL) 
•ask, VOORSPANKRACHT_CI ,Voorspankracht kabel Cl in [kN],I500 
REK=o((VOORSPANKRACHT CI*IOOOY(E KABEL*A KABEL)) 
*ask,MASSA _I,'Massa halve gÖndel, Vo1=60ÎOkg, Lee~S000kg'.6020 
•ask,PHI_ G,'Belastingfactor dead loading', l 
•ask,PHI_ W _pERP,'Belastingfactor wind perpendicular',O 
•ask.PHI_ W _p ARA,'Bclastingfactor wind parallei',O 
•ask,SUSPEND,'Belastingfactor suspend-elTeet gondolas',l 
•ask,TEMPERATUUR, 'Temperatuur belasting (delta T)',O 

MASSA=MASSA !•PHJ G 
ZW AARTE~ZW ÄÄRTE -I•PHI G 
W FRAME PER~W FRAME-I*PHI W PERP 
W-FRAME-PARA~W- FRAMË I*PHÏ W- PARA 
W-GONDEL PERP=W GONDËL PERP Ï•PHI W PERP 
w =GONDEL=PARA=W~ GONDEL_PARÄ_I*PHÏ_ w _PARA 

REK_Cl=l*REK 
REK_C2~.935•REK 

REK_C3=0.861*REK 
REK_C4=0.779*REK 
REK_C5=0.692*REK 
REK_C6=0.599*REK 
REK C7=0.503*REK 
REK=C8~.406*REK 

! rekenwaarde massa's (gondels) 
! rekenwaardedeadweight constructie 
! rekenwaarde wind frame perpendicular 
! rekenwaarde wind frame parallel 
! rekenwaarde gondel perpendicular 
! rekenwaarde gondel parallel 

! uitgangsrek 
!reductie uitgangsrek met ratio lengtes C2/C I 
!reductie uitgangsrek met ratio lengtes C3/C I 
!reductie uitgangsrek met ratio lengtes C4/C I 
!reductie uitgangsrek met ratio lengtes C5/C I 
!reductie uitgangsrek met ratio lengtes C6/C I 
!reductie uitgangsrek met ratio lengtes C7/C I 
!reductie uitgangsrek met ratio lengtes C8/C I 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KEYPOINTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

CLOCAL,Il,I,O,O,O 
g~ -5 
*do,i,0,63 
g~g + 6 

k,g.50.487 ,-90+ 360/64 •i,O 
k,g+ 1,56.550,-90+ 360/64 •i,3.500 
k,g+ 2,56.550,-90+ 360/64 •i,O 
k,g+ 3,56.550,-90+ 360/64•i,-3.500 
k,g+4,59.150,-90+ 360/64•i,2.500 
k,g+5,59.150,-90+360/64•i,-2 .500 
•enddo 

LOCAL,l2,CART,.,.0,-90,0,. 

1<,373,-9.817.0,-49.354 
k,374,-II.000,-3.500,-55.300 
k,375,-li.000,0,-55.300 
k,376,-11.000,3.500,-55.300 
k,377,-11.507,-2.500,-57.850 
k,378,-l 1.507,2.500,-57.850 

k,379,-4.847,0,-49.354 
k,3 80,-5.442,-3 .500,-55.250 
k,381 ,-5.442,0,-55.250 
k,3 82,-5.442,3.500,-55 .250 
1<,383,-5.697 ,-2.500,-57. 850 
k,384,-5.697 ,2.500,-57.850 

'naar polair assenstelsel om travees te modeleren 

!bepalen hoek 

!positie van knoopen lo. v. beginpunt 

!cartesisch assenstelsel (met z _positief naar boven) 

!maken van rechte onderstuk 
! Ie travee van links 

!2e travee van links 
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k, I ,0,0,-49.354 
k,2,0,-3.500,-5 5.234 
k,3,0,0,-55.234 
k,4,0,3.500,-55.234 
k,5,0,-2.500,-57.850 
k,6,0,2.500,-57.850 

k,7,4.847,0,-49.354 
k,8,5. 44 2,-3. 500,-55 .250 
k,9,5.442,0,-55.250 
k, I 0,5.442,3.500,-55.250 
k,ll,5.697,-2.500,-57.850 
k, 12,5.697 ,2 .500,-57. 850 

k, 13,9.817,0,-49.354 
k,l4,11.000,-3.500,-55.300 
k,15,11.000,0,-55 .300 
k,l6,11.000,3.500,-55.300 
k,\7, 11.507,-2.500.-57.850 
k,18,11.507,2.500,-57.850 

g= -5 
*do,i,0,63 
g=g+6 
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!3e travee van links 

!4e travee van links 

!5e travee van links 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!LfNES!!!!!!!!!! !!!! !!!!!!!!!!! !! !!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!! 

l,g,g+l 
l,g+l,g+2 
l,g+2,g+3 
l,g+3,g 
•enddo 

g= -5 
*do,i,0,63 
g=g+6 

l,g+l,g+4 
l,g+4,g+2 
l,g+4,g+5 
l,g+2,g+5 
~g+5,g+3 
•enddo 

*do,i,l,62*6+1,6 
l,i,i+6 
•enddo 
l,g,l 

*do,i,2,62*6+2,6 
l,i,i+6 
•end do 
l,g+l,2 

*do,i,4,62 *6+4,6 
l,i,i+6 
*enddo 
l,g+3,4 

*do,i,5,62*6+5,6 
l,i,i+6 
*enddo 
l,g+4,5 

*do,i,6,62*6+6,6 
l,i,i+6 
•enddo 
l,g+5,6 

*do,i, l ,61*6+1 ,12 
l,i, i+7 
l,i+7,i+ l2 
l,i,i+9 
l,i+9,i+l2 
*enddo 
l,g-6,g+ l 
l,g+ l,l 
l,g-6,g+3 
l,g+3,1 

1,38,43 
1,40,43 

~43,50 

1,43,52 

1,50,55 
I 52.55 

!lijnen van driehoeken 

!lijnen van afstandframe 

!lijn van binnenste buis 

! laatste travee vullen 

! lijn van hoofdbuizen I 

! laatste travee vullen 

!lijn van hoofdbuizen 2 

! laatste travee vullen 

!lijn van afstandvakwerk langsbuizen I 

!laatste travee vullen 

!lijn van afstandvakwerk langsbuizen 2 

!laatste travee vullen 

!lijn van diagonalen zijvlak hoofdriehoek I 

!laatste travee vullen 

'invullen extra diagonalen zijvlak hoofdriekhoek links 
!Ie extra diag 

!2e extra diag 

!3e extra diag 
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1,55,62 
1,55,64 

1,62,67 
1,64,67 

1,67 ,74 
1,67,76 

1,74 ,79 
1,76,79 

1,350,343 
1,352,343 

1,342,338 
1,343,340 

1,338,331 
1,340,331 

1,331,326 
1,331,328 

1,326,319 
1,328,319 

1,319,314 
1,319,316 

1,314,307 
1,316,307 

*do,i,l,62*6+ 1,6 
l,i+l,i+9 
l,i+3,i+7 
•enddo 
l,g+l,4 
l,g+3 ,2 

*do,i, l ,61*6+ 1,12 
l,i+4,i+7 
l,i+7,i+l6 
l, i+5,i+9 
l,i+9,i+l7 
•end do 
l,g-2,g+l 
l,g+l,5 
l,g-l ,g+3 
l,g+3,6 

1,47,50 
1,48,52 

1,50,59 
1,52,60 

1,59,62 
1,60,64 

1,62,71 
1,64,72 

1,72,76 
1,71,74 

1,74,83 
1,76,84 

1,83,86 
1,84,88 

1,347,338 
1,348,340 

1,335,338 
1,336,340 

1,335,326 
1,336,328 

1,335,326 
1,336,328 

1,326,323 
1,328,324 
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!4c extra diag 

!5e extra diag 

16e extra diag 

!7e extra diag 

!invullen extra diagonalen zijvlak hoofdriekhoek rechts 
! Ie extra diag 

12e extra diag 

!3e extra diag 

!4e extra diag 

!5e extra diag 

!6e extra diag 

!7e extra diag 

!lijn van diagonalen rug hoofdriehoek I 

!laatste travee vullen 

!lijn van diagonalen zijvlak afstandframe 

!en laatste travee invullen 

!invullen extra diagonalen zijvlak afstandframe links 
! Ie extra diag 

!2e extra diag 

!3e extra diag 

!4e extra diag 

! 5e extra diag 

!6e extra diag 

!7e extra diag 

!invullen extra diagonalen zijvlak afstandframe rechts 
! Ie extra diag 

!2e extra diag 

!3e extra diag 

!4e extra diag 

!5e extra diag 
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I,J2J,JI4 
I,J24,JI6 

1,314,311 
l,Jl6,Jl2 

•do,i, 1,62 •6+ 1,6 
l,i+4,i+ll 
l,i+S,i+lO 
•enddo 
l,g+4,6 
l,g+S,S 

W. ten Napel 

!6e extra diag 

!7e extra diag 

'lijn van diagonalen rug afstandframe 1 

!laatste travee vullen 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KABELS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

k,800 1 ,-24.000, 1S.080,-J8.400 
k,8002,-24.000,-1S.080,-J 8.400 
k,800J,24.000,1S.080,-J8.400 
k,8004,24.000,-1S.080,-J8.400 

l, lS7-(0•l2),800J 
I, IS7 -(0•12),8004 
I,IS7-(1*12),800J 
I, IS7-(1•12),8004 
I, IS7 -(2 •12),800J 
I,IS7-(2*12),8004 
I, IS7-(J*l2),800J 
I,IS7-(J•I2),8004 
1,1S7-(4*12),800J 
1,1S7-(4*12),8004 
I, IS7-(S•I2),800J 
I,IS7-(S•I2),8004 
I,IS7-(6*12),800J 
I, IS7-{6*12),8004 
I, IS7-(7*12),800J 
I, IS7-(7*12),8004 

1,229+(0•12),8001 
1,229+(0*12),8002 
1,229+( 1*12),8001 
1,229+( I *12),8002 
1,229+(2 *12),800 I 
1,229+(2 •!2),8002 
1,229+(J*I2),8001 
1,229+(J•I2),8002 
1,229+(4*12),8001 
1,229+( 4 • I 2),8002 
1,229+(S* I 2),8001 
1,229+(S *12),8002 
1,229+(6*12),8001 
1,229+(6*12),8002 
1,229+(7*12),800 I 
1,229+(7•12),8002 

!steunpunten kabels (alle beginnend met 8* .. ) 

!bepalen lijnen (de kabels rechterkant) 
!bovenste kabel = 1 e kabel 

!2e kabel 

!Je kabel 

!4e kabel 

!Se kabel 

!6e kabel 

!7e kabel 

!8e kabel 

!bepalen lijnen (de kabels linkerkant) 
!bovenste kabel 

!2e kabel 

!Je kabel 

!4e kabel 

!Se kabel 

!6e kabel 

!7e kabel 

!Se kabel 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!FUNDATIEBUIZEN!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

k,900 I ,-26.Jl9,8.221 ,-S2.6SO 
k,9002,-2S.138,6.442,-4J.400 
k,900J,- 1S.681 ,8.221,-S2.6SO 
k,9004,-16. 862,6.442,-4J.400 
k, 900S,-2S.IJ8,-6.442,-4J.400 
k,9006,-26.Jl9,-8.221 ,-S2.6SO 
k,9007,-16.862,-6.442,-4J.400 
k,9008,-1S.681 ,-8.221 ,-S2.6SO 
k,9009, 1S.681 ,8.221 ,-S2.6SO 
k,9010, 16.861 ,6.442,-4J.400 
k,90ll ,26.Jl9,8.221 ,-S2.6SO 
k,90 12,2S.IJ8,6.442,-4J.400 
k,90 IJ, 16.861 ,-6.442,-4J.400 
k,90 14, IS.681 ,-8.221 ,-S2.6SO 
k,901S,2S. lJ8,-6.442,-4J.400 
k,9016,26.Jl8,-8.221 ,-S2.6SO 

1,9001,3S8 
1,900l ,J61 
1,900l ,J64 

1,9002,JS8 
1,9002,J61 

1,900J,J61 
1,900J,J64 
1,900J,J67 
1,900J,J7J 
1,900J,376 

1,9004 JSS 

!steunpunten frame (alle beginnend met 9***) 

!fundatiebuizen, links, fundatiebuis 1 
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1,9004,361 
1.9004,367 
1,9004,373 

1,9005,356 
1,9005,361 

1,9006,356 
1,9006,361 
1,9006,362 

1,9007,355 
1,9007,361 
1,9007,367 
1,9007,373 

1,9008,361 
1,9008,362 
1,9008,367 
1,9008,373 
1,9008,374 

1.9001,352 
1,9001,346 

1,9002,352 
1,9002,346 
1,9002,349 
1,9002,343 

1,9005,350 
1.9005,344 
1,9005.349 
1,9005,343 

1,9006,350 
1,9006,344 

1,9009,13 
1,9009,16 
1,9009,19 
1,9009,25 
1,9009,28 

1,9010,13 
1,9010,19 
1,9010,25 
1,9010,31 

1,9011,25 
1,9011,28 
1,9011,34 

1,9012,34 
1,9012,25 

1,9013,13 
1,9013,19 
1,9013,25 
1,9013,31 

1,9014,14 
1,9014,13 
1,9014,19 
1,9014,25 
1,9014,26 

1,9015,25 
1,9015,32 

1,9016,26 
1,9016,25 
1,9016,32 

1,9011 ,40 
1,9011,46 

1,9012,37 
1.9012,43 
1.9012,46 
1.9012,40 

1,9015,37 
1,9015,43 
1,9015.38 
1,9015,44 

1,9016.38 
1,9016,44 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University ofTechnologv 

!fundatiebuizen. links, fundatiebuis 2 

! fundatiebuizen. rechts, fundatiebuis I 

!fundatiebuizen. rechts, fundatiebuis 2 
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!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!EXPORTEREN LIJN-LENGTES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

!/OUTPUT,'C:IOUTPUT ANSYSILENGTES',ANS"APPEND, 
'LLIST,ALL," 
!/OUTPUT 
'LSEL,NONE 

!uitvoer van de kabellengtes naar extern bestand 
!alle resultaten 
!uitvoeren 
!geen lijnen selecteren 

!1! 11 !1!!! 1!!!!!! !! !!! !!!! 1!! !!!!!!!ELEMENTEN EN REAL CONSTANTS!!! '!' !!! '!!! !'!!! !!! !!!!!!!!! !! ! !!!! 

ET,I,BEAMI88 

ET,2,LINKIO 
KEYOPT,2,2 ,1 
KEYOPT,2,3 ,0 
R,2,A_KABEL,REK_Cl 

ET,J ,MASS21", 
R,J,MASSA 
KEYOPT,3,3,2 

R,4,A KABEL,REK C2 
R,5,A-KABEL, REK-CJ 
R,6,A-KABEL, REK-C4 
R,7,A=KABEL,REK=C5 
R,8,A KABEL,REK C6 
R.9.A-KABEL,REK -C7 
R, IO,A_KABEL,REK_C8 

TYPE,J 
REAL,J 

!alle doorsneden, behalve de kabels 

!de kabels type C I 
!small stiffness assib'Iled to slack cable for longitudinal motion 
!tension-only (cab ie) option 
!oppervlakte kable, voorspanning kabel type Cl 

!massa's van de gondels (per massapunt =helft volle gondel) 

!3-D massa zonder rotaria inertia 

!voorspanning kabels type C2 
!voorspanning kabels type CJ 
!voorspanning kabels type C4 
!voorspanning kabels type C5 
!voorspanning kabels type C6 
!voorspanning kabels type C7 
!voorspanning kabels type C8 

!!!!!!! !!!!!!!! 1!!!!!! 1!1!! 1!!!!!!!!!! 1!MESHEN MASSAPUNTEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!'!!'! 

KSEL,S",5,377, 12,0 
KATT,,3 ,3,", 
KMESH,5 ,377,12 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S," 5+ I ,3 77+ I, 12,0 

KATT"3,3"" 
KMESH,5+1,377+ 1,12 
KSEL,NONE 

TYPE,2 
REAL,2 

~"voorste massapW1ten" 

!"achterste massapunten" 

!type 2 actief 
!real constant 2 actief 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SECTIONSBEAMI88!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

!SECTYPE,I,BEAM,CIUBE 
!SECDATA,O.I2925,0.14925,8 

!SECTYPE,2,BEAM,CIUBE 
!SECDATA,0.180,0.200,8 
!SECPLOT,2 

SECTYPE,J,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,0.09705,0.10955,8 

SECTYPE,4,BEAM,CIUBE 
SECDATA,O.l4775,0.16195,8 

SECTYPE,5,BEAM,CIUBE 
SECDATA,O.l0155,0.10955,8 

SECTYPE,6,BEAM,CIUBE 
SECDATA,0.09355,0.l 0955,8 

SECTYPE, 7 ,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,0.44l ,0.457,8 

SECTYPE,8,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,O. l872,0.2032 ,8 

SECTYPE,9,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDAT A,O.l872,0.2032,8 

SECTYPE, I O,.BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,0.1907,0.2032,8 

SECTYPE,II ,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,0.427,0.457,8 

!SECTYPE, 12,BEAM,CTUBE 
!SECDATA,0.437,0.457,8 

!SECTYPE, IJ ,BEAM,CSOLID 
!SECDATA,0.02475 ,8, I 

!SECTYPE,14,BEAM,CTUBE 
!SECDATA,0,0,8 

! glijbuizen Doppelmayr (niet gebruikt) 
!ri,ro,N 

! koppelkoker Doppelrnayr (niet gebruikt) 

! afstandwerk 

!afstandvakw langsbuis 

!rug diag afstandvakw 

!zij diag afstandvakw 

! hoofdbuizen 

!driehoeken 

!rug diag driehoek 

!zij diag driehoek 

!binnenste hoofdbuis 

!fundatie hoofdbuis (niet gebruikt) 

!kabels (niet gebruikt) 
!r,n,t Opmerking: de helft vd opp wordt ingevoerd 

!niet gebruikt 
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SECTYPE, 15,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,0.417,0.457.8 

SECTYPE, 16,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDA TA,O.l782,0.2032,8 

SECTYPE,l7,BEAM.CTUBE 
SECDATA,O.l632,0.2032,8 

SECTYPE, 18,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDAT A,O.l3195,0.16195,8 

SECTYPE, 19,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDA TA,O.lll5,0.1365,8 

SECTYPE,20,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,O.l832,0.2032,8 

SECTYPE.2l.BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDATA,0.09705,0.10955.8 

SECTYPE,22,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDAT A,0.2555,0.3555,8 

SECTYPE,23,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDAT A,0.427,0.457,8 

SECTYPE,24,BEAM,CTUBE 
SECDAT A.0.432,0.457 ,8 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University ofTechnologv 

'binnenste hoofdbonderin 

!zijdiag driehoek onderin 

lafst va kw langsbuis onderin 

!zijdiag afst vakw onderin 

!afstand vakwerk onderin 

!rug diag driehoek onder 

!rug diag afstandvakw onderin 

!hoofdbirmenbuis midden 

! fundatiehoofdbuis zwaar 

! hoofdbuis onderin 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MATERJALPROPERTIES!!!!!!!!! 1!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

MP,EX, l ,E_STAAL 
MP,PRXY,l ,POlSSON_STAAL 
MP,DENS,l,RHO_STAAL 

MPTEMP",."" 
MPTEMP,l ,O 
MP,ALPX,l,l2E-6 

MP,EX,2,E KABEL 
MP,PRXY,2,POISSON _KABEL 
MP,DENS,2,RHO _KABEL 
MP ,ALPX,2, 12E-6 

! material property#l; Young's modulus: N/m2 
!poisson's ralio 
!dichtheid (kglm3] 
! 
!referentie temperatuur l 
!lineaire uitzettingscoeflicient 1 

! material property#2 (Kabels); Young's modulus: N/m2 
!poisson's ratio 
!density (van de kabels op nul gezet-> geen trillingen) 
!lineaire uitzettingscoefficient 2 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!TOEKENNEN BUIZEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

! LSEL,S", 1 ,256, 1 ,0 

!LATI, l"I""8 
!LESIZE,ALL,.,VERDELING" 
!LMESH,ALL 
!LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,,.2,256,4 ,0 

LATI,l"l""8 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,"3,256,4,0 
LATI,I " l""8 
LESIZE,ALL,,. VERDELING., 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,.,257,271 , 1,0 
LATI,l ., l., .,3 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING., 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",567,576,1,0 

LATI,l"l""3 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE. 
LSEL,S",312.526, 1,0 
LATI,l"l " "3 
LESIZE,ALL,., VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,"639,640, 1 ,0 
LATI,l .. l ,."ll 
LESlZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL.NONE, 
LSEL,S,.,577,578, 1,0 
LATI, l"l ,." ll 

!8_driehoeken 

!8_driehoeken gereduceerd 

'3_afstandvakwerk 

! I 1_ binnenste hoofdbuis 
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LESIZE,ALL,., VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL.S",595,622,!,0 
LATT, l " l"" ll 
LESIZE,ALL" ,VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",699, 704,1,0 
LATT, l " l"" 7 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",763,768,1 ,0 
LATT,l"l""7 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",641 ,646, I ,0 
LATT,I"I""7 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",705,71 0, I ,0 

LATT,I"I""7 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH.ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",649,696, I ,0 
LATT, l" l"" 7 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S" , 713,760, I ,0 
LATT, I" I""7 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",272,311 ,I ,0 
LATT,l"l""l9 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",527,566, 1,0 
LATT,I"I,",I9 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",585,590, I ,0 
LATT,I " I",,I5 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",627,632, 1,0 
LATT, I" I"" I5 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",591 ,594,1 ,0 
LATT,I"I""22 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",623,626,1 ,0 
LATT,I"I""22 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",579.584, I ,0 
LATT,I"I""22 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",633,638, I ,0 
LATT,l"l ""22 
LESIZE,ALL,"VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,"64 7,648,1,0 
LATT, I" l" ,,24 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE. 

W. ten Napel E indhoven Universitv of Technologv 

17 _ hoofdbuizen 

! 19 _ afstandvakwerk onderin 

! 15 _binnenste hoofdbuis onderin 

!22 _ hoofdbuis midden 

!24_hoofdbuis onderin 
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LSEL,S",711 ,712,1,0 
LATI,I ., I""24 
LESIZE.ALL ... VERDELING" 
LMESH.ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,$",697 ,698,1 ,0 
LATT,I., I.,.,24 
LESIZE,ALL,., VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 

I LSEL,NONE, 
I LSEL,S,"761,762,1,0 

LATT,l " l",.24 
LESIZE,ALL.,, VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,$,.,829,832, 1,0 
LATT,I ., I""4 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S."893,896,1,0 
LATT,I ., I.,"4 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",769,772,1,0 
LATT, I.,l ""4 
LESIZE.ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,$."833,836, I ,0 
LATI, I" I .. .,4 
LESIZE,ALL.,, VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL.$.,,779,822, I ,0 
LATI, I"I ""4 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,$",843,886, l ,0 
LATI,I"I ""4 
LESIZE,ALL,., VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S.,,773,778, l ,O 
LATI,I"l"" l7 
LESIZE,ALL.,, VERDELING., 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S.,,837 ,842,1 ,0 
LATI,l " l""l7 
LESIZE,ALL." VERDELING .. 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE. 
LSEL,S.,,823,828,1,0 
LATI.I..I .... I7 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING .. 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S.,,887,892,1,0 
LATI,I"I ,.,, I7 
LESIZE,ALL.,,VERDELING .. 
LMESH.ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",926,995,1 ,0 
LATT.l" l"" lO 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S.,.I 014,1024,1,0 
LATT, I,. l ,." IO 

I LESIZE,ALL ... VERDELING .. 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S ... 897,907,1.0 
LATT, I"I "" IO 
LESIZE,ALL.,, VERDELING .. 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",906,925,1 ,0 
LATI, I,. I,.., I6 
LESIZE.ALL.,. VERDELING., 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL.NONE, 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven Universîty ofTechnology 

!4 _ afstandvakwerk langsbuizen 

! 17 _ afstandvakwerk langsbuizen onderin 

! I 0 _ zijdiagonalen driehoek 

! 16_ zijdiagonalen driehoek onderin 
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!LSEL,S.,,1025,1039,1,0 
!LATI,I.,I.,"I6 
!LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
!LMESH.ALL 
!LSEL,NONE. 
LSEL,S",996, 1015,1,0 
LATI,I"I.,"I6 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
! LSEL,S", I 040, I 052, I ,0 
!LATI,I.,I""I6 
! LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
!LMESH,ALL 
!LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", 1177, 1180, I ,0 
LATI,I"I ,",9 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S.,, I 053, I 056, I ,0 
LATI,I"I.,"9 
LESIZE,A LL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S", I 079, 1154, I ,0 
LATI, I" I""9 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL.S.,, I 057,1078, I ,0 
LATI, I" I""20 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S",II55,1176,1,0 
LA TI, I" 1",,20 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL.NONE, 

LSEL,S", J305, 1308,1,0 
LATI,J"I""6 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S,"ll81,1184,1,0 
LATI, I"I""6 
LESIZE,ALL,"VERDELING., 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S", 1208,1281, I ,0 
LATI, I" I" "6 
LESIZE,ALL.,, VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", JI81,1207,1,0 
LATI,I,.l",.l8 
LESIZE,ALL,"VERDELING., 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S,"l282, 1308,1,0 
LATI,l.,l""l8 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING., 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
!LSEL,S,.,I309,1322,1,0 
!LATI, I., l""l8 
!LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
!LMESH,ALL 
!LSEL,NONE, 
! LSEL,S.,, 1323,1334, 1,0 
!LATI, I"I,."I8 
!LESIZE,ALL,.,VERDELING" 
!LMESH,ALL 
!LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",I361 ,1436,1,0 
LATI,I .. I.,"5 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S."I437, 1462, I ,0 
LATI,I"l".,21 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING, 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven Universitv ofTechnologv 

'9 _rug diagonalen driehoek 

!20 _rug diagonalen driehoek onderin 

!6 _zij diagonalen afstandframe 

! 18_zij diagonalen afstandframe onderin 

!5 _rug diagonalen afstandframe bovenin 

!21_ rug diagonalen afstandframe bovenin 
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LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 
LSEL,S". l335, 1360, I ,0 
LATI, l" l""21 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S..,I495, 1574,1,0 
LATI,I"l ,",23 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

W. ten Napel 

!23 _fundatie hoofdbuis 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!TOEKENNEN KABELS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

LSEL,S",I463,1464,l,O 
LA TI,2,2,2 .. " 
LESJZE,ALL,., VERDELING" 
LMESH.ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", 1479,1480,1,0 
LA TI,2,2,2"" 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING .. 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", 1465,1466,1,0 
LA TI,2,4,2"" 
LESIZE,ALL,"VERDELING,. 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,"I481,1482,1,0 
LA TI,2,4,2"" 
LESJZE,ALL,.,VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,"I467,1468,1 ,0 
LATI,2,5,2"" 
LESJZE.ALL,., VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S",l483, 1484,1,0 
LATI,2,5,2,." 
LESJZE,ALL,.,VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE. 

LSEL,S." I469, 1470, I ,0 
LATI,2,6,2,". 
LESIZE,ALL," VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,,. I485,1486, I ,0 
LA TI ,2,6,2" " 
LESIZE.ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S".I471, 1472,1,0 
LATI,2,7,2,.,. 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,.,I487,1488,1 ,0 
LATI,2,7,2"" 
LESIZE.ALL."VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", I473 , 1474,1,0 
LATI.2,8,2"" 
LESJZE,ALL .. ,VERDELING" 
LMESH.ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", I489,1490,1 ,0 
LA TI,2,8.2,." 
LESIZE,ALL,.,VERDELING,. 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S,., l475,1476,1 ,0 
LATI,2,9,2.., 

!kabels type Cl rechts 

! kabels type Cl links 

!kabels type C2 rechts 

!kabels type C2 links 

!kabels type C3 rechts 

!kabels type C3 links 

!kabels type C4 rechts 

!kabels type C4 links 

!kabels type C5 rechts 

!kabels type C5 links 

!kabels type C6 rechts 

!kabels type C6 links 

!kabels type C7 rechts 
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LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", 1491,1492,1,0 
LA TT ,2,9,2"" 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", 1477, 147S, I ,0 
LA TT ,2, I 0,2"" 
LESIZE,ALL",VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

LSEL,S", 1493, 1494, I ,0 
LA TT,2, I 0,2"" 
LESIZE,ALL", VERDELING" 
LMESH,ALL 
LSEL,NONE, 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University ofTechnologv 

! kabels type C7 links 

!kabels type CS reehlS 

!kabels type CS links 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!'!! 1!11!!! !!AANBRENGEN WINDBELASTING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

KSEL,NONE 
KSEL,S", 1 ,373, 12,0 
FK,ALL,FZ,-W _FRAME_PERP 
FK,ALL,FX,W FRAME PARA 
KSEL,NONE - -

KSEL,S",2,374, 12,0 
FK,ALL,FZ,-W FRAME PERP 
FK,ALL,FX, W _:-FRAME_:-PARA 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",4,376,12,0 
FK,ALL,FZ,-W _FRAME_PERP 
FK,ALL, FX, W _ FRAM.E_ PARA 
KSEI.,NONE 

KSEL,S",5,377, 12,0 
FK,ALL,FZ,-W FRAME PERP-W GONDEL PERP 
FK,ALL,FX,W -FRAME -PARA+W- GONDEL PARA 
KSEL,NONE - - - -

KSEL,S",5+ I ,377+ I, 12,0 
FK,ALL,FZ,-W_FRAME_PERP-W_GONDEL_PERP 
FK,ALL,FX,W FRAME PARA+W GONDEL PARA 
KSEL,NONE - - - -

!"windbelasting op frame, punt diamant" 

!"windbelasting op frame, voorste punt diamant" 

!"windbelasting op frame, achterste punt diamant" 

!"windbelasting op frame t.p.v. voorste massapunten" 

!"windbe1astingop frame t.p.v. achterste massapunten" 

!1!!! 1!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!AANBRENGEN EXTRA GONDELBELASTING (SUSPEND-EFFECT)!!!!!!!! !!! !!!! !!! !!!! !! 

KSEL,S",17,1S,1 ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*11111 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*3196 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",29,30, 1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*1909S 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*12950 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",41 ,42, 1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*21755 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*2649S 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",53,54, I ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*17302 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*41 755 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",65,66, 1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*5463 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*55406 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S", 77, 7S, 1 ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*12796 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*64356 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S" ,S9,90, 1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*353 I 6 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*660S1 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S" ,101,102,1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*59050 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*59056 
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KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S", II3 , 114,1,0 
FK.ALL.FX,-SUSPEND*80515 
FK.ALL,FY.SUSPEND*43041 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S", 125 ,126, 1,0 
FK.ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*96315 
FK,ALL,FY ,SUSPEND*I9162 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S .. , 137,138, I ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*I 03660 
FK.ALL,FY,-SUSPEND*I 0209 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",I49,150,1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*I00810 
FK,ALL,FY,-SUSPEND*41754 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S", I61 ,162,1 ,0 
FK.ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*87365 
FK,ALL,FY ,-SUSPEND*71699 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S", 173,174,1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*64355 
FK,ALL,FY ,·SUSPEND*96314 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S", I85 ,186, 1,0 
FK.ALL,FX.-SUSPEND*34120 
FK,ALL,FY,-SUSPEND*II2474 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S" , 197, 198, I ,0 
FK,ALL.FY,-SUSPEND*II81 04 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,$",209 ,21 0, 1 ,0 
FK.ALL,FX,SUSPEND*34120 
FK.ALL,FY,-SUSPEND*II2474 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,$",221 ,222, I ,0 
FK.ALL,FX,SUSPEND*64355 
FK.ALL,FY,-SUSPEND*96314 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,$",233,234, I ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*87365 
FK.ALL,FY,-SUSPEND*71699 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,$,"245 ,246, 1 ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*I00810 
FK.ALL,FY ,-SUSPEND*4 t 754 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,$",257,258 , I ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*I 03660 
FK,ALL,FY,-SUSPEND*I 0209 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S.,,269,270, 1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*96315 
FK.ALL,FY .SUSPEND*I9162 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S.,.281 ,282, I ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*80515 
FK.ALL,FY ,SUSPEND*43041 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,$",293,294, I ,0 
FK.ALL,FX,SUSPEND*59050 
FK.ALL,FY .SUSPEND* 59056 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",305.306.1.0 
FK,ALL,FX,SUSPEND*35316 
FK.ALL,FY .SUSPEND*66081 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,$" ,317 ,318, I ,0 
FK.ALL.FX,SUSPEND*I2796 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*64356 
KSEL,NONE 

W. ten Napel Eindhoven University ofTechnologv 
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KSEL,S",329,330, I ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*5463 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*55406 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S."341 ,342, I ,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*I7302 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*41755 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",353,354, 1.0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*21755 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*26498 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",365,366, 1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*I9098 
FK,ALL.FY,SUSPEND*I2950 
KSEL,NONE 

KSEL,S",377,378, 1,0 
FK,ALL,FX,-SUSPEND*lllll 
FK,ALL,FY,SUSPEND*3196 
KSEL,NONE 
KSEL,ALL 

W. ten Napel 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!DOF CONSTRAINT KABELS (alle beginnend met 8***)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

DK,800l ,UX,O",UY,UZ," 
DK,8002 ,UX,O" ,UY,UZ", 
DK,8003,UX,O,"UY,UZ", 
DK.8004,UX ,O . .,UY,UZ., , 

DK.900 I ,UY,O""UZ" , 
DK,9002,UY,O""UZ", 
DK,9003 ,UY,O""UZ", 
DI<.,9004,UY,O""UZ," 
DK,9005 ,UY,O""UZ", 
DK,9006,UY,O""UZ," 
DK,9007,UY,O" "UZ", 
DK,9008,UY,O""UZ", 

DK.9009,UX,O",UY,UZ", 
01<.,90 I 0, UX,O", UY,UZ", 
DK,90ll ,UX,O" ,UY,UZ", 
DK,9012 ,UX,O" ,UY,UZ", 
DK,9013,UX,O",UY,UZ", 
DK,9014,UX,O",UY,UZ," 
DK,9015,UX,O",UY,UZ," 
DK,9016,UX,O",UY,UZ", 

!!!!! !!! !!!! !!! !!' !!!'!!!!!!II'!!II!!!!NON- LINEAR ANALYSIS!!! !!!!!! !!!!!! !!!!!!! !! !!! ! ! !! !!!!!!! !!! 
FINISH !einde 
IALNAME,IMP !bestandsnaam 
/SOLU !solver 
ANTYPE,ST A TIC !statische analyse 
NSUB,5 !aantal substeps 
ACEL.,ZW AARTE !zwaartekracht in -y richting= naar aarde 
SOLVE !oplossen 
FINISH !einde 

/SOLU !solution fase 
! knik analyse 

Eindhoven University ofTechnologv 

ANTYPE, BUC KLE 
PSTRES,ON 
BUCOPT,LANB, I 
MXPAND. I 
SOLVE 

!invloed van pre-stress (normaalkracht) wordt meegenomen 
!block lanczos eigenwaarde extract methode, I mode 
!bereken I eigenvector 

FINISH 

/POS Tl 
SET,LAST 
NSORT,U,Z 
*GET,UMAXLOC,SORT.O,IMAX 
*GET,IMPFAC,NODE.UMAXLOC,UZ 
FINISH 

/FILNAME,'N-TH ORDER' 
IPREP7 
IGST,ON 
EXCENTR=-0.866 
UPGEOM,EXCENTRIIMPFAC",IMP 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,ST A TIC 
ACEL,,ZW AARTE 
NLGEOM,ON 
TREF,O 

!oplossen 
!einde 

!post processor 
!laatste gegevens actief 
!sorteer node-vcrvonningen in z-richting van eigenvector 
!variabele "UMAXLOC" voor imperfectiepatroon 
!variabele "IMPFAC" voor imperfectiepatroon 
!einde post processor 

!nieuwe bestandsnaam (analyse) 
! preprocessor 
!grafisch oplossen 
'ingevoerde maximale excentriciteit aan de top rad 
'updaten geometrie met maximale excentriciteit aan top 
!einde 

!solution fase 
!statische analyse 
!zwaartekracht 
!n-de orde berekening (grote verplaatsingen) 
!referentie temperatuur 
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TUNIF,TEMPERATIJUR 
SSTJF,ON 
NROPT,FULL 
OUTRES,ALL.ALL 
NSUBST,400 
NEQJT,400 
AUTOTS,ON 
CNVfOL,F,.0.005,.1000 
LNSRCH,ON 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

!!!O-CABLES1!1 

!!POST! 
!ESEL,S,.,I441,1442,1,0 
!ESEL,A..,l445,1446,1,0 
!ESEL,A,.,1449,1450, 1,0 
! ET ABLE,N ,SMISC, I 
!ETABLE,My,SMJSC,2 
!ET ABLE,Mz,SMJSC,3 
!ET ABLE,Mx _torsie,SMISC,4 
!ET ABLE,SFZ,SMISC,5 
!ETABLE,SFY,SMISC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!1-CHS 914*30!!! 
ESEL,S,,.670,670, 1,0 
ESEL,A.,.677 ,680,1,0 
ESEL,A",437,437,1,0 
ETABLE,N,SMISC,1 
ETABLE,My,SMJSC,2 
ET ABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
ET ABLE,Mx _torsie,SMJSC,4 
ET ABLE,S FZ,SMJSC,5 
ET ABLE,SFY,SMISC,6 
PRETAB 

!!!2-CHS 406.4*12.5!!! 
!ESEL,S, .. 939,939, 1,0 
!ESEL,A..,941 ,942,1,0 
!ESEL,A.,,833 ,840,1,0 
!ESEL,A,"842,842 , 1,0 
!ET ABLE,N,SMJSC,1 
!ET ABLE,My,SMISC,2 
!ET ABLE,Mz,SMJSC,3 
!ET ABLE,Mx _torsie,SMJSC,4 
!ET ABLE,SFZ,SMISC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SMJSC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!3-CHS 914*16!!! 
!ESEL,S.,,494,499,1,0 
!ESEL,A,..542,547, 1,0 
!ETABLE,N,SMISC,1 
!ET ABLE,My,SMJSC,2 
!ET ABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
!ET ABLE,Mx _torsie,SMJSC,4 
!ET ABLE,SFZ,SMJSC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SMJSC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!4-CHS 406.4*16!!! 
!ESEL,S..,78,84,1,0 
!ESEL,A,., 142,148, 1,0 
!ETABLE,N,SMISC,1 
! ET ABLE.J'VIy,SMJSC,2 
!ET ABLE,Mz.SMJSC,3 
! ET ABLE,Mx _torsie,SM1SC,4 
! ET ABLE,SFZ,SMJSC,5 
! ET ABLE,S FY,SMISC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!5-CHS 406.4*16!!! 
!ESEL,S.,,969,980, 1,0 
!ET ABLE,N ,SMISC,1 
!ETABLE,My,SMISC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
!ETABLE,Mx _torsie,SMISC,4 
!ETABLE,SFZ,SMJSC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SMISC,6 
! PRETAB 

!! 16-CHS 219.1*12.5!!! 
1ESEL,S".228,262,1,0 
!ET ABLE,N,SMISC,1 
!ETABLE,My,SMJSC,2 
!ET ABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
!ET ABLE,Mx _torsie,SMISC ,4 
! ET ABLE,SFZ,SMJSC,5 

W. ten Napel 

! maximale temperatuur 
!stress stifTening 
!Newton-Raphson oplosalgoritme (full) 
!uitvoer van alle stappen 
1aantalload steps (400) 
!aantal iteraties (400) 
!auto time stepping 
!convergentie criteria (krncht) 
! line search algoritme 
!solve 
!einde 
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! ET ABLE,SFY ,SMJSC,6 
!PRET AB 

!!!7-CHS 323.9•14.2!11 
!ESEL,S",724,729, 1 ,0 
!ESEL,A",768,773,1,0 
!ET ABLE,N,SMJSC,I 
!ET ABLE,My,SMISC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
!ETABLE,Mx torsie,SMISC,4 
!ETABLE,SFf.SMJSC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY ,SMJSC,6 
! PRETAB 

! ! !8-chs 219.1•12.5!'! 
!ESEL,S",II92,1192.1,0 
!ESEL,A",I097,1106,1,0 
! ESEL,A",II 08, IJ 08, I ,0 
!ET ABLE,N,SMISC, I 
!ETABLE,My,SMISC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SMJSC,3 
!ETABLE,Mx torsie,SMISC,4 
•ETABLE,SFÏ,SMISC.5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SMISC.6 
! PRETAB 

!'!9-CHS219.1•8 
!ESEL,S," I2 17, 1228,1,0 
!ET ABLE,N ,SMISC, I 
'ETABLE,My,SMJSC,2 
! ET ABLE,Mz,SMJSC,3 
1ETABLE,Mx torsie,SMISC,4 
!ETABLE,SFi,SMISC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY ,SMJSC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!HELE SECTIE V!!! 
!ESEL,S",I441,1442,1 ,0 
!ESEL,A.., 1445,1446, I ,0 
!ESEL,A,"I449,1450,1,0 
!ESEL,A",670,670, I ,0 
!ESEL,A",6n,680, I ,0 
!ESEL.A",437,437, I ,0 
!ESEL,A..,939,939, I ,0 
!ESEL.A",941,942, 1,0 
!ESEL,A,"833,840, 1,0 
!ESEL,A",842,842, I ,0 
!ESEL,A..,494,499, 1,0 
!ESEL,A,"542,547, I ,0 
!ESEL,A,"78,84,1 ,0 
!ESEL,A",I42, 148,1,0 
!ESEL,A",969,980, I ,0 
!ESEL,A..,228,262, I ,0 
!ESEL,A..,724,729,1,0 
!ESEL,A..,768,773, 1 ,0 
!ESEL,A", II92,1192,1 ,0 
!ESEL,A", I097, 1106,1,0 
!ESEL,A", II08,1108,1,0 
!ESEL,A", I217,1228,1 ,0 
!ET ABLE,N,SMJSC, I 
!ET ABLE,My,SMISC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SMISC.3 
!ETABLE,Mx torsie.SMJSC,4 
!ET ABLE,Sfi.SMJSC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SMISC.6 
!PRET AB 

W. ten Napel 

!!!!'!'11!!!!!!!!!!!!'!'!'!!!!! 1!BOVENSTE SECTIE-> FATIGUE BELASTING!!!!1!!1!1!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!! !! !!! 

!!!1 -CHS 914•30 
!ESEL,S",448,453,1 ,0 
! ET ABLE,N ,SM! SC, I 
!ETABLE,My,SMJSC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
!ET ABLE,Mx torsie,SMJSC,4 
!ETABLE,SFi,SMJSC,5 
! ET ABLE,SFY ,SMISC,6 
'PRETAB 

!!!2-CHS 406.4•12.5 
!ESEL,S..,864,871 , I ,0 
! ET ABLE,N ,SMISC, I 
! ET ABLE,M y,SMISC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SMJSC.3 
!ETABLE,Mx_torsie.SMISC,4 
1ET ABLE,SFZ,SMISC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SMJSC,6 
! PRETAB 
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!!!3-CHS 914*16 
!ESEL,S,.,511 .514,1,0 
!ESEL,A",559,562,1,0 
!ETABLE.N,SMISC.I 
!ETABLE,My,SMISC.2 
!ET ABLE,Mz.SM!SC,3 
! ET ABLE,Mx_torsie.SM1SC,4 
! ET ABLE,SFZ.SM!SC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SM!SC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!4-CHS 406.4*16 
!ESEL.S",96,98,1,0 
! ESEL,A.,, 160,162,1,0 
! ET ABLE.N,SMlSC,I 
!ETABLE,My,SM!SC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SMJSC,3 
!ET ABLE,Mx _torsie,SMJSC,4 
!ETABLE,SFZ,SMJSC,5 
!ETABLE,SFY,SM!SC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!5-CHS 219. 1*12.5 
!ESEL,S.,,I003,1010,1,0 
!ETABLE,N.SMJSC, I 
!ETABLE,My,SM!SC,2 
!ETABLE,Mz,SM1SC,3 
!ETABLE,Mx_torsie,SM1SC,4 
!ET ABLE,SFZ,SMISC.5 
!ETABLE,SFY,SMISC,6 
!PRET AB 

!! !HELE BOVENSTE SECTIE!!!! 
!ESEL,S,"448,453,1,0 
! ESEL,A".864,871 , 1,0 
!ESEL,A,.,511,514, 1,0 
!ESEL,A",559,562, 1,0 
! ESEL,A",96,98,1 ,0 
!ESEL,A.,,I60,162,1 ,0 
!ESEL,A,.,l003, 1010, 1,0 
!ETABLE,N,SM!SC,I 
!ETABLE,My,SM1SC,2 
!ET ABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
!ET ABLE,Mx_torsie,SMISC,4 
!ET ABLE,SFZ,SM!SC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY,SMJSC,6 
! PRETAB 

!!!!ALLE KABELS!!! 
!ESEL,S,TYPE"2,., 
!ETABLE,N,SMJSC,I 
! PRETAB 

!! ! !!3 elementen!'!! 
ESEL,S.,,678,678,1,0 
ESEL,A",496,496,1 ,0 
ESEL,A .. .544,544, 1 ,0 
ET ABLE.N ,SMISC,I 
!ET ABLE,My,SM1SC,2 
!ET ABLE,Mz,SMISC,3 
!ETABLE,Mx_torsie,SMISC,4 
!ET A BLE,SFZ.SMJSC,5 
!ET ABLE,SFY ,SM!SC,6 
PRETAB 

W. ten Napel 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

!!/POST26 
!!RFORCE,2,394,F,Y 

!NSOL,3,17,U,Z 
!NSOL,4,17,ROT,Z 
!XVAR,3 
!PLVAR,2 

!/AXLAB,Y,LOAD [NJ 
!/AXLAB,X,DEFLECT!ON_UX [m] (HORIZONT AL) 
!/RE PLOT 
!XVAR,3 
!PLVAR,2 

!/AXLAB,Y,LOAD 
!/AXLAB,X,ROTATIES_Z-AS 
!/REPLOT 

!time history post processor 
!reads force data in variabie 2 

!reads y-deflection data into var 3 

!make variabie 3 the x-axis (VERVORMING) 
!plots variabie 2 on y-axis (KRACHn 

!changes y label 
'changes X label 

!make variabie 3 the x-axis (ROTATIES) 
!plots variabie 2 on y-axis (KRACHn 

!changes y label 
!changes X label 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'EXPORTEREN NORJ\1AALKRACHTEN,OPP,SPANNINGEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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•JOUTPUT,'C:\OUTPUT ANSYS\N-A-S',ANS"APPEND, 
!ETABLE,Normaalkr- N,SMISC, I 
!PLET AB,Normaalkr- N 

! ET ABLE,Opp-m2,SMISC, l3 
!PLETAB,Opp-m2 

!SMUL T,Opp-rrun2 ,0pp-m2" I e6, 
! PLET AB,Opp-rrun2 

!SEXP,Inv-üpp- rrun2 ,Opp- rrunl " -1 , 
!SMULT,5-Nrrun2,Normaalkr- N,Inv-ûpp- rrun2 " 
!PLETAB,5-Nrrun2 

'ESEL,S,TYPE.,2., , 
!ETABLE,Kabels-N.SMISC, I 
!PLETAB,Kabels- N 
! PRETAB 
!IPBC,ALL,l 
!PRRSOL,F 

!FINISH 

W. ten Napel 

!plotten van de krachten/reactiekrachten 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!SOLUTION PHASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!ISO LU 

!statie analysis 
!number of substeps 

Eindhoven University ofTechnology 

!ANTYPE,STATIC 
!NSUB,5 
!ACEL"ZW AARTE 
! !FK.195,FZ,-I 000000 
!SOLVE 

!zwaartekracht in -y richting= naar aarde 
!fk,keypoint,direction,force = IOOOkN = testkracht 
!solve the resulting system of equations 

!FINISH 

!/POST! 
!ESEL,S,TYPE.,2 ... 
!ET ABLE,Fx,SMISC, l 
!PLETAB,Fx 
!PRET AB 

!finish salution 

!!!!!!!!! !!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !! !!! !!!IUERONDER MODALE ANALYSE'!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!/SOLU 

!ANTYPE,STATIC 
!PSTRES,ON 
!NSUB,lO 
!ACEL.,ZWAARTE 

!TREF,O 
!TUNIF,TEMPERA TUUR 

!SOLVE 
!FINISH 

!ISO LU 
!ANTYPE,MODAL 
!MOOOPT,LANB, lO 

!TREF,O 
!TUNIF,TEMPERA TUUR 

!PSTRES,ON 
!EQSLV,FRONT 
!MXPAND, IO 
!SOLVE 
!FINISH 

!!POST I 
!SET, LIST 

!statie analysis 

!number of substeps 
!zwaartekracht in -y richting = naar aarde 

!solve the resulting system of equations 
!finish salution 

!modal analysis 
!Block Lanczos, 10 modes 

! frontal solver 
!expand 15 modes 
!solve the resulting system of equations 
!finish salution 

!list solutions 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !! !!!! !!! !! !!HIERONDER BUCKLING ANALYSE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!/SOLU 
! ANTYPE,ST A TIC 
!PSTRES,ON 
!!SSTIF,ON 
!NSUB,5 
!ACEL,,ZW AARTE 
!SOLVE 
!FINISH 

!/SOLU 
!ANTYPE,BUCKLE 
!PSTRES,ON 
!!SSTIF,ON 
!BUCOPT,LANB,2 
!MXPAND,2 
!SOLVE 
!FINISH 

!!POST! 
!SET,LIST 
!SET,LAST 
!PLDISP 

!statie analysis 

!numbcr of substeps 
!zwaartekracht in -y richting = naar aarde 
!solve the resulting system of equations 

!buckling analysis 

! Block Lanczos, I 0 modes 
!expands 2 mode shapes 
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R APPENDIX: USED PROGRAMS 

In the following table an overview of the used programs is given: 

D~·- -·- -, ~·. .-- - - . -~-----·,...... J------:-r"""_JJ . ·.. . .,., . 1,.\ __,______L_" ·~~~~· 

ANSYS (FEA) 8.1 

1 GAMBIT (pre-processor CFD) 2.230 
FLUENT (CFD) 6.2.16 
MathCAD 13 
AutoCAO 2000i 
MS-Office 2003 
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S APPENDIX: PLANNING 

S.l Introduetion 

To monitor the process and control the information-flow between the two authors a planning over the graduation phases 
is presented. 

S.2 Planning 

Planning: 


